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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY FINDINGS

1.1. Introduction

Background

The cooling water intake structures assoclatedwitth the generation of electricity at the Indian Point
Energy Center (IPEC) are subject to regulatjoh by the New York Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) pursuant to Section 316(b)of the federal Clean Water Act:(CWA) and 6 NYCRR §
704.5 via the State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)permit program. IPEC also requires.a
water quality cert'ification (WQC) from NYSDEC pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA and 6 NYCRR §
:608.9 in connection with-the renewal of IPEC'sNuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) operating licenses.

As pertinent to this report, NYSDEC issued a Draft SPDES permit renewal for IPEC on November 12,
2003, which required IPEC to reduce its cooling:water intake capacity In order to minimize the
entrainment of aquatic organisms and determined that closed cycle cooling represented the best
technology available (BTA) to achieve the required reductions in entrainment and thereby minimize
adverse.environmental impacts associated with IpEC's cooling water withdrawals. Pending the
construction of closed cycle cooling, the Draft SPI)ES also required interim complianceschedule
measures which included the impositionh of interim fish protection outages. NYSDEC has also since
provided an offer of proof dated November 12, 2013 which addressed permanent outages (i.e., "Fish
Protection Outage Days! or "protective outages!) as a BTA alternative.:1

In connection with the SPDES permit proceeding and CWA § 401 WQC proceeding, this report addresses
the question, of whether any adverse environmental effects in terms of air pollutionfrom New York
State electric power sector emissions and/or electric system reliability impacts may be associated with
the NYSDEC's final closed~cycle cooling BTA alternative. That is, this report analyzes emissions and
reliability impacts in relation to closed cycle cooling construction-related outages. The report includes
assessment of emissiodn and reliability effects if IPEC was fully out of service, a "bookend" analytical
case. This report addresses electric power sector emissions effects and reliability impacts for anticipated
IPEC closed cycle cooling construction outage scenarios, and, focuses on assessing different system
effects under different outage scenarios.

Energyowns and operates two pressurized water reactors (PWR), units 2 and .3 of the.Indian Point
Energy Center.. Unit 1, the first reactor operated at Indian Point was retired from service in 1974. Unit 2

NY DEC Department Staff Offer of Proof onPermanent Forced Outages/Seasonal Protective Outages, November 12, 2013. It
isaanticipated that seasonal fish protection outages may be required duringperiods which would Include Maythrough August of
eachyear, a time period which also coincideswith the period when .electric deman.d reaches its annual peak Inthe New York
and surrounding regions, usually occurring withinthe narrower window of July/August.

S synapse Energy .Economics, Inc. Indian Point Enfergy Center Outage-Emissions and Reliability'Impacts 1



(1,024.5 MW,.summer rated capacity) and unit 3 (.10•44.2 MW, summer rated capacity)2 have been.

operating since 1974 and. 1976, respectively.

The electrical output from IPEC is directly interconnected to the New York.electric power system,
controlled by the.New York Independent System Operator (NYISO, or NY ISO)j TheNew York electric:

power system is directly and sync.hronously 3 interconnected to the. New England, PJM, and Ontario

electricpowergrid, and directly (thoughasynchronously)4 to the Quebec power grid. Direct physical

transferof electric power occurs regularly amongthese larger entities, backed by financial arrangements
between suppliers and customers in the region. Generally, electricity among these regions is physically

shared according to.the .laws of physics and the fundamentals of electric power economics as they apply

within ahd across the regions.

When any given unit is out of service, the rest of the generatirgsupply resources on the grid respond

and provide replacement power, generally according to short-run economic signals and in observance of

the physical constraints across the grid, such as limited transmission transfer paths. At any given time,

there is a single unit or a set'of units that is "on the margin,'q i.e. being the resource that Increases

outputor decreases output as demand increases or decreases. Over longer time periods, generating

resources are constructed, generating.resources are retired, transmission infrastructure is replenished

(and often Increased) and the mix of resources (and/or the fuel used by those resources) serving load

.gradually changes.

In the near term, If or when one or both IPEC units are Out of service for any reason, replacement power

'is sourced from the aggregate of units available in New York and in the region according to short-run

economics and transmi.s~ion system .transfer limitations. In the longer term, replacementipower for an
IPEC closed cycle cooling construction outage scenadr will come from the collective.set of existing.and

new resources connected to the grid,.and will reflect any changes in ultimate demand that may occur

due to changes In energy efficiency and/or demand respDonse capability. In this report, we Iook at the

interplay between requirements to reliably supply the region's toad, and the.set of power plants
available to provide that supply. Thatjinterplay-which we model as electric power dispatch-leadsto

electric power sector output emissions. We also review the reliability implications. associated with

potential IPEC outages by examining NYiSO reliability studies and recent New York State.Public Service

Commission (NYSPSC) inquiriesi into contingency plans for reliability inthe event of IPEC retirement and

potential transmission infrastructure investment to increase New York State's transmission capability.

2 NY 150 2013 Gold.Book; piage 30-

Synchronous Interconnection essentially means all electrical generators in the defined region are in electrical synchronlcity
with each other; practically speaking, this means their operations must be coordinated by central controllers (such:as the New:

York Independent System Operator, or NY ISO) to ensure a balance of power flow around the regions such that. frequency and
voltage are kept within defined ranges to.ensure reliability, and transmission limits are relpected,

Quebec's interoonnectlons wlth neigibor.ng regions are through DC Interties. This allows for more direct and scheduled
control of power flows between its region and its trading..partners compared to 'freeflowlng tle? that accompany
synchronousiy-intercohnected systems.
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We assess how replacement assets planned or considered would impact system emissions:and system W
reliability under differeing IPEC closed cycle cooling construction outage scenarios.

Scope of Work

Riverkeeper engaged Synapse to conduct an electric power sector modeling analysis of the New York
and adjoining electric power regions. This analysis focused on determilning electric power output (MWh)
and emissions (for CO2, SO* and NOx) that result Under different closed cycle cooling construction
scenarios where one or both units at IPEC are out. of service for different periods of time. Synapse
conducted this analysisfor annual periods between 2015 and 2025, using the Ventyx PROSYM modeling:
tool, which:was licensed for this specific analytical project, The PROSYM modeling tool allows unit-
specific output and emissions to be determined for~a given set.of inputs, and those units are contained,
within specific zonalareaslof New York. and adjoiningareas. Input assumptions can Vary significantly in
these types of analyses, and modeling multiple scenarios allows the user to gauge differential Impacts
for different closed cycle cooling construction scenariostested. This report explains-the rationale behind
the. assumption sets used, especially for load, energy efficiency, demand response, supply-side
resources, and transmission topology, for each of the years modeled.

Synapse:was also charged With conducting a review of the reliability circumstances:that would surround
IPEC closed cycle cooling construction outage scenarios. Synapse reviewed various New York
Independent. System Operator (NYISO) reports, NYPSC Orders and Rulings, New York utilityfilings, and
related material to assess the status of reliability in the region in scenarios where one or~both of the
IPEC units were out of service for different periods of time for closed cycle cooling construction or even
fully out of service in the alternative event of permanent closure. This assessment was limited to review
of materials available primarily through the NYSPSC.andtheINY1SO. In particular, the NYISO's 2012

Reliability Needs.Assessment (RNA) 5.and the filings and ordersin the:NY PSC dockets on both the-IPEC
contingencyplan and AC transmission'upgrades informed our assessment.

Synapse's scope of work'also includesappearing at the NYSDECs .SPDES and CWA § 401 WQC joint
proceeding hearings and presenting expert testimony based on the analysis and findings in this
emissions and reliability report.

1.2. Summary Findings

This section summarizes:our emissions modeling and reliability assessment results.

5 As noted in this report, the 2012 RNA predates the rellability.contingency planningandtransmisslon reinforcement planning
work undertaken in the NYS PSC dockets. While the 2062 RNA informedoutassessment, its sensitivity assessment of reliability
in the absence of Indian Point was based on powerflow model runs whoseinputs are now In need of updating. To some.
extent, information filed by ConEd and.NYPA In the rellability contingency planning.docket at.the NYS PSC addressed these
issues,

Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., Indian Point Energy Centeroutage -.Emissions and Reliability Impacts 3.



Emissions Modeling

New YorkState hasseen Its electric power sec ot emissions decline considerably over the past decade.
Electricity production from coal and oil-fired generation has declined, gas-fired generation, has
increased, efficiency of production has increased, and load increases have been mitigatedIby increasing:
levels of energy efficiency, and the effects of econoimic fecession. Figure-1..below, taken from a recent
NYISO presentation, showstlhis decline.

Figure:i. New York State Electric Power Sector Emission Trends, 2000-2012
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Synapse modeled future electric power sector ernissions under 10 different scenarios of varying IPEC

output and varying.assumption sets for other key factors that influence emission levels. The next section
of this reportcontains d.etailed information on thls modeling process, which used the PROSYM

production cost model,.and the assumptions used. A high-level summary of our results is provided

below.

Figures 2, 3, and 4.on the following pages show the projected pattern of carbon dioxide (C02), sulfur

dioxide (SO2), and.Nitrogdn Oxide (NOx) emissions in New York State between 2015-2025 for the 10.
,scenarios analyzed.

The figures illustrate that even though a range of potential emission patterns from New York State
electric generation exists over the. period 2015-2025, the overall declining trend for NO% and:502
emissions will likely continue,. particularly with various scenarios where-Indian Point isout of service for

Synapse..tnergy Emnolnics, Inc.. .Indian Point.Energy Center Outage - Ermssions and Reliability Impacts 4



a closed cycle cooling retrofit or even in the event ofpermanent ret.rement.. Co2 emissions~as modeled:
exhibit a flatter trend in the out years of our analysis (that is, postw2019), though We have notanalyzed
all reasonable longer-term resource scenariot, which could lead. to ongoing CO% emission declines,

Filgure 2 reflects anticipated Co2 emissions under tfe.scenarios analyzed,iand contains a reference line
indicating roughly what the New YorkState Regional Greenhouse Gas lnitiative-(RGGI) cap and trade
budget will be for carbon dioxide emisslons. As seen- the IPEC in-service "base line a emission level
tracks, but Is abovei the RGGI benchmark levels.6 With increases in energy efficiency up to New York

State's iSx15 target7, the CO2 emission are significantly lower, reflecting the compounding beneficial
effects of energy.efficiency installations. For a closed cycle. cooling construction outage scenarlo With
Increases In energy efficiency, Wind and solar photo voltaic (PV) (scenario 34), the CO2 emIssIon levels
remain roughly on track with the:RGGI benchmark levels. As expected, CO2 emissions would be highest
if no increases (beyond the baseline) in energy efficiency or deployment of renewableresources were
seen, and IPEC was fully out-of-service forthe entire time.2016-2025 timeframe (scenario 11). Also.as
expected, and as-seen in our bookend scenario (scenario 41), the lowest level of C02 emlissions was seen
with incremental levels of energy efficlency,:.wind, solar PV, and IPEC in service.

Figure 3.showsthe.continuing.-declne In.S02 emissions as coal and oil use for electric powergeneration
continues to decline in. New York, For a few scenarios.of increased energy efficiency, high wind, and. high
solar PV installationsi we assumed additional retirement.of low-use coal-fired generation in New York. In
these instances, 50 2 emisslon levels drop even further than the trends seen In the otheruscenarios.

Figure 4.shows the pattern of NOx emissions In New. York State. NOx emissions. decline as the share. of:
energy from older gas-fired resources Is.replaced with energyfrom newer, lower-eitting combined

cycleygeneration, from the neW ihamplain Hudson Power Express (presumed ..in service in 2018 in all
scenarios), and from wind, solar, and energy efficiency resources in allscenarios-and.Nbx emissions
are even lower in the higgh energy effidency, high wind, aridhgh PV scenarios,

In all cases, transmission stem improvements help improve the overall efficiency of the power system
In New York State.by allowing less expensive and, in many Instances, lower-emitting resources (e.g;,
upstate wind power) toaflow more easily (i.e., with reduced patterns of congestion)..

The benchmark-level induded ih this graph Is the base budget for the adjusted RGGI CO0 budget. New York Department of
Environmental Conservation, State Environmental Quality Review Findings Statement, November 25, 2013, pages 172.

New York State's energy efficiency polcy alms to achieve a 15 percent reduction In consumption by 2015 (2007 baseline),

Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. Indian Point Energy Center Outage - Emissions and Reliability Impacts 5



Figure 2. C 2 Emissions, New York State Electric Power Sector, 2015-2025, for 10 Modeled Scenarios
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Figure 3. SOh Emissions, New York State Electric Power Sector, 2015-2025, for 10 Modeled Scenarios
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Figure 4.-NO Emissions, New York State Electric Power Sector, 2015-2025, for 10 Modeled Sceharios
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We also estimrnated specific sourceSof ."replacement power" for the IPEC.outages,.using a comparison
between resource output during an IPEC in-service modeling scenario ("baWse case scenario 1) and an
examination of four other IPEC outage scenarios: two scenarios under which closed cycle cooling
construction and Installation. occurs in~two sequential years and IPEC is back online for the remaining
years (scenarios:31 and 34,.Table 1. below),8 and two scenarios in which both IPEC units are fully out-of-
service forall modeled years (scenarios..11 and 14, Table 2).9 This comparative exercise allowed us to
estimate replacement sources under different a ssumption sets. Notably, as seen In the results shown in
these two tables, magnitude, location, and.type of replacement res'ou rces vary considerably depending
on the assumptions used for energy efficiency, wind, and solar PV installations.

Itisimportant to note that, While we are aware that parasitic lossesand thermal efficiency degradation:
will result from closed cycle cooling constructionand installation, our focus was on system-wide trends,
and the magnitude of such. losses tends.to be•within forecast varlation for net ]bad, Which range from
the. hundreds of MW (peak) into the 1,00Os of MW (peak)'for any given year for New York•State load.10o

Thus.for modeling purposes it Was appropriate to ignore these effects on IPEC output.

8 As fully explained in thenext snction of this report, in the analysis of these analytic scenarios, we assumed a. 60-day Interim

mitigation outage.In'2016 for both. units a 60-day mitigation outage for. unit 2 in 2017, and full-year construction outages (unit:
3 in 2017, and unit 2 in 2018) for the IPEC units over the 2016-2018 time period. That assumption set leads to IPEC output
reductions of 2.2 TWh (2016), 8.9 TWh (2017), and 7.3 TWh (2018), In both scenarios, both units are" presumed back in service
.at full outputin"2019 and beyond, the same as assumed in the base scenario 1.
While Synapse Is aware that interim mitigation measures will be the subject of a different, later phase of the Indian Point,
hearing process, Synapse incorporated the 60-day outage assumptlon in order to reflect and mode? a more realtstic and
*conservative scenario. Synapse is further aware thattthere will be a'range of Interim outage scenarios which may be longer or
shorter than Synapse's 60-day assumption. We address'the ramifications of the chosen assumption and the interpretation of
the. 2016 modelingoutput at appropriate places in the report. in addition, we note-that Synapse will be. providing a separate
emissions and reliability analysis to.specifically address interim and permna..ent.fish protection outages in connectionwith the
next phase of the hearings in this case, which Will address awider range of fish protection outage assumptions.

Counsel for Riv6erkeeper has informed Synapse.that Riverkeeper's position Is that scenarios relating to shutdown
of the facility in connection with NYSDEC APril'2, 2010 Denial of Entergy's requested Clean Water Act Section 401
water.quality certification is properly:the subject of review under the National. EnvirOnmental Policy Act (NEPA) ine
connection with the E ntergyNRC license renewal proceeding rather than, under the NYSDEC SEQRA review
process. The consideration of fully out of service scenarios was, thus, considered only for analytical purposes and
for the sake of completeness and generating:a conservative analysOis That is, Synapse. made this assumption as an
analytical means to assess a "bookend" scenario.
10 NY ISO 2013 "Gold BooklTable 1-1, "NYCA.Energy and .Demand Forecasts wlthStatewide Energy Efficiency'lmpacts.f

*.Synapse Energy Economics. Inc. Indian Pbint EnergycenterOutage- Emissiorisand Reliability Impacts 9



Table 1. Replacement Power Source Shares - Closed.Cycle Cooling Construction Outage Scenarios 31 (ase E 11E

Wind, PV) and 34 (High EE12, Wnmd, PV)

Base. EE, Wind, PV Scen. 31 Hig h EE, Wind, PV - Scan. 34

2016: 2017: 2018 2016 2017 2018

Imports (QB, Ont, :NE, PJM) 31% 34% 265% 6 -56% 11:% -5%

Gas- J 20% 18% 23%: -46% 0% -11%

Gas-F 15% 20% 25% -26% 8% -1%

Gas.- GHI 17% 8% 18% 4%. 4% 6%

Gas- CDE 5% 7% 5% 0%. 4% ... 1%

Coal 3% 4% 8% -204% -46% -38%

Gas - K 3% 4% 2% -27% -3% -8%

Gas- AB 1% 2% 1%. 3% 2% 1%

d0% 0% 16%

EE 388% 100%% 118%

PV 64% 21%. 32%

Other 4% 1%M -7% 0% .0% -10%

_100% 100%, 100% 100% 100% 100%

Replacemerit TWh: :2.2 8.9 7.3 2.2 8.91 7.3

Source: Synrpse PROSYM Modelino Analysis, 2014.

The left-hand side of Table 1 (scenario 31) indicates:2016-2018 replacement power is sourced primarily

from a mix of imports and gas-fired resources in different locations, when no accommodation is made

for potential increases in energy efficiency, Wind, or solar resources above a baselevel of deployment.

Increased imports from Quebec, Ontario, New England, and PJM comprise 31% of.the::2016 replacement

power, rdsing to 34%: in .2017 and. declining to 25% in 2018, New York City zone J13 gas-fired resources

ma ke up the next largest share of replacement resources: 20% in 2016, and 23% by 2018; Remaining

upstate zones (A through F) and downstate, lower Hudson Valley zones (G, H,. and 1) make up the

remaining sources. For the near term, we have conservatively assumed, that no additional wind

resources (beyond those already assumed in-service through 2018) will be available through 2018 and,

thus, they don't serve as: replacement power resources in-this comparison. As we will show, this is not

ý' "ase EE is the baseline .NYISO 2013 Gold Book:peak.load:and.energyforecast, and includes some amount of projected

energy efficiency effects arising from New York utfiltys energy efficiency programs.
1"2High EE" is the forecast that aligns with projections forpeak~load and energy consumption in 2015 that reflect the targets OfNew York's 1SxlS energy efficiency portfolio standard (EEPS) policy.

13See Figure Sa for a representation of zones in New York. Zones AB are western NY; CDE'are central/northern NY, F Is the
Capital region; GHI Is lower Hudson Valley;.J Is New York City; and K is Long Island.

M synapsesEnergy Economics, Inc.
Indla'n Point Energy Center Outage. - Emissions and Reliability impacts 10



the case:for later years (including the near-term year 2018) when replacement power effects with W

Increased wind installations (relative to the-base scenario. ) are examined.

The. right-hand side of Table 1 (scenario 34) illustrates the effect that higher levels of energy efficiency,

wind, and solar PV resources haveon projected replacement powerresources over time. The tables
indicate that the presence of increased levels of energy efficiency, Increased wind installations (In;
upstate zones), and increased.solar PV installations (througghot.New York State) significantly reduce the

requirements:for using fossil-fueled:resources as replacement power relative.to scenarios where
deployment of incremental amounts of.these .resources is not assumed.

Energy efficien&/yeffects. dominate the statewide level of replacement power resourcesin 2016, and
those resources in turn lead to declining amounts of fossil fuel use in. all but zones A, B and G,H, I,
relative to the baseline scenario,which does hot contain this level of modeled energy efficiency. Under
the analyzed scenario in which IPEC full .unit outages are underway for closed cycle cooling !nstallation in
2017 for Unit 3 and in 2018 forLunit 2, the replacement power amounts are larger, and energy

efficiency's.share decines; incremental gas usage is called for in all but zones J and K, and coal use Is less
.than in the baseline scenario.. In 2018, gas usage In downstate zones,:.coal usage, and imports.areall

lower than in the baseline scenario, and Incremental wind power installations begin to impact the.
replacement power sources.

Table 2 below shows:the replacement power resource shares in 2016,2019, and 2025 for two analyzed
scenarios in which both Indian Point units arefully out of'service (scenarios 11 and 14). These results
show the pattern of .replacement resource need in the eyent that IPEC Units 2.and.3 are both.fully out of
service inleach or any of these three given years, under base levels ofenergy efficiency, wind and PV

installations (scenario 11)and under high levels of EE, wind and PV (scenario 14).

Synapse Energy Economics. Inc. Indian Paint"Energy Center Outage.- Emissions and Reliabilitu.Inracts 11



Table 2. Replacement Power Source Shares - IPEC out-of-Service Scenarios: 11 (Base) and 14 (High EE, Wind, PI)

Base EE, Wind, PV - Seen. 11. HIgh EE,. Wind, PVI- Scen. 14

20101, 2019 2025 2016 2019 2025

Imports (QB, Ont,.NE, PJMj. 36% 24% 25% 25% 7% -5%

-Gas -J 18% 22% .26% 9% 6%0 -8%

Gas-F 16% 25% 19% 13% 10% -3%:

Gas - GH) 7% 13% 16% 60/ 8% -%

Gag -CDE 6% 5% 3% 6% 3% -1%

Coal 6% 6% .3% ;.29%i -18% -10%

Gas-K 5% 2% 4% 2% -3% -3%

Gas- AB 2% 1% 0% 2% 1% 0%

Wind 0% 0% 1 0%, 0% 15% 59%:

EE. 58% 53%. 42%

PV :9% 18% 30%

Other 3% 2% . 2%. :0%. 0% 0%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Replacement TWh: 15.7 15,6 15.5 15.6 15.6 ¶5.6
Sowrce. Synapse.PROSYM Modeling Analysls, 2014,

Scenario .11, gives noaccommodation to Increased levels of energy efficiency, wind, or solar PV

resources. Thus, the only difference between scenario 11 and the base case scenario 1 is that IPEC Is

presumed fully out of service beginning in 2016. Imports, followed by New York City (Zone J) and then

lower Hudson Valley (Zone GHi) and upstate (Zone Athrough F) and Long Island (Zone K) gas resources,

make up the replacement power, along with upstate coal resources.

Scenario 14 shows the effectof higher levels of energy efficiency, wind, and solar PV on replacement

resource shares over time. Notably,:the deployment ofthese resources dramatically lessens the overall

dependency on fossil fuel use, with fossil fuel use in all zones lower than (or equal toi n zones A and B)

that seen in the base scenario by 2025, and onlymarginally higher than the base scenario by 2.019 (epg.,

zone F gas use is higher in 2019 but just 10% of replacement power; zone J gas Use is only 6% of

replacement power in 2019; and gas use in zones G, H, I is 8% of replacement power).

Reliability Assessment

The New York electric power system can be operated reliablyeven in the absence ofboth ofthe Indian

Point EnergyCenter units as of 2016 as long as 1).a number of anticipated electric system inlfrastructure

improvements are completed across different parts ofthe NeW York electric poWer system, and 2)

anticipated:generation supply Increases from either new merchantplants or existing resources

SVnapse Energy Economics, Inc. Indian Point EnergyCenter Outage -Emissions and Reliability. Impacts 12.



(currently mothballed or requiring repair) come online. None of these improvements are located at the :
IPEC site. Completion .of these improvements is currently planned or anticipated by June 1, 2016. The
improvements need to be in place prior to the summer season following any IPEC outage, which is when
NewYork sees its highest peak electrical load. Notably, under any scenario where at least one ofthe

IPEC units remains available in'the summer of 2016, reliable operation is also:assiured,: since the reserve
margih available to the New York system would be higher than:with both units out of service.

These infrastructure improvements include new transmission systemcapacity known as the TOTS-
Transmission Owner Transmission Solution-projects, new or returning-to-service gqneration capacity,
and demand-side measures (energy efficiency, demand response, and combined heat and power (CHP)
resources) that will lowerthe peak load seen on the:Con Edison transmission system.14 in combination,
this portfolio of measures mitigates, the reliability impacts thatwouldotherise be seen with the loss of
such a significant amount of capacity as is represented by the, Indian Point nuclear power plants. The.
combined effect of these projects is to relieve reliability concernfs by some rombinattion of increasing
capacity resources, reducing load, of allowing existing capa-tty resources.to be better utilized through
the presence of additional transmission system infrastructure.:

The NYS PSC.Order.accepting~the IPEC Reliability Contingency Plan describes the impact of the
improvements on. the reliability of the system. A total capacity def icency of up to 1,450 MW would exist

on the New York:system in 2016 with both IPEC units out of service if no improvements were made.i

The Order approves the deployment of 185MW, of demand-side measures 6--energy efficiency,
demand response, and CHP measures-which lowers the need to roughly 1,265 MW, The NY PSC.
anticipates that the effect of te TOTS transmission improvements-also now approved by the
Commission-will reduce:the need by another 600 MW17. This rough estimate is validated by
examination of materials provided by the New York utilities in the TOTS and AC transmission
proceeding, and by New York transmission utilitles response to the Energy Highway blueprint.18 Tis
lowers the original 1,450:.MW need to roughly 665 MW.

Wholesale market supply resources are available to make up the remainder of reliability needs. that exist
after the implementation of transmission and demand-slde measures. For example, the NY PSC Order
notes the presence of 1,500 MW of existing merchant generation in the region that has been
mothballed or is awaiting improved economic conditions or requires repair beforea return to Service.

14 NYS PSC Order Accepting IPEC Reliability Contingency Plans, Establishing Cost Allocation and Recovery, and
Denying.Reluests for Rehearing.
15iWhile the IPEC units total roughly 2,069 MW (NY ISO 2013 Gold Book summer capability, page 30), sufficient reserve margin

exists such that the IPEC units' capacity would not have to.be fully, replaced to ensure rellability in 2016.
16 NYS PSC Order Accepting IPEC: Reliability Contingency Plans, EstabliShing Cost Allocatlon and Recovery, and
Denylrig Requests for Rehearing, atp page 7 and,47.
17 Id., at page 6.
18 New York Transco, The Response to. the New York State Energy Highway Request for lnformation,May30, 2012, page 6.

Available at htta:t/www.nvransco.com/odf/NYTO-Response,,to-NY-&neray-Hihway.Odf.
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The NYISO testimony in September, 2013 notes the presence of 1,900 MW of new resources in the

generation interconnection queue with a cornmerclaI operation date in time for the summer of 2016.19

The NYISO also explicitly noted the 5S2 MW 0of "mothballed" Astoria units, which are part of the 1,500
MW noted by:the NY PSC. The planned implementation of:a •new capacity zone"." in the NYISO's: installed

capacity market for the:,Lower Hudson Valley is projected by the NYISO to increase the capacity
20revenues that would be available to resources locating in any of New Yotwk zones G, H, I orJ. These are

the zones requiring the incremental capacity needed to ensure reliability, as indicated by the NYISO In
the 2012 Reliabilfty Need Assessment ..

Over the longer term, additional transmission system improvements under consideration by the NY PSC
includexreinforcement of other electrical paths in the Hudson Rivercorridor. Those rein forcemehts,
anticipated to be installed over the period 201I8-2019,: will allow-increased transfer of:upstate New York
capacity to the downstate load centers. Additional merchant projects such as the anticipated 1,000 MW

C haMIplain Hudson Power Express will also bolster downstate capacity and~improve reliability. 22

2. PRODUCTION COST AND EMISSIONS ANALYSIS

2.1. Overview

Synapse conducted a production: cost analysis of the New York Stateelectric power system over the

period 2015-2025 to gaugeC0 2, S02, and NOx emissions from New York State fossl fuel generiltion
under different scenarios of resource.development and load for different patterns of IPEC availability.
The primaty purpose of this analysis was to develop a reasonable range of projected statewide (and
zonal-rbased, reflecting the model's locational granularity) emissions .undei different IPECoutage
.scenarios. In particular, we analyzed scenarios in which Indian Point Unlts 2 and 3 are each sequentially
offlinefot one year periods for the construction of dosed cycle cooling, and scenarios in which both.
Indian Point units are offline concuirrently each year fromn 2015-2025. These latter scenarios
conservatively encompass any circumstance In which closed cycle cooling construction :outages occur for

9NY ISO Vice president Thomas Runsey, September 30, 2013 testimony before the NewYork Senate and Telecommunications

committee.

20:
Presentations by the NYYISO, New Capacity Zone Impact Analysis, January 30,2013 and NCZ, Additionalimpact.Analysis,

March 28j 2013.

New York Independent System Operbtor, 2012 Reliability Needs Assessment, Final Report, September 18,:2012' Page 42.
Availableat http:/Iwww.nvlso.com/publlc/webdocs/marketS ooeration/servicesllanninx/Plannlna. Studies/
Reliability Planning Studles/Rellabillty, Assessment Docurnents/2012 RNA Final Report 9-18-12 PDFKpdf. The next RNA
will be undertaken In 2014.

The Champlain Hudson Power Express, a 1,000 MW transmission line interconnecting In Zone ) (in Queens) Is estimated to
be In service by the beginning of 2018. We have assumed its deployment in all of our scenarios.

*/ yas nry cnmcIc .n~a Po nrycne uae-EisosadRlaiiyIpcs1
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both units during any given year within the analyzed range. In this report we have examined emissions
impacts from these such scenarios for representative years 2016, 2019, and 2025.

The analysis we conducted also allowed us to estimate the type, magnitude; and location 0f
"replacement power" resources, effectively answering the question of where replacement powerwould

come from if the IPEC units were out of service.

Critically, future patterns of load, energy efficiency deployment, and renewable resource development
are uncertain but have material effects on emissions. Also, transmission path reinforcement and the,
associated increases in.power flow limits affeCt statewide emissions--and especially any need for

incremental downstate fossil-firedgeneration-by. allowing increased transfer of energy from upstate to
downstate. Based on current New York State policies and activities prescribing transmisnission

reinforcement, we modeled planned improvements in critical transmission paths in our emissions.

analysis for all scenarios. We:used two setsof loading assUmptions-the 2013 Gold Book23 baselinescenrioandthe .. .. ;24
scenario and the New York State 15x15 energy efficiency scenario -across Our 14 scenarios. We Used

two different wind resource development assumptions: a baseline installation reflecting roughly 3.2 GW
(3,174 MW); of installed wind across New York by 2025, and-a scenario with roughly 6.2 GW (6,166 MW)
of onshore wind. We used one scenario that~tested up to,8 GW of wind (including offshore) to establish

a relativelower bound or bookend on total,emissions. We used thesameset of fossil-fired additions in
all scenarios, and we accelerated somecoal unit retirement in the scenarios with increased levels of
energy.efficiencyand wind. These assumptions ar#edescribed.In thefollowing section...

PROSYM Production Cost Modeling

The Ventyx Market Analytics PROSR M model simulates the operation of the electric power system with
a high degree of spatial and temporal resolution; IMti an:hourly dispatch model, With economic unit
commitment and respective of zone-to-zone transmission path constraints.Appendix B contains

descriptive detail of the PROSYM model. The model is anmaccepted and reliable tool of the
scientific/energy economist community; and we note that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

includes PROSYM.among the models it~considers available for quantifying air pollutant greenhouse gas

(GHG) emission effects forclean energy initiatives. 5 We use.the model to forecast thechange in
generation and emissions resulting from outages or removal of the IPEC units. The results will be
dependent ona number of scenario assumptions outiined below, particularly assumptions related to
load forecasts, unit additions, unit retirements, and transmission changes. There is some uncertainty as

23"NY ISO 2013 Load & Capacity. Data, 'Gold Book"..24
The 15x15 scenario envisions a 15% reduction. Inrenergy c6risumptlon by 2015 relative to.2007 baseline consumption. See.

e.g.•, New York Public Service Commission, Case 07M-0548, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission Regarding an EnergyEfficiency Portfolio Standard, Order Establishing Energy.Efficency Portfolio Standardand Approving Programs, J une 23, 2008,.

25See, for.example, an EPA background paper Assessing the Multiple Benefits Of Clean Enlergy, chapter 4.2.2, "Qu antifying Air
and G6-1G EmissionReductions.from Clean Energy Measures." Table 4.2.4 (page 1).iists PROSYM among the %ophisticated"
modeling tools available to gauge greenhouse gas emissioneffects from clean energy resources, Available at
htto://www.eoa.nov/statelocalclimate/documents/odf/backeround Paper 1-30-2012mcdf.

E Synapse Energy Economicsý Inc.
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to how these;changes could affect absolute. levels of emissions drgeneratiOn (in tons or MWh). We
present "replaceMent: r.esource" results as differentials (from a base scenario) rather than absolutes, as

we are most Interested in. the change in these parameters resultingfrom outages (or in the extreme,
permanent retirement) of the IPEC units, rather than the absolute value (though model res-lts contain

the absolute, values).

We executed .PROSYM model .runs forthe years 2015 through.2025 for 10 resource~scenarlos. We

generally present the PROSYM resultson an annual basis, though we. list monthlyprice patterns and the

model allows for extraction of data on a monthly or even an hourly basis. As Will be seen In the following

subsectiqns explaini.ng the basis for the assumptions we use, we relied upon NYISO 2013 Gold Book
data, NYISO Interconnection queue information, projections of potential windcapabilities per the NYISO

"Growing:Wind" wind generation study, and NYISO and NY PSCinformation on transmission. Gas price.

daita used .In the PROSYM model a.re reflective ofthe U.1S. Energy Information Administration Annual

Energy Outlook (AEO) price forecasts for gas in 2012 and. estimated basis differentias (on a unit-specific

basis) for delivery costs of natura.l gas to each unit. While near-term fluctuations in price are expected,

current price estimates for naturai gas in 2015 and beyond (the years we.modeled) are similar to those-

years' estimates from 2012.

2.2. Modeling Assumptions.

Scenarios.

Synapse defined 10 scenarios 2 6 to test the range of replacement power and emissions Impacts that

would arise under different input assumptions for an IPECoutage and for condi tions around the state in

the event of an outage. Table 3 contains the defined scenarios, including the key differences in variables

for each of the assumptions.

26 .. .

Synapsehas executed more than 10 scenarios~as part of our modeling process and has presented the results of 10 scenarios
In this report as representative examples that provide a bounding:and conservative analySs. Certain runs are also undertaken
to Initialize the model. This ispart of the reason the scenario numbering system may seem to be somewhat random, or even
confusing.
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Table 3. PROSYM Scenarios Modeled

IPEC Coal PV
Scen. # Status' Load Wind Additions Retirements Additions IPEC outage period,

I In-Serv Base. Base (Low. - 3GW) Base Base Refueling only

31 2ase Beas (Low ý3Base Closed Cycle CoolingYe •.Bs as LW,3W Base Base
Years ...ase.Unit 2: 60-day fish
2 seq protection outage, (FPO),

32 Year Base Grow1Mnd GW Base Base 2016-2017;, Out ofservice
(OOS), 2018; in-service

3a 2 Seq. Hi EE Base (Low- .3GW) Base Base 2019
Years Unit 3:"60-day FPO, 2016;.

OOS2017; in-service:2018
Plus Spring refueling

34 Years Hi EE GrowlWind 6 GW Other coal ret 3 GW outages every 2 years .Years (0ffsdtting years, unit..2 and
_____ __________________ ____3).

'Fully. Base Base:(Low - 3GW) Base Base Fully OPS from 2016
i1 BOQS a through 2025

12 Fully Base,' GrowWind 6 GW Base .Base Fliy.OOS from 2016
D!2__OS through 2025

13 Fully HI EE Base (Low - 3GW) Base Base Fully-OOS from 2016
0OS through 2025

Fully Hi EE GrowWind 6 GW oherwlret 3GW Fully OOS from 2016
14 . OOS H .r. through 2025

41 In-Serv Hi EE GrowWind 8GW Other coal ret. 3 GW Refuelingonly

Source: Synapse; 2014

NIPEC:was, modeled as fully in service (?n-$erV•in the table),fully out of servfce (10j from 2016-2025,.and out:of service for
sequential years in.2017 and2018Ofor units 3:ond 2 respectivelyfollowing a 60-dayfish protection outage (FPO) in year 2026 for
both units and in 2017 ior untf 2 (."2 Seq. Years")

IPEC Outages

As seen in Table 3, three separateassumptions forthe status of IPEC were modeled across our ten

scenarios, which encompass permutations of IPEC outage, load (net of energyefficiency effects), and

renewable resource deployment. First, we established baseline, emissions by modeling IPEC fully in-

service (with 24-month-interval refueling outages) from 2016-2025, in our scenario number 1.

In scenarios numbered 31 through 34, we modeled circumstances in which Indian Point. Units 2 and 3

are each sequentially offline for one year periods for the construction of closed cycle cooling. For those

outages, we conservatively assumed a one-year outage for each of the two units; andwe assumed'these

outages would occur in consecutive years (unit 3 in 2017, unit 2 in 20i8)i These assumptions were

made becausevwe did not wantto underestimate the erissions effect that would result in the event

that closed-cycle cooling is installed for the units in this manner.

* Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. Indian Point Energy Center Outage - Emissions and Reliability Impacts 2.7
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In particular, the Tetra Tech report indicates a 30-week (unit 2) and 35-week (unit 3) outages for-the

construction of closed cycle:cooling,27 while the Enercon. report estimated a 42-week duration
concurrefit.Outage for the. construction of closed cycle cooling. We did not: use these specific estimates.

for the sequential year-long closed cycle cooling construction outage scenario because we wanted to be

conservative and not underestimate emissions, effects if the plants were out.of service for the.

construction. Importantly,, these outage scenarios are also conservative since they assumrne that the
construction outage will occur early within.the range of'years analyzed and In later years emissions

would be progressively less as additional renewable energy sources are available and implernented.

As part of this outage sequ~ence, based on material from the.NYSDEC Offer of Proof on. fish protective

outages.,28 we assumed :that mitigation would be required in 2016 even if preparations for closed-cycle

cooling construction: outages were notyet.complete. We chose to draw our assumption from the 62-

day fish protective outage for 2016 to:establish a need for replacement power in that:year. While'
Synapse is aware that interim mitigatlon.measures will bethe subject of a different, later phase of the

Ihdian•Point hearlng process , Synapse ibncorporated the 60-day outageassurmptioA.In order to reflect
and model'a more realistic and conservative scenario of closed cycle cooling construc tion at Indian
Point Synapse .is further aware that.there will be. a range of interim outage scenarios which may be
longer.or shorter than Synapse's 60-day.assumptioh.. We.note that Synapse will be providing a separate

emissions and reliability analysis to specifically address Interim and permanent fish protection outages

In. connection with: the next phase of the hearings in this case, which will addressa wider range of fish
protection outage assumptiohs.

Thus, these.closed-cylde cooling construction outage scenarios encompass a need for replacement
power of different.amountsiin;201.6, 2017, and[2018.. Our primary aim was to examine the patternof

emissions and the pattern of replacement power given this modeledscenario.

!n. scenarios 11 through i4, we mnodeled scenarios~in which both IPEC units are.fully out of'service after
2015. These scenarios remove IPEC from the system for during 2016-2025 in order to gauge a bookend
.,effect onmemissions in New York State. Counsel for Riverkeeper, has informed Synapse that

Riverkeeper.s positIon Is that scenarios relating to .hutdown of.thefacilityin connection with NYSDEC
April 2, 2010 Denial of Entergy's requested.Cleani Water Act Section 401 Water.quality certificationMis
properly the subject of review under the National Environmental Policy.Act (NEPA).In connection with
the Entergy NRC license renewal proceeding rather than under the NYSDEC SEQRA .review process,

AccOrdingly,'we undertook this:scenario both as a "Worst case"fbookend scenario, and. also to help. us to

understand analytically how the system responds to the loss of a large energy7supplying facility. In our
opinion, even though it isnot requilred for the purpose of NYSDEC SEQRA.re.view) from. a purely
analytical staadpoint, it helps us to.understand both modeling. idiosyncrasies and New. York.State power

system response.

27 Tetra Tech, at p.: 23.
NYSDEC Department staff offer of Proof on Permanent forcedOutages/Seasonal Protective outages, Table 3, page 15.
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Importantly, the fully out of:service scenarios which cover the fullirange of years 2016-2025 presents a
.conservative boinding assessment in relatWoh.to crcumstances in which closed cycle cooling is
.constructed at Indian Point concurrently at both units during any given yea~r: between 2016-2025;

In addition,.thedata generated from these scenarios:can be examIned to deternmine the specific effects
.(relative to the baseline. scenario 1) of.year-long concurrent outages for the construction of closed cycle
%cooling construction. The effect of. such concurrent:construction outages canbe seen for any of years
.2016 through 2025. That is, these scenarios encompass potential circumstances in which concurrent
outages of.indian .Point Un'its 2 and 3 are taken for closed cycle cooling construction during.anygiven
year between 2016 and 2025. Under these scernarios We can see the emissions effects from concurrent
outages of both generating units for~any year-long..period within the range of.years exmined. Notably,

because this modeling assumes. 52-week'outages (rather thanea 30, 35, or 42week outage as.suggested
by other parties~in this. matter), the analysis, once again, provides a conservative outcome. In any event,
it is worth noting that, although any incrementa[ or decremental outage. periods leads to incrementally
lower or.higher levels of replacement power, as is. indikated by the specific result seen in our modeling
for scenarios 31 through 34, the overall emission effect- trends do not change considerably under

nminimally different outage periods.for construction.

Ourmodeling did not involve any scenarios relating to emissions. impacts resulting from the decreased
generation output due to the actual operation a closed-cycle~cooling system at Indian Point. We
reviewed the information in the Tetra Tech and Enetcon reportsoon the. effects of parasitic losses and
thermal efficiency degradation arising from pperation of dosed cyde cooling at Indian.Point..29 The
anticipated maximum loss Ih net.output, approximately 2-3%, can be characterized as n.egligible/fnoiseý
in terms of statewideair- emissions effects; That is, these effects are relatively small from! the
.perspecýtive .of the entire New York.Statesystem, within forecast load variation. Thus,.for the purpose of
statewide emissions analysis, these effects can be ignored, as they would not have any meaningful
Impact on the results of ouranalysis.

Load. and Demand-Side Assumptions

Two different loadingscenarios were modeled across the 10 scenarios. For scenarios indicated as "Base"
load, the 2013 Gold Bookenergy and. peak demand values.were used. For scenarios. indicated as "High
EE" or high energy efficiency, the New York State 15 x.5 loading scenarloas contained in the. 2012 RNA
*was used for energy and peak demand values. Table 4 below contains those assumptions for theNew
York control area as a whole. Appendix. A contains this i.nformation by load.zone for.NeW York area.. The
PROSYM..model aggregates the load in zones A and B; in zones C, D, and E; and in-zones G .H, and]. The
remaining zones F, J. and K are modeled as separate zones. Forthe out years (that.is, 2023-2025)
beyond which the 2013 Gold Book.and the 2012 RNA did not have data, we extrapolated the average
growth rate based on the growth .rate trend between 2012 and 2022..

29 Tetra Tech, at section 2.3.4 (page 19-20) and section 2.6 (page 25).

M synapseFnergy tcbnornlcs, Inc.
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Table 4. Annual Energy and Peak Loaoý 2015-2025

HI EE. RNA 15x15 Base GoldBook 2013

Energy Peak Eherigy Peak.

2012, 163,653: 32,822 163,653 33,295

2013 159,294 32,750 163,856 33,696

2014 158,073 32,549 164,652 13,914.

201.5 157,005 32,372 1655571 34,151

20.16 158,180 166,804 34,345

2017 158A.29 32,750 1.67,054 34,550

2018 159,050 33,051 167,703 34,868

2019 I59,793 133Z370 i68,412 35,204

2020 .160,804 33,675 169,490 35,526

2021 161,386 34,042 170,077 35,913

2022 162,174 341342L 170,915 .36,230

2023 162,739 34,586 171,766 36.,487

2024 162,970 24,818 1721439 36,732

2025 163,208 .34,964 173,116: 368886

Source: NY SO, Gold Book, 2013; .NY ISO 2012 Rdeabilt•y Need.s;Assessment. Synapse extrpolation for 2023 - 2025.

Capacity Resources

Table 5 summarizes the resource capacity base included in the modeling. Our startingpoint was the

updated (.2013) Ventyx database of resources,.whichis based on the 2013 NYIS0 Gold Book resource

database. We supplemented this in our scenario construction by adding gas, wind, solar, and planned

Canadian hydro (via CHPE); and in some scenarios by retiring coal resources (Cayuga, Huntley).

0.. ygy. Ceter Outage - E.ms.lons andReflabilityimpa
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Table 5. 2015 Base Case Capacity, MW, by Primary Fuel and NY Zone

AB CDE (Central F
Primary Fuel (West) North) (Capital) GH! (SENY) J (NYC) K (U) Total

Nuclear 58.1 2,621 2,051 . 5,254

Hydro and Pumped
Storage 2,804 1,303 1,541 80 o- 5,728

Natural Gas 560 1,735 2,929 2,375 8,366 3,807 19,762

Petroleurn - Of and
Kerosene - 1,648 - 63 374 1,279 3,365

Coal 1,100 .74 .... 1,174

Demand Response 306 338 148. 299 788 364 2,243

Wind 404 1.,680 18 2,102

Other (sun,
biomass, wood,
refuse) 1 39 436 25. 83 - 126. 509

Total 5,885 9,535 4,661 4,951 9,528 5,577 40,136

Source: Synapse 2014 PROSYM Model Runs. Note: manynOturl gt and oil-fired units-have thecWpabilityforburning m. ltiple
fuels.

Key PlantAdditions and Retirements

In all ofthe scenarlos we anajyzed, two key downstate (i.e., PROSYM zone GHI)gas-fired additions were
assumhedin place-the CPVValley comblnedcycle plant:(678 MW, summer capacity rating) in. 2016, and
the Cricket Valley Energy Center combined cycle plant (1,020 MW, summary capacity rating) in12018.

We also added the 1,000 MW Champlain Hudson Power Express in 2018, represented as a NYC-
connected resource. Additionally, repowering of the Astoria generatIon owned by NRG was assumed in
stages, based onthe current In-service dates listed In the NYISO generation queue: 250 MW for March
of 2016, 250 MW for March of:2017, and 500 MW for.June of 2018g In the later years of the analysis

(post-2020), additional repowering of older gas-fired facilities is assumed to occur.

Thescenarios assumed either a "base" level of wind, equal~to roughly3 GW of wind: in New York State
by 2025, or a "high" level of wind-6 GW, roughly equaf to the quantity of wind analyzed in •he

"Growing Wind" wind integration report 3if offshore windwere not in place. Lastly, we analyzed one
.scenario. as a lowest emissions case bookend where a total Of 8GW of wind was assumedlin place, 1.4
GW offshore plus 600MW of additional wind beyond What was in place in the 6:GW onshore wind

scenario. Base scenarios included relatively low levels of solar PV, and the "high PV" cases assumed a

ramp up to roughly 3,000 MW (3 GW) of solar by 2025.

30NY ISO, Growing Wind, Final Report of the.NY ISO 2010 Wind Generation Study, September.2010.
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For some of the scenarios, Synapseassumed that the less economical of the remaining coal plants in
New York-Cayuga and .Huntley-wouldlretire in-2016, leaving very little coal online, with coal energy,
provided almost:solely by the AES/Somerset coal plant in western New York. Table 6 summarizes the

resources changes.made In these.scenariPos

Table 6. Resource Additions and Retirements
Re.06urce Addltionor.

Retirement by S5ceniaro Quantity and Year

Base:Scenarios (1,11, 13, 31. 33)
Wind Ramp up to 3.T4:MW by 2025, CDE and AB

PV 18,6 MWtullitv scale by 2025; remaining behlnd-therneter as pat of net load.
Gas CPV Valley, 678 4W(2016),CrCcket Valley, 1.019 MW(20418) Astoria repower (1.040 in

Coal Retirement Cayugla, Huntlev - 2016
Other Champlain Hudson Power Express, 01 8

High Wind Only Scenarios (M2 32)
Wind Ramp up to:6.1668MWby:2025. ZonesýCDE and AB:

PV. Same as Baser
Gs _ Same.3s Base

Coal Retirement Same as Base
Other Same as Base:

High Wind, PV Scenarios (14, 3.4):
Wind Ramo up to 65166 MW by 2025, Zones COE andlAB"

PV Ramt.A. 3,005 MW by 2025.
Gas Same as Base

Coal ~etirement Base + all otherf oalxcept AES/Somerset
Other Same as Base

Bookend - IPEC + High, EE, Wind, PV (41)
Same.as Sc;, 14,34, plus •.4 GWofthore wind, pius 200 MW additional onshore Whiod (LQ fdroffhore, AB for

Additional Wind ofshOre)

Source: Synapse, PROSYMA mode inputsý

Transmissionand Zones

Figures Sa and 5b below are representations of electric power transmission, interfaces, and load zones
for New York State, taken from. the. New York Controi Areas Installed, Capacity Requirement Technical
Study Report for the 2014/2015 period. They illustrate the major transmissiohnpaths, iimits, designated

NYISO zones and geography, and the interconnections between New York and its adjacent regions.

IrPgeneral, energy flows across the New York transmission system.: in a predominately west-to-east
direction in upstate New York,. and then southeast and south towards the heavier loading zones of New

York Cityj Long Island, and the lower Hudson Valley. Thekey transmission constralnts historically have

been those that limit flows across:the "Total East," the "Central East," and the "UPNY-SENY" paths, as
seen In the representation in FigUre Sa. To the extent those major paths are reinforced, and the flow
limits increasedincreased.levels of power generated in upstate New York can flow over the system to
load areas in the southern portions of the state.
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Figure Sa. 2014 Schematic Representation Of New York Transmission - Interfaces and.Load Zones

Fi~ure A-12 Z014 Transmission Representation

Tranamissi•n System Iepesentaft 2014 M.!Sft. S~nmeregneenay Ratas (MW)

New York Control J .
Area (NYCA)

102/2013 ,

NYSRC.WYC-A met•lled Capty Reqldrementfjarhe Per*d Mw 2013 tMro April 2014 Page 37

$qurc: New York State Refiablity Comm!l, LLC; Installed CpacItySubcommittee, AppJendk-es, New Ydrk Control Area Installed Capacity RequIreinenrtForthe Period May 2014 to
Aprl20lS Page 37. December6. 2013.
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Figure 5b. 2014 GeographlcalRepresentation of New York Transmission - Interfaces and LoadZones

Figure 3-1 NYCA Load Zones

LOADZONES TI

$oUwe New York State Reliability Coundl, LLC Installed Copacity •ubcommittee, TechnicalStudy Report, New York ControlArea Installed Capacty Requirement For the Perlod
May 2014 to April 2015, Figure 3-1, NYCA Load Zofnes, Page 7..December 6, 2013.
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Figure 6 below is an illustration of the baseline (circa 2012) New York zonal configuration used in the

PROSYM model, along withthe interconneoted regions.

Figure 6. PROSYM Zonal Transmission Representation

Source; market Analytics! IYentyxpRosym ropologylllustrotion

Synapse updated a few key New York zone-to-zone transfer levels reflected in. the PROSYM database to

include increases estimated to occur with the installation of near-term transmission improvements
(through 2016).due to the TOTS projects,.and medium-term improvements (through 2019) arising from

the AC transmission proceedings. We used the same transmission improvements across all scenarios.

Table. 7 below shows the zone-to-zone transfer levels prior to Installation of the transmission upgrades,.

and after the upgrades are assumed to be in place, with the In-service year noted. Future year
interzonal increases that maybe implemented have not been included in ourmodeiing..iPROSYM uses
these transfer levels to constrain its dlspatch, essentially modeling the effect of transmission congestion

across the zonal paths.
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Table 7. Transmission Path Limit Representation In PROSYM Reflecting Projected Reinforcement Projects (MW)

!nlCFase,.

RRT+ Increase, HVR
MSCC + RRT +SCC

From TO 2013 2014 2015 201.6. 2017 2018 2019 201:6 2019,

NY-CDE NY-GHi 1700 170?) 1700 2004 2004 2004 2202 304 502

NY-CDE NY-F 3250 3250 3250 3310 3310 3310 3694, 60 444.

NY-F NY-GHi 3450 3450 :3450. 3530 3530 3530 4468 80 i018

PJM-MidE NY-GHI. 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1085 .85

PJM-MIdE NY-J 1000 1.000 1.000 1000. 1000 1000 1000
Note: RRT = Ramapo to Rock Tavern 2f4 345 kV line. MSCC = Marcy South Series Compenwtlon Fraser to Coopers Corner
reconductorig. :HVR = Hudson. Valley Reinforcement. CDE to GiIs assumed to be 339 of the UPWY-SENAVpath. F to GHit.S
assumed to:beS67% of the UJPAFyENY path1 CDE to F Is assumed to be 200% of Central East poth. COE to GH! is assumed to be
25%•of Total Eastp~a.. CDE to Fis asumed to be 47% o fTotdl East pdth. PJM-MidE to' GH and:PJMMIdE to J are: each
assurmed to be 14X of the Total East poath. Source: Synapse PROSYM modelmg, 2014, based ota various sources of transfer
Increases for transmission projects.

Table 8 illustratesiihcreases:to transmission capacity across elements:of the major paths In New York (as

characterized in the PROSYM model) due to approved and planned transmission changes. Theitable

reflects increases based on the following improvements:

4 2'0 Ramapo to Rock Tavern 345 kV line, in service by une of 2016; it increaes the
UPNY-SENY thermal limits by 120 (normal) and 136 (emergency), the UPNY-ConEd

thermal transfer limits by 1427 (normalrating) and 2784 (emergency rating), and

increases the voltage transfer limitsby 128 (UPNY-SENY) and 130 (UIPNY-ConEd),3 It
increases, the Tdotal East limit by 59 (normal) and 66 (emergency).

Marcy South Series Compensationand Fraserto Coopers Corne? reconductoring
(MSCC), also in service by.June of 2O16; it increases the Total East constraint path limit
by 444 MW 32 and

NY Transco National Grid Hudson. Valley Reinforcement (HVR) project between New
York zones F and G, consisting of a third Leeds to Pleasant Valley 345kV line.

These three improvements areiriterrelated. The NY Transco estimated the net effect of these

improvements, along with additlonalimprovements between Marcy and New Scotland and New

Scotland and Leeds, 33 in a table theyprovided in response tothe Energy Highway Blueprint.

31 Con Edison Company of New York,:Addltional Information onTransmission Owner Transmission Solution for Indian Point

Contingency Plani Second Ramaie to WRock Tavern 345 kV Une Project, May 2•, 2013, pages:8-20. ConEd / NYPA, Compliance
Filing. with respectto development of Indian Point Conti ngency Plan, Proceeding on Motion ofthe Commission To Review
Generation Retirement tontingency-Plan, Case 12-E&0503, Exhibit B, -Detatled.DescriptiQn of the Marcy South Se.ries
Compensation and Fraser to -Coopers Corner Reconductoring Project, page 10. Filed February 1, 2013.
32 FInal Report of the System Impact Study for the MSSC project, NYISO queue # 380. Subilssion of Comparable :Information
Pursuant to the April 19,12013 Public:Service Commission Order, Case 12-E-0503, Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser
to Coopers Corner Reconductoring Projedt May 20, 2013.

0 Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.
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Table 8. NY Transco Estimate of Thermial Transfer Path Increased from TOTS ahd AC Proceeding Projects

NYISO Transmilsslon
InterfaCe Basecase, MW New limit, MW Net lncrease, .MW

UPNY - SENY 5942. 7462 1520
UPNY - ConEd . f297 8674 2377
Central East 'A5i 3595 444

Total Est 4640 5169 529

Moses.South 1518 3672 21.54

Source.eNY Tansco, Vincreose in Upstate to Downstat. Nornal Transfer Capabflty Resulting from the Projects." Response .to
Energy ilghway Blueprint, page 6.

The firt two Improvements from the list above (Ramapoto ;Rock Tavern 2R'345 kV line, :and MSSC) have

been approved by the NeW York PSC Inthe IPEC Contingency Plan docket.34 Various competing
improvements are under consideration in the AC transmission proceeding. For the -purposes of
establishing baseline transfer increases for all cases modeled, we used the New York Transco Respohse
NY Traiiscoresponse to energy highway blueprint (page 6) to estimate the values of transfer limit

increases -for the UPNY/SENY Interface. We computed increases for each of the PROSYM paths as shown
in Table 9 above to modelthe effect of these improvements.

2.3. Modeling Results

Our results show a reasonable range of emission impacts over time that could be expected under

different.IPEC outage scenarios. We do note that we have not tested the full set of combinations of

forward-looking resource.development; in particular, we have not included future offshorewind

installations. with any IPEC outage scenatios2, nor have we increased energy efficiency development

beyond the 15x15 scenario envisioned by New York, State.36 We have added the Champlain Hudson

Power Express (In.2018) but have not assumed any further expansion of imports from Quebec or

33See NY Transco response to Energy Highway Blueprint, at piage 6. NY Transco de6cribes the complementary Improvements
(to the 3rd Leeds to Pleasant valleyline):needed to fully reinforce the Central East and the Total East path from Marry to the.
south and east,

34 NYS P•C:Case i2-E-0503, November 4, 2013 Order.
3sAs noted, we did run a.single scenario with roughly 8 GW of wind. (Including 1A.GW ofoffshore windf.and With IPEC in-.

service, serving as a relative lower bound on CO2 emissions across all.of the scenarios we tested.
36.The 1545 scenario envislonsalS.% reductlon In energy consumption by 20.15 relativeto 2007 baseline consumption. See

e~g,, New York Public Service Commission, Case 07-M-0548, Proceeding on Motion of the commission.Regarding an Energy
Effictiency Portfolio Standard, Order Establishing Energy Efficdency Portfolio Standardand Approving. Programs, June 23,
200&
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Ontario;.37 We have limited upstate onshore wind devebopment to roughly 6 GW by 2025, in imne.with

the maximum non-offshore-wind scenario tested in the "Growing Wind" report3 but not reflective of

likely technical maximum penetrations of wind power.39 We have tested the effects of installation of a

total of 3 GWof solar PV by22025, 4 and while this reflects anmaggressive level of growth, it is not

unreasonable to envision even larger peietfrations of this Uesourceover'time.4 - from the

perspective of longer-rangeemissions targets fbrNew York, our resource development assumptions are

conservative; i.e., lower levels of emissions could be seenwith more aggressWve renewable resource and

energy efficiency development, and/or imports of Canadian renewable resources.

Generation Supply-2012 Actual and Base Scenario

Table.9 shows the 2012 annual generation (GWh) and share (%) in New York by fuel, and estimated
:Import levels for each of Quebec, Ontario, New.England, and PJM sources.

37Our analysis~showsreductions in Imports over the historical paths into upstate New Vorkifrom Ontario and .Quebec (i.e., into

zones A and D) in the later years.(post-2020) in most scenarios. While this likely reflects:in part the effect of more wind
coming online in the upstate zonps, utilizing available transrmisslon, resource limitations prevented further analysis of
Ontario and Quebec systems to determine whether higher levels of futufreyeari'Itpodrts'repr;esent:reasonable scenarios for
analysis.

38 NVISO, 'GrowingWind. Final Report of the Nylso 2010 Wind Generation Study," September 2010.
.9 For example, In our 6 GW wind scenarios with 154L5 efficiency reflected In the:annual energy demand, wind rebresnrits

roughly an 11% statewide energy share in 2025 (18TWh /163 T.Wh).Wind penetration amounts greater thann 11%:of annual
energy consumption can generally be accommodated.

Based:on New York public policy aims. See, for example; the Petition of NYSERDA, before the: New York Public Service

Commission, Proceeding on:Motion of the Commission Regarding-a Retail Renewable Poftfolio Standard, Case 03-E-0188,

Petition, NY-SUN 2016-2023 Funding Considerations:and Other Program Implementation Considerations, page 2.

41 Solar photovoltaic costs have been declining precipitously, making their installation more economic. See for example,

Tracking the Sun Vl: An Historical Summary of the Installed Price of Photovoltaics In the .United Stotes from 1998 to 201.2, July

2013, by Galen Barbose, NaTm Darghouth, Samantha Weaver and Ryan Wiser. Available at

http://emp.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/ibnl-6350e.pdf.
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Table 9. 2012 New York Energy Balance by Fuel or Source

Resource Fuel 2012 GWh 2012 share

Hydro& Pumped Storage 25,303 15.5%

Nudear .40,817 25.1%

Coal 4,28.1 2.6%

Oil #2/Oil #6/Kerosene. . 200 01%

Wind 3,060: 1_9%

Other 2,998 1.8%

Estimated Net Imports (QC, Ont PJM, NE) . 23,7065 14,6%

Quebec :10,184 .3
onialo' s•4i3.2%,

Ontario, 5,241

PJM 71107 4.4%

NE. 1,173 0.7%

Nat Gas Zones A-I 24,854 15.3%

Nat Gas Zone J (NYC): 26,663 16.4%

Nat GasZone :K (LI) 10,961 8.7%

Total ConsumptiOn 162.842 100.0%.

New York In-State Generation* 139,137 85.4%

*includes Linden Cogen ond Bayonne Energy Center Source:. 2013 Gold Book, Actual2012 generatio•fol New York generation.
Total consumption Jrom NVYISO:Power Trends2M13, page 18. Total.Inmports estlmoatedfrom balance of New York generation and42.
total consumption, source. of imports estimated from.2012 State of the Market Report Dual-fuel sources estimated to have
consumed gas in.2012, based on economics..

Table 10 below shows Synapse's base scenario (1) generation for 2015-2019, and for 2025, by fuel

source and disaggregated by PROSYM zone for natural gas sources.

42 The 2012 State of the Market Report contains additional information on Imports Into New.York from the surrounding regions
during 2012. It contains average MW flow information as scheduled, but excludes the effects of loop flows, and-does.not
contain estimates of the actual total energy (GWH) amounts from each adjacent area.
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Table 10. Synapse 8ase Scenari o (1) Modeled Generation (M ), 2015-2019, 2025, and Actual 2012

..... ........ 2012Actual 2015 2016. 2017 2018 2019 2025

Hydro & PS 25.3 27.3 27.3 27.4 27.2 27.2 27.3

Nuclear 40.8 40.0 39.5 39.9 .39 1 40.3 40.3

Coal 4.3 6.A 5.0 4.6 3.2 3.2 1.8

Oil/Kerserne 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0

Wind 3.1 5.9 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.1 9.2

Other 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.3 315

Imports 23.7 18.0 16.4 16.4 20.1 20.1 12.6:

Nat Gas All Zones 62.6 66.5 70.5 70.5 69.9. 69.3 80.3,

NG -.AB 1.A 1.9 1.8 1.6 1-. 1.5

NG -CDE 24.9 :6.4 9.2:... 8:9 8.1 8.1 7.4

NG - F 17.8 17.5 16.3 12.5 12.0 9.4

NG - GHI 0.7 4.3 5.9 12.6 12.5 16.5

NG ýJ 26.7 25.0 26.0 26.5 24.6 -24-5 28.9

NG-K 1.06 11.6 1 1.6 11.1 10.5 10.6 16.5.

Total 162.8 166.1 167.9 168.2 168.8 160.5 174.9
Sourse 201M-2019,2025: Synapse 2014 PROSYM scenario 1. 2012 Actual from Table 9 above.

The base-scenario contains roughly constant annual output for nuclear, hydro., and pumped storage
resources in New York. It shows an increase In coal use in 20I5 relative to actual coal plant output in
2012, reflecting underlying load growth andthe economics of coal vs. gas asa marginalfuel, but in later
years, coal usededines. Wind power doubles its output by later in the decade relative to actual
production in 2Qi2, a nddtdples its outputby 2025a--this arises from our base scenario assumption that
New York will have an installed wind capacity of roughly 3.1 GW by 2025.. Oi use remains extremely low;
for example, the highest year of oilconsumption in our base caseis 22 G.Wh, much less •than one-tenth
of onepercent of the State's electricity consumption. Our 2012 actual values recognize duaHfuel units
but assume gas use in that year due to economics. Our modeling estimates gas use for dual-fuel. units in
general because of economics.

Replacement Power Sources Under Different Outage Scenarios

The following two tables (Tablesi 11 and 12) contain summary results estimating average annual
replacement power source shares under four different scenarios: two outage scenarios reflecting

sequential year-long outages at lndian Point Units.3 and 2 in 2017 and 2018, respectively foilowing:a 60-
day fish protection outage in 2016 for both units and a 60-day outage in 2017for unit 2 (scenarios 31
and 34), and two scenarios reflecting both units of IPEC being fully out-of-service from 2016&2025

0 Synapse Energy Econornics, Inc;
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(scenarios 11 and 14). For each of these scenarios we use base levels and high levels:of EE, wind and

solar PV.

As noted, for each outage scenario, weshow replacement .power for base leveliresource assumptions

(scenarloll and scenario 31) and for high levels of energy efficiency, wind, and solar PV deployment

(scenario 14 and scenario 34). In the sequential year-l7ong outage scenarios, "3 we show replacement

power requirement" forthree years, 2016 through 2018 (both units are modeled back online in 2019).

Table 11. Replacement Power Source Shares - Year-Long Sequential Outage Scenarios 31 (B8ase) and 34 (High EE,
Wind, PV).

Base E Wind, PV -,Sceni 31 High. EE. Wind, PV, Scen. 34

2016 201T7 2018 2016 2017 2018

Imports (QB, Ont, NE,.PJM) 31% 34%. 25% -56% 11% -5%

Gas - J 20% 18% 23% -46% D% -11%

Gas-F 15% 20%0/. 25% -26% 8% -1%

Gas.-GHI 17% 8% 18% 4% 4% 6%

Gas.- CDE 5% 7%. 5% 0% 4% 1%

Coal 3% 4% 8% -204% -46% -38%

Gas - K 3% 4% 2% -27%. -3%. -8%

Gas - AB 1% 2% 1% 3%o 2% 1%

Wind 0% 0%, 16%

EE 388% 100% 1,18%

PV 64% 0 2% 32%

Other 4% 1% -7%: 0%. 0% -10%

_100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
ReplacementTWh: 2.2: 8.9 7.3 2.2 8.9 7.3

Source.Synapse PROSYM Modeling Analysis,. 2014.

.As seen, in the base scenario (31) the proportion of replacement power varies as replacement power
need changes (from 2.2 TWh in 2016 to.8.9. and 7.3 TWh in 2017 and 2018) andreflecting transmission

43Under these:sCenarios,.$Wnapseestirnateda 60-day Interim mitigation outage for 2016 for both units and.for unit 2 in 2017.
Synapse understands that a.range of interim mieasures,.some lengthier,.someshorter, will be.considered during separate,
future hearingsin this matter; Thus, while weselected a.60-day interim. Mitigatlon outage assumption in order to. make out
assessment of sequential one-year closed-cycle cooling construction outages scenarios more reallistic and conservative in
nature, our assumption does not necessarilyvreflect*.the most conservative estimate. for potential replacement power. In any
event..while any incremental or decremental outage periods leads to lower or higher levels:of replacement power, overall
emission .effet trendsdo not change.considerably under minimally different.outage periods. We note that Synapse will be
providing a separate, complete analysis. in relation to interim mitigation outages and permanent fish protection outages for
future portions of the Indian Point proceedings, which will analyze the full range of potential outage scenarios.

* . Syas. nryEoois n.Ida on nryetrOtg msin n eiblt mat 1
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and gas-fired resource deployment (eg., repowered Astoria units online in 2018; Cricket Valley (zone.

GHI) online in 2018; upstate-to-downstate path limit increase in 2•018).:

In the high energy efficiency, wind, and PV deployment scenario (34), statewide efficiency, wind, and PV

:more than replace IPEC's reduced output, but increased gas use is still•required in some zones reflecting

locational requirementsi which the model respects. Coal use is much lower, and notably gas use in zone:

J also declines in: 2016&and in 2018, remaining about the same in 2017., These results illustrate the

interdependence of resourcedeployment, especially energy efficlenicy gains and-transmisslon

Improvements w~hen gauging sources of replacementpower. With lower load (a result of energy

efficiency) and increased sources:of zero-fuel-cost energy (wind, PV), the remaining Mix of marginal

units (imports and.in-state gas generation) Is economically "redispatched" in the model.As new units
come online (e.g, Astoria repower,-cricket Vail)theynot only provide replacement power but

displace: output from older, higher-heat-atte gas-fired units. Thus, use of a full economic dispatch model

refle.cting these interacting effects is required to properly. gauge resulting locational arnd source Impacts

under outage scenarios.

In the IPEC fully out-of-service from 2016-2025 scenarios (scenarios 11 and 14), presented in the table

.belowý, replacement power amounts arehigher than those seen in the'scenarlos in which there are

sequential year-long outages at Indian Point Units 3 and 2 in 2017 and 2016, respectively following a 60-

day fish protection outage in 2016 (scenarios 31 and 34), which reflect the full output of both lPEC units

for all other years. We show these r'esults for2016, 2019, and 2025, to convey imma~dlate-impaýts and

longer-term trends..A4

44 w.also note that the impact shown-for the out-of-service scenarloscould be used to estimate impacts for any given single
year for-a closed cycle cooling construction outage scenario Involving'a dual-unit:outage occurring conservatively for one year.
Importantlythough, the.results p~resented, which focus on the fullyOut of service scenario for~the full range of years 2016-2025
presents a conservative bounding assessment In relation.to: ircumstances in which closed.cycle cooling is.constructed.at. Indlan
Point concurrently at both units during any given year between 2016-2025.
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0Table 12. Replacement Power Source Shates- IPEC OUt-of-Service Scenarios 11 (Base) and 14 :(High EE, Wind,.

Base EE, Wind, PV - tScen. 1.1 High EE Wind, PV - Scen. 14

2016 2019 2025 2016 209. 2025

Imports QB, Ont, NE, PJM) 36%- :24% 25% 25% 7% -5%-

Gas-_ J 18% 22% 26% 9% 6% -8%

_ _GaS§ - F 16% 25% 19% 13%. 10% -3%

Gasl- GHI 7% 13% 16% 6% 8% -1%

Gas - CDE 6% 5% 3% 6% 3% -1%

Coal 6% 6% 3% -29% -18% -10%

Gas - K 5% 2% 4% 2% -3% -3%

Gas - AB 2% 1% (% 2% 1% 0%

Wind 0% 0% 0% 0% 1.5% 59%

EE 58% 53% 42%

PV 9% 18% 30%

Other 3% 2%. 2% 0%o 0%: 0%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% o100%

Replacement TWh: 15.7 15.6 15.5 15.6 15.6 15.6
Source: Synapse PROSYM Modeling Ana Wi, 2014.

The rough.proportions of replacement power are not too different in the base case:(11, no incremehtal

energy efficiency, wind, :or PV) from that seen in the two:year-long sequential outage base.scenarlo (31.),

though the abso1ute levels are much higher. Notably, in the high energy efficiency, wind and solar PV
scenario (14) the demand-side and. renewable resources more than fully displace the entirety of the IPEC

unit output by the end of the modeled period: (2025), and even by 2019 these resources displace more

than 85% of the IPEC loss. The net effect, including coal resource, output reductions, isa modest increase

in gas-fired generation in 2016 and 2019 to round out replacement power needs.

New York StateAggregate Emissions acrossnScenarIos

Figures 7 through 9:show projected CO 2, 502 and NOx emissions across New York Stateabetween 2015

and 2025 for 10 scenarios,.based onour modeling results, Data tables are included below the figures.

The CO2 emission pattern shows that continuing declines in C02 emissions will only be:seen if steps are

taken to deploy more energy efficiency and renewables than is represented In the base scenario,

i rrespective of whether or not the IPEC units remain in service. We note that further declines are

possible If energy efficiency deployment beyond the "15.x157 modeled (in the high energy efficiency
scenarios) is undertaken, and if increased levels of wind deployment occur-in particular including more

offshore wind (which we only model in one bookend scenario, shown as the lowest Co. emission line in

• yas nryEoois -- c ,ninPitEeg etrOtg EisosadRtaiiymat 3
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the graph). :AS we note,whilewe .modeled: an farray of scenarios to. test emission (and replacement
.power) effects under different.IPEC outages, we did.not test all feasible~resou•ce deployment strategies.

The SO2 and .NOx emissions .trends show a clear patternhof declining emissho nsover the years,, with a
more dramatic decline seenfor the 502 emissions in scenarios where we-assumed the retirement:of

somevupstate coal units (only coal and oil units contribute to SO, emissions, as natural gas.does not
contain -sulfur). Each of the two figures shows a predominant pattern ofdeclining.emissions from in-

state resources. fncreasing use of wind and solar, reduced use ofcoal, and increasing use of newer gas-
fired plants (displacing older, higher-NOr-emitting gas:plants) are the primary driving factors behind

these trendsi

0 Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.
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Figure 7. Annual CO, Emissions, NeW York Electric.Power Sector, 2015-20Z5, 10 Modeled Scenarios
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Figure 8.Annual SO1 Emissions, New York Electric PQW,.,.Sector 020U.2025j 10 Modeled Scenarios
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Figure 9. Annual NOX Emissions, New York Electric Power Sector, 2015-2025, 10 Modeled.Scenarios
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New York Wholesale Locational Energy Prioes

The purpose of out analysis was to show how emissions change under different outage scenarios, and

under different assumptions for energy efficIency, wind and solar installations, and transmission
reinforcement. In conducting this analysis, we also estimated rep!acement power resources under IPEC
outage scenarios. However, economic: dispatch modeling also produces zonal clearing prices, reflective

of the wholesale market locational prices In New-York. One can assess the broad price trends associated

with different outage scenarios and In combination with other key assumptions; Table163 below shows
the base-case (scenaro 1) prices frm our scenario modeling. Tables 14 and 15 that follow show the
relative price cha nge from the base scenario pricing for two-scenarios, one-with IPEC fully outof service
from 2016-.2025 and no change to other assumptions (scenario 11), and one with IPEC fully out of'

service from 2016-2025 with installation of Increased energy efficiency, wind, angd PV.esources
(scenardo 14).

Table 13, New York Wholesale Energy.Prices. by PROSYM New York Zone, 2015-2M25,.Scenarlo I (IPEC In-Service)

20121 /MWh AB COE F GHI J K

2015 36.1 37.5 39.4 41.9 44.6 46.0

2016 36.8 38.2 40.2 4212 45.9 48.1
2017 38.0 39.3 41.8 43.3 46.1 48.4

2018 37.8 38.9. 40.8 42.7 44.5 49.2
2019 39.0 40.3 42.1 44.0 45.8 51.0

2020 42.5 4315 45.4 47.4 49.5 54.8

2021 44.9 45.4 47.4 49.5 510.5 55.5
2022 46.4 47.0 49.1 51.2 53.0 57.6

2023 4U5 49.0 51.,1 53.3 55.1 60.2

2024 50.1 50.6 52.9 55.2 57.0 60.1
2025 51.8 52.3 54.7 57.0 58A4 60.9

Source;.2014 Synapse PROSYM Production Cost Model Run,,Scenarlo 1.
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Table 14. New York Wholesale Energy Price Change from Base Scenario ,. Pbrtent, by PIROSYM NeW York Zone,
2015-2025, Scenario 1 (IPEC Out of Seroice, Base case valuesfor EE, Wind, PV)

AB CDE, F .GH'. J K

2015 0.0% o0o% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
.2016 3.3%. 3.9% 4.396 9.7% 2.5% 1.2%
2017: 3.2%. 318% 4.2% 6.5% 1.7% 0.7%

2018 3.0% .3.5% 3.9% 4.6% 1.7% 0.0%

2019 3.5% 4.1% 4.1% 4.2% 1,7% -0.1%

2020: 3.0% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 1.2% -0.3%

2021 2,7% 3.3% 3.3% 3.4% 1.4% 0.2%

2022 2.5% 3.0% 3,1% 3.3% 1.6% 0,0%

2023 2.4% 3.0% 3.1% 3.3% 1.4% 0.1%

2024 2.3% 2.8% 2.9% 3.6% 13% 0.5%

2025 2.1% 2.6% 2.7% 3 2.8% ý1.6% 1M0%

Source:.2014.Synqpse PROS M Prodction Cost Mode[Run, Dkto, Sc. 11 minus Sc. I

Table 15. New York Wholesale Energy Pice Change from Base Scenarlo 1, Percent, by PROSYM New York Zone,
2015-2025, Scenario 14 (.IEC Out-of Service, High EE, High Wind, High PV1)

AB CDE F GHi J .K
2015 -3.9% -3.6% ý2.7% -3.1% 7215% -4.9%

2016 3.3% 2.6% 3.8% 7.3% 0.0% -1.2%

2017 2.9% 2.4% 3.4% 4.7% 40.3% -1.2%

2018 067% 0.9% 2.3% 2.7% -0.2% -1.8%

2019 1.5% 1i.7% 2.3% 2.3% -0.3% -2.4%

2020 0.5% 1.2% 1.7% 1.8% -0.6% -2.2%

2021. -0.1% . 0.8% 1.2% 1.3% -0.6% 41.7%

2022 -0.9% 0,0% 0.8% 1.0% -0.6% -1.9%

2023 -1.5% -0.4% 0.5%, 0,7% -0.8% -2.1%

2024 -2.5% -1.2% 0.2% 0.4% -0.9% -1.8%

2025. -3.1% -1.8% -0.1% 0.1% -0.6% -4.4%

Source: 2014 Synapse PROSYM Productfon Cost Model Run, Delto, :Sc. 14 minus Sc. I

Tables 14:and 15 illustrate two fundamental price aspects of the New York wholesale electric power

market. Table 14 shows thlatall else equal, loss of the IPEC output hasan.effect on energy prices,

although the average effect is minimal; in particular, downstate zones show very low price increases,

reflecting the economics:of a constrained power system. The average effect varies by zone, due to

transmission loss and congestion effects;The tables do not show variation in prices within the year, or
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between day and night,.45 but generally the average annual effect shown here is more pronounced
during periods when load is higher,.and less pronounced during periods when load Is lower.

Table 15,demonstrates that Increased energy efficiency, and increased deployment of inframarginalA46

zero-fuel cost wind, and .solar PV, mitigate the price Impacts associated with the loss of output from IPEC
units. As seen, price changes seen with IPEC out of service with increased deployment of these
resources are lower than pricechanges without these resources, and in some zones in some years-
eSpecially the J and K downstate zones of NYC and U ih all years--absolute prices are lower in scenario
14 (IPEC fully out of service, but high levels of energy efficiency, wind, and PV) than they are in the base.
scenario.

For the scenarios involvingsequential year-long.outages at indian Point Units.3 and 2 in 201-7 and 2016,
respectively following a 60J-day fish protection outage in 2016 (scenarios 31 and 34), the price impacts
will be non-existent In later years (once both units are back in service); and, unless outages take longer
than anticipated, will be less than is seen for the fully out-of-service from 2016-2025 scenarios shown

here since construction outages are estimated to last less than a full .year.47

2.4. Discussion

Changes in resource output across locations in New YorkState are Influenrced significantly by
Interdependent changes in projected load, key transmission reinforcements planned and proposed for
New York's transmission system, and the availability of both renewable. resources and new gas-fired
generatin'in zone GHI. These Influences are clearly seen In -the-near term bythe downward trajectory
of emissions between 2017 and 2019 in all scenarios, as the effect of critical near-term, congestion-
reducing transmission reinforcement, GHI-zone gas-fired resources, and increases in upstate wind help
to reduce fossil-fuel use downstate, even with IPEC outages. Over the longer-term, NOk and S02
emissions continue their'decline in all scenarios, as coal use declines and reduced N.0 emissions from
newer gas-fired sources replace older Unit output COt emIssions flatten out after 2019, but remain
roughly at the RGGI benchmark under scenarios with higher levels of energy efficiency, windand PV and
with closed cycle cooling installed at:IPEC.in sequential year-long outages and in place by the end of
2018 (scenario 34). CO2 :emissions are, highertfor-scenarios that d not. include more aggressive pursuit
of energy efficiency and renewable resources, and if IPEC were not in service. However, based on
differential C02 emissions between scenario 34:and scenario 41, (scenario 41 Is our bookend scenarlo
for lowest COz emissions,.with IPEC in service,. high levels of energy efficiency, PV, and wind, Including 2
additional " of wind (8,117 MW totalby 2025)) it can be seen thatC02 emissions can be lowered with

4 5 
The NewYorkelectrC energy market prices.electricity on an hourly bast, thus price variationexists on multiple time scales

across the y'ear.
46 "inframarginal' refersto generation units that do not set the clearing price.and have theeffect of "stretching' the system

supply curve such that for. any given level of demand, pricesa re lower.

4For example, th Tetra Tech report indicat0s a 30 to 35 week outage period .(p. 23) and:the Enerconreport indicates a 42-
week outage per.od. (Attachment 9).
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additional renewables - or Increased levels of energy efficiency. For example, by 2025, Scenario 41 has
CO2 emissions.that are 2.2 millIon metric: tons per year lower than the. emissions. of scenario' 34O(IPEC in-
.service with closed cycle cooling installed by end of 2018 after sequential year-long: outages) thus
indicating.a 6.6% reductionin carbon emissions for a scenario with that level of incremental wind
(roughly 2 GW). The later years of our analysis alsM Include declining imports; any-increases in the levels
ofrenewable resources from Canada will further dispiace gas-fired cgeneration in New York.

Without considering incremental energy efficiency and new renewable resources; replacement power
patterns demonstrate the near-term .se. of existing (and new) natural.ga.,s resources,: and imports(genera ly, imports will be sourced from gas-fired resources in adjacent regions). As transmission Is
reinforced, upstate resources with lower operating costs than downstate resources substitUte for
downstate, resources (wind, a zero-cost fuel resource, will always be dispatched before fossil-fired
resources up to the point where transmission Is constraining). In the near term, if energy efficiency and
renewables are not able to be deployed in any significant amount, New York City gas generation makes
up roughly onewfifth .to one-quarter of replacement power needs, but this represents a smaller'fractional
increase in NewYork City zoneJ gas-fired generation, for example, in the scenario in which closed cycle
cooling isinstalledin sequential year long outages. in.2017 and 2018 (scenario 31) in 2017, zone J sees an
11% increase in gas-fired generation from 27.2 TWh to 30.3 TWh. 48

if improvements in energy efficiency and deployment of renewable resources are considered,
replacement power needs from gas~fired fuel are significantly lower. Over the ionger-term, New York
City (zone J) will not see Increases in gas use beyond what will occur In a base case without Increases in
energy efficiency and renewable supplies. In all modeled cases, any oil:use in New York City is limited

to very-high-demand days, as annual levels of oil consumption remain extremely low (less than 0.05%of
annual energy consumed in the state).

Price increases In the eventof IPEC Out-of-service are limited. Under all scenariosof higher levels of
energy efficiency and renewable energy deployment, price increases are mitigated.

3. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT

Synapse assessed the likely reliability impacts of an Indian PointEnergy Center dualmu nit outage as of the
summer of 2016.49 Such an outage can: arise from being offilne for the construction of closed cycle
cooling, being offline during the summeras a protective outage, or from a decision to permanently

Model output by zone for gas; for zone:i, scenarios:31 .and 1.

The reliability assessments reflected in the NYS PSC Contingency Plan docketfotuses on ensuring reliability In the summer of
2016, the first year in which an IPEC outage might affect reliability. The resources that would be in place to mreet 2016 needs
would also be available In 2017 and later years, along with ongoing resource additions that would ensure reliability in those
future years.

.y.s.neg cnmis n. ninPin .r.C.trOtae.msiosadReiblt.Ipcs4
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retire. Counsel for RIverkeeper has informed Synapse that Riverkeeper's positionis:that scenarlos
relating to sbutdown of the facility in connection with NYSDEC April 2, 2010 Denial of Entergy's
requested Clean Water Act Section 401 water quality certification Is properly the:subject of review.
under the NEPA in connection with the Entergy NRC license renewal proceeding rather than under the
NYSIDEC'SEQRA review process, Accordingly, we analyzed the dual-outage Scenario as a "worst
case"fbqunding scenario, and to help us to understandanalytically how the system will responidto the
loss of a large energy-supplying f-clity. Importantly, reliabiityistested under extweme case scenarios,

and our assessment does not reflect any particular outcome or mitigation approach for IPEC, but merely
examines the assumptions already.under consideration by the NY ISO (as reflected In the 2012 RNA) and.

the NYS PSC (in Case E-12-050ý3.

We conducted our reliability assessment by reviewing-the most recent and most relevant materials
available from the NY.ISO and fromongoing investigations before:the New York.PSC. Thefocus of our
assessment was to determine if there is reasonable indication that New York electric power sector
reliability-would be maintained in 2016 under the circumstance wherewthe IPEC .units are offline in the
summer of 2016. WhIle the NYISO's 2012 Reliability Need Assessment (RNA) indicated reliability
violatlon s in 20i6 WiPEC was out of service, it also indicated that roughly 1,000 MW of "compensatory
MW" oftcapacity would be needed by 2016 to preserve reliab•lity; more recently, the NYISO has
confirmed that 1,100 MW of "replacement -resources" need to be in place prior to a 2-unit IPEC
outage.S°The 2012 RNA did not incIude transmission, demand-side, andsupply-side resources under
development or existing as potentially available resources when computing the metrics that Indicated a
reliability Violation if IPEC was out of service. The NYISO IS scheduled to conduct its next Reliability Need
Assessment in 2014. The capacity need indicated in the 2012 RNA and mentioned In the NYISO's
September 2013 testimony is In the process:of being developed, and it appears likely that it will be
available by 2016. Thus, this assessment finds:there is a reasonabIe indication that reliability will be
maintained: in 2016,even with outage of both units, since there is evidence of sufficient resource
development that will allow for reliable operation.

The resource development activity [is inthe-right locations in New York. It has come aboutithrough
development of an indian Point reliability contingency plan, and immihent electric capacity market
construct change. in New York State. it includes NYS PSCrapproved demand-side:and transmission
resources, and market-based development ofnew and potentially refurbished existlnggeneration
supply.. Notably, much of the formal NYISO analysis (the 2012 RNA)--conducted in .2012 as part of the
regular biennial cycle for reliability assessment-Is based on 2012 data that excluded the presence of
resources now projected to :be •n place by 2016. While updates tothese analyses from NYISO are

expected during 2014, it is not too early to conclude thatIndian Point Energy Center reliability
contingency plans and electric wholesale market developments will allow for reliable operation in New
York in 2016. The primary basis for that conclusion is evidence of resource development that is directly

50 Thomas Rumsey, NY ISO, testimony before the New York State Senate. Energy and Telecommunications Committee,

September 30P, 2013.
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targeted to mitigate reliability effects that might otherwise be seen if the IPEC units were to be out of
service in 2016.

3.1. Reliability Overview

The New York State electric power system is an interconnected grid with hundreds of generation unIts
providing roughly 38 Gigawatts (GW, equal to 1,000 MW) of summer capacity, and together with
multiple GW of additional import capacity (from Quebec, Ontario, NewEngland, and PJM) It supplies a
vayingdemand.that ranges roughly from a low of roughly 12GW to a high of 33 GW.5 1 Generation unit
sizes vary, from less than 1 MW to more than 1,000 MW. A very hot summer day isgenerally the most
stressful. period for reliable operation, and is t he period tested by the NYISO whenmassessing resource
adequacy and transmission security: of the electric power system.

Reliability is formally defined by the NYISO as havingsufficientresource adequacy (essentially, high
probability of sufficient supply to meet net demand on the highest load day). and sufficient transmission
security (reliable operation even •when confronted with the unexpected sequential loss of multiple
transmission circuits during the time of highest peak load). The New York State Reliability Council
oversees the reliability "rules of theiroad"52 that muLst be adhered to by utilities and the NYiSO, and.
these rules dictate the types of planning:analyses ronducted by the NYISO to evaluate reliability. For
resourceýadequacy, reliability dictates a threshold level of computed probability of loss of load (no more
than 1 day in 1i years), This is performed as part of the biennial RNA, and is a0so done each year as part
of the Installed Reserve Margin (IRM) calculationused in specifying local capacity requirements in New
York.s 3 For transmission :security, reliability:requires secure operation for stressful system conditions
when multIple transmission elements maybe out of service. This is performed using power flow
modeling. techniques during the biannual RNA.

The NYISO assesses reliability of the New York State power system constantly for operational purposes,
andat mostly regular Intervals for planning purp-oses. Inadditian, theelectric utilities in New York
conduct their own reliability-analyses, The NYISO's most recent planning assessment of reliability was
contained In the 2012. Reliability Needs Assessment, produced as part of the Comprehensive Reliability
Planning Process (CRPP). The CRPPalsoincludes annual assessmentof Resource AdequaCy requirements
for local areas, which contains the requirements for capacity for three separate local capacity zones,
namely New York City,.Long Island, and the rest of the State of New York. In 2014, an additionallocal

541NYIsO 2013 Gold Book summer capacity total equals 37,920 MW. Peak load including losses and adjusted for weather in the
sumrnmer of 2013 was 33,497.1 MW (NY ISO, '2013 Weather Normalized MW and Preliminary 2014 ICAP Forecaste, Load
Forecast TaskForcepresentation byArthurMaicinto, December 17, 2013). Low load figure from Figure A-I: Load Duration
Curves for New York State, 2010"2012 (page A-16), frommthe 2012 State of the Market Report for the NeWlYork iSO Market,
Potomac Economics, April 2013,

New York State Reliabllity Council, NYSRC Reliabfity Rules for Planning and Operating the NewYork State Power System,
Verslon 32, January 11, 2013.

53 Local capacity requirenients existfor the New York ISO zone J (NeW York City), the Long Islandf zone (K), and beginning in
2014, for the localitydefined as the combination of NY ISO zones G, H,I and J.
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capacity zone (comprised of the combination of the New York City zone J and the Lower)Hudson Valley
region zones G',.H, and I) will betcreated to reflei-t recognition of the impact.of ýa critical transmission
constraint-the UPNY/!NEY (Upstate New York/Southeast New York)-on power flows in the region.

3.2. Status of IPEC Outage Contingency Plans

The status, of reliability planning for the possible outage of:IPEC indicates that reliabilityis not likely to
be a najorconcern.ln 20.16, as Iongas the planned improvements.and anticipated market-based
generation. resources.are deployed.

*We summarizethe most recently available, .relevant information on the status of thereliability of the
New York power system under an !ndian Point summer 2016 outage, based on the NYS PSC proceedirng

on reliability contingency planning.5 4 For the purpose of determining possible reseorce need, the

contingency plans presume. the outage of both: IPEC =units but the NYS PSC makes no determinatfons
concerning any particulae level-of IPEC outage that may be in.place by 2016.

The NYS PSC identifies 5a ý1,450 MW summer 2016 capacity need ("potehtialreliability needWs)
•reqqijrement based on an"earlier utility filing (ConEd and NYPA February 20 13 IPEC Contingency Plan, see

below), the NY ISO 2012 RNA, ConEd/NYPA'.s updateto the%2012 RNA analysis,. DPS Staff analysis, and
the closure.of the Danskammer plant (announced after the 2012 RNA). In the Order, which acts upon
the ConEd/NYPA contlhgency plan filingnthe Commissionapproves 185. MW of energy efficiency,
demand response and combihed heat and. power resources that'reduce the need, and anticipates a
further 600 MW contribution 57 toward that need fromthree transmission projects (the "Transmission

Owners Transmission Solutions,' or TOTS) whose initial development costs were approved In thilsOrder..

The:TOTS projects are summarized in Table 16 below. Notably, all-of the projects, both individua aly and:
in combination, contribute towards reducing the resource deficiencyidentified and described in the
November 2013 NYS PSC"Order on the IiEC Contingency Plan.

54 The NYS PSC proceeding Is characterized asGeneration Retirement ContingencyPlan. For purposes of our reliobility
assessment, we assumed the worst case outage considered by the NYISO-unavallabllityofthe units In the summer of62016.
This does. not imply that IPEC retiresi.Testing for. reliability concerns presumes the units. not available during the peak load
periods in the summer, and such testing.is blind to the reasons for the outage, and .is not concerned with:Whether or notthe
units are back online durfng non-peak, non-summer perods. Our emissions assessmentzcontains multiple scenarios of IPEC
outages and accounts for different periods of utage at-ifferenttimes of the'year, over the years 2015 through202;. Those
scenarios include both full letirembent, and 'partlaloutage" conditions such as would be seen with the construction and
installation of closed cyde cooling.

New York PSC.Order on Continge!ncyMPlans,.November 2013. initiating Orderand APril 2013 Order Inthe IPEC Reliability
Contingency Plan docket at the New York Public Service Commission. Order instituting Proceding And Solldting indian
Point ContingencyPlan; New YorkState Public Service Commission, Case. 12-E-0503, November.30, 2012.

Order, page 3 and pages 18-21.
57"Order at 6, 22, and 24.
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0Table 16. TransmisSion Owner TransmissionhSolution (TOTS) Prjecti
ln-

TOTS Project Serv.
Naqme , Description Date Effect on Reliability Need

2rnd Ramapo to 2nd 345$V May Increase iport• cpability "itoSoutheastern New Yor*
REWk Tavern ovehead circuit on 2016 including&NYC, during normal a'd emcrgeney conditions

existing right-of- and will provide partial solution for system reliability if
way. between. IPEC retrs, UPNY/ConEd.interface.limit increase of
Ramapo and Rock 1,425 MW (ormal),and 2,780 MW (emergency).

Tavemrsubstations UPNY/SENY interface limit increasc.of 120 MW. (normal)
in Zone ass and 135.MW (emnrgen.cy). Total East interfacelimit

increase of 60 MW (iormal) .and 65 MW (emergency).59

100,MW reduti.o6nn. N-Il-I deficiency post-IPEC
shutdw. In .ombination w/ MSSC, 480 MW reduction in
N-/-I4 deficiency post-IPEC shtdow

Marcý.South Switchable series June 1, Increase thermal transfer limits across Total East and the
Series compensation on the. "2016 UPNY/SENY interface / provide partial solution for syem
Co'mpemation 345:kV Marcy reliability if,!PEC retires r0Total East transfer l"_ttincrease:
and.Fraser to South transmission, of,444 MW6 ' increases power flow from Zone E into
Coopers Corner fines and -Zones F and G,. .
Recomduct.ring reconductoring a

section of the Fraser
to Coopers Comer
FCC-33 line.

Staten Island Increase 'May. :Ne resource.that."unbottles" gen•ration.on Staten Island
Unbottling .transmissin I2016 (zone 1). RedueN-./-1 postIPEC shutdown deficiency

capability between by 440 MW. Partial.solution toreliability needs if IPEC
GoWanus, Goethats, retitS. Reducd'es.eveity of 2nd contingency violation in
and Fatragut via NYC. Incre~ses ti-nsf'r capability betwcn.Staten .Island.
forced cooling: to ge tion po;kt anid the rest of the.345 kV system in
increase thermal NYC.Allows greater access to PJM resgurces, expected to
capadity. reduce dispatch of fossil gehnratiohn in NYC and Long,
Reconfigure Island." .
G.oethals to Linden
feeder (LW l0gs).

Three concurrent transmission upgrades willbe completed. O&R feeder 28 (Ramapo 38kV to Sugarloaf 138 kV) will be
.upgraded to 345 kV. Creation of Sugarloaf 345 kW station with 345/138kV transformation. Install 345 kV line between Rock
Tavern and Sugarloaf. Page 15,. Exhlbit C "Detailed Description of the Second Ramapo Rack Tavern 345 kV fe,' ConEd/NYPA
compliance filing,.FebruarY.1, 2013.

Con Edison Company ofNew York, Additional information on Transmission Owner Transmission Solution for Indian.Point
Contingency Plan, Second Ramapo to. Rock Tavern 345 kV Line Project,. May.20, 2013, pages 8-10.:

60 CdnEd/ NYPA Compliance Filing with respect to.development of Indian Point Contingency Plan, Proceed Ing on Motion.of the

Commission To Review Generation Retirement Contingency Plan, Case 12-E-0503, Exhibit B, "Detalled Description of the
Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser to Coopers Corner ReconductoringProject, page 10. Filed February l, 2013.

61 Final Report of theSystem Impact Study for the:MSSC.project, NYISO queue #380.
62 Submission of Comparable Information Pursuant to the April 19, 2013 Public Service Commission Order, Case 12ýE-0503,

Marcy South Series.Compensation and Fraser to Coopers. Corner Reconductoring. Project, May 20, 2013.
63 Consolidated Edison :Compay of.NewYork, Additional Information on Transmission Owner Transmission Solution for Indian

Point Contingency Plan, Staten Island Unbottling Project, May 20, 2013 .Pages 642.
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The result of these approvals leaves roughly a 665 MW shortfall in capadty needed to meet reliabi.litiy.
requirements if IPEC was not available in the:summer of 2016 (1,450 - 185,- 600 = 665 MVW). The order
notes the presence of approximately 1500 MW of merchant generating units which have been

"mothballed" or are "Waitingto return to~servkc0e if economic conditions Improve," or-'have been

derated and require repa!' 6" While the Order does not specifically state which units comprise.that

1,500 MWI Synapse's review.identifies:four mothballed, derated, repair-requiring, or retired fossil-
fueled units.Inm the downstate or lower Hudson valley region that in total are roughly 1,528 MW: Astoria

steam units: 2 and.41(177 MW and 376 MW, respectIvely); Bowline :2 (379 MW derated capacity);IAstoria

GT units 5, 7ý 8, 12, and 13 (93.5); and Danskammer65 1-4(503).66 Excluding the retired Danskammer

facility, the mothballed Astoria and derated portions of BoWline facilfitles:combined inlude 1,025.MW of:

gas-fired .capacity.

The Order also acknowledgesthe impending creation (beginning In 2014) of a new,"Lower Hudson
Valley" installed capacity zone in the NY 1SO capacitymarket construct which can increase the~revenues;

that.would be available for the existing units to consider a.return to service;'7 the new zone creation

could also make it more likely that prospective new generation units in the LHV,. namely the 678 MW
(summer rating) CPV Valley %plant, and. the 1,020 MW (summer' rating) Cricket Valley EnergyCenter

would be constructed. The plants are currently listed with proposed in-service dates of May 2016-and

January 2018, respectively.63

TheNYS PSC.Order did hot approve, at that time, cost-based .procurement of additional generation
under the IPEC Reliability Contingency Plan. It-notes that Con Edison and NYPA."should Continue to
monitor the status of projects which may enter or rejoin the generation market," and that those

companies will need to assess if the IPEC Reliability Contingency Plan should expand the prtfofio:of

resources (i.e., the TOTS projects and the energy efficiency, demand response and combined heat and

power resources) to Include other projects.69

64
Order, page 7.

Danskammer was~damaged during Hurricane Sandy. (Hurricane.Sandy: A Report from the New:York Independent System
Operator%, March 27i,2013, page 23) though It was not operating at the time of the storm.

.66 2013 Gold Book, CRIS values for Astoria 2(p. 60),.Astoria 4 (p. 59),.and the difference between CR1S and summer MW values
for Bowline 2 (557.4-177,9 = 379M5 MW) (p.34).

67The New York ISO and the New York ISO Market Monitor (Potomac Economics) have analyzed the effect of the impending.

new capacity zone and determined that it will substarntially Increase revenueslavallable.to capacity resources in the G-H-I
zones. Entergy has also-acknowledged.4the need for the new capacity zone to support new entry and capacity value in the
region.

8NY ISO Interconnection Queue, January:2014;
69 Order at p. 46.
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in parallel with the IPEC ReliabilityContingency Plan docket jthe NYS PSCisvessentially'entertaining
options for additionai transmission resources, 70 to be provided by either the existing New York
transmission companies (together as a "Transco" 'or.j rInt-ownership transmission co pany) or new'
entrants to the field.71 This proceeding has resulted in a filing by the NY Transcoofan intention to
construct not only the TOT facilities (approved in the Critingency Plahndocket)but also additional
transmission facilities that will increase the transfer capability across the key upstate New
York/southeastern New York (UPNY/SENY) interface and the related Central East and Total East
interfaces in.central New York.

Increased capacity across these interfaces will allow for increased flow of energy from upstate New York
resources Includirngnew wiid resources, to the downstate area. While theTOTS infrastructure in
plannedfor in-service by the summer of.2016, additional reinforcement of the UPNY/SENY interfaceand
related reinforcements would not be in service until iateiryears, 2018 and 2019. While such
improvements do not support reliability need for 2016, they would serve to help enable retirement of
older capacity resources that might be in place during the periodimmediately after an IPEC shutdown.
The proposals submitted by the new entrants are similar in overall effect as the NY Transcoproposals, in
that theypropose to increase transmission capacity betweenupstate and downstate NewYorkareas.

In a written statement provided to the Senate Energy and Telecomrnmunications Committee, NYISO Vice
President of External.Affairs Thomas Aumsey stated thatin order to meet reliability needs, 1,100 MWof
"replacement resources" would need to be in place prior to IPEC closure.72 He Indicated that "likely
potential Solutions" would include new generation. additional demand response, and limited
transmission upgrades.73 He referencedthe 552 MW of generation currently "mothballed" at the
Astoria facility, and approximately 1,900 MW of proposed generation projects identifying a commercial

70 E.g., 1) Order Instituting Proceeding. Case 12-T40S02, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to Examine Alternatlhg

CurrentUTransmisslon Upgrades, November 30, 20i2. 2) Order Adopting Additional Procedures:and Rule Changes for Review of
Multiple Projects under Article VII of the PublicService Law, Case 12-T-0502, Proceeding on Motion of the commission to
Examine: Alternating Current'Tranismison Upgrades, September19, 2013,3) Order Establishing Procedures for Joint Review
Under Article VII of the Public Sevice Law and Approivng Rule:Changes, Case 12-T-O502, Proceeding on Motion of the.
Commission to ExamineAltemating Current Transmission Upgrades, April 22, 2013. 4) New York Transco, Statemnent of Intent
to Construct Transmission Facilities of Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation, Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc. / Orange & Rockland Utilities, Inc,, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation d/b/a NationalGrid, New York State Electric & Gas
Corporation./ Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation, New York PowerAuthority and the Long Island PowerAuthorityon
Behalf of the New YOrk TranscO$, Ste of New York PublIc Service Commission Case 12-T-0502 -. Proceeding on Motion to
Examine Alternating Current Transmission Upgrades, Fled January 25, 2013. 5) New York Transco has also subsequeritly filed
with the New York Public Service Commission, in Case 13-M-0457, "Submission of New-York Transmission Owners for Authority
To Construct and Operate. Electric.Transmlssion Facilitiesin Multiple Counties In New York,.October 1,-2013. This filing
describes the TOTS projects, and the additional 345 kV AC facilities (Edic:to Pleasant Valley and~the 2nd Oakdale to Fraser 3.45
kV tiansmission lines) planned for upstate New York.
71 Transmission proposals include those from NextEra Energy Transrnlssion, LLC; North America Transnission, LLC; Boundless

Energy NE, LLC; and the New York Transcd (comprised of the New York electric utilities)..
72. N S etno72NY iSO Testii .y before -the NY Senate Energy and Telecommunications Committee, Septemberz2013, reflecting the May

2013 Power Trends report; and the 2013 Power Trends Report.
73 Written Statement of Thomag Rumsey, September 30, 2013, p4 8..
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operation date in time for the summer of 20i6.74 While he did. notexplicitly identify the 1,900 MW of

proposed generation projects., review of the information available an the NYISO generation
interconnection queue ihdicates .the following. 2,400. MW of potential new.projects in downstate zones

(G or J) and potentially available by the summerof 2016., as seen in Table 17below.

Table 17.; New York ISO Generation interconne'ction Queue, DownState Zoies, Summer.2016 Commercdal

Operation Date: Indication (or earlier)
Summer

NyuSO: Fuel I NY
Queue Unit MSO
Position Plant.kame MW Type County Zone Connection Point Utility COD

CPv Valley Co.pers.- Rock Tavern.
251 Energy Center 678& CC-NG Orange ...G. 345kV NYPA 2016105

286 Berrlats GT 111 250 CC-NG Queens J Aslowai'34•kV NYPA :2016106
Montgo Maybrdok - Rock

349 Taylor Blornass 19 SW mary G Tavern. CHGE 2015/12
Luyste" Creek Asoria West.Substation CONE

361 Energy 401 CC-D Oueens J 138kV, D .2015/06
Sout Pier Gowanus Substation.

382 Improvemet 88 CT-NG Kings 1 138W ConEd: 2015/07
Bowline Gen. Rockla. Ladentownw Subsatloin O&W,

383 Station Unit #3 775 CC-NG d: G 345kW ConEd 2016M06
Linden Cogen Linden,

400 Uprale. 208 CT-NG NJ 4 Unden Cogen 345kV ConEd. 2016/Q2

Note _ NVI Tota 2,.419 Que__ ______ 2014,

The Power Trends report, from May 2013, stated oIn addition, if the Indian Point: PoWerPlant licenes
are not renewed, and the plant. were to retire by the end of 2015 or thereafter, this would result in
immediate transmissionhsecuriity and resource adequacy criteria violations unless sufficient
replacement resources are in place prior to retirement" (p19-12, emphasisadded). In November 20122,
the NY PSC asked Con Edison and the New York Power Authority to develop contingency plans to have

resources In place in 2016 to address power supply needs in the event of Indian Point's closure (p36).

3.3, .Outage Scenario Effect on ReliabiUty

The planning for reliability undertaken by NYISO.in the 2012 RNA, and undeftaken by the NYS PSC in the

Contlngency Plan docket considers the extreme case-that the IPEC plant isMout of service.(both units) in
the summer of 2016. Reliability isa capacity4elated concern. As long as sufficient, deliverable capacity
resources are in place to mitigate reliability concerns under asltuation where both units are modeled as

out of service, then any combination. of outage scenario will also be reliable - e~g;, if any portion of

74 Written Statement of Thoras Rumsey, September 30, 2013, p. 6.
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either unit continues:to be available in the summer of 2016,. then operating:reserve margins in the State W

will be even larger than they would be absent both units.

As long-as sufficient capacity.Is In place, then different outage scenarios.relatling to the constru.ction and
.Istallation of cl.osed-cycle cooling at Indian Pont will prriiy lrnpactestimates of replacement power

and resulting emission patterns.

Given that..suffiient, replacement power will be adequate.in the event that Indian Point goes fully-offline
permanently in 2016, -it is: reasonable to conclude that under any:closed cycle coolIng construction
outage scenario, there will.not be concerns with respecttO reliability of the New York State electric
system.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL MODELING DATA TABLES

On the~following pages,we present additional rmodeling data tables for

• Energy Output by.Zone by Scenario by Year by Fuel/Source..

a Load by Zone, Base and High EEScenarios
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NY-AB (West)
NY-C E:Cen North)
NY-F (Capital).
NY-DH1 (Southea•s.

NY-An (W~est)
NY¥- (Cent North)
NY-l'icapRA4
NY-G•ll (Southeast)

NY-K (t.Wg lIrandh

NY-Ai West).
NY-CDIt iCant North)
NY-I' (Capital)
NY-Gml (Sýoutbeast)
NY-i NV~lty)
NY-K (tong Island)

NY-AD (Went)
NY-CitE (Cent Notth)
NY-F (Caplitat
NY-GHIl (So~theasit)
NY-.) (NY Oto'

NY-A6 (West)
NY-dOE jCent North)
NY-F (Capklat
NY-GHI (Southeast)
NY-j (MEY City)
NY-K (Long bblad)

NYmCMti(Cent Northi
NY-F (Papita)

NY-A [WS M4y
NY-K (Long island)

NY-AD (West)
NVY-WE (Cei~t North)

NY-Old (Southeast).
NY,-S(NYT CY)
NY-K (Long Island),

NY-AS (West)
NY-MiE (Cent Nofilh)
NYF (Capftal)
NY-GHIl Isoutheast)
NY-i (NY (f):
NY-K~loag bland)

.ISA17

Z9lS TvWSAI Zone

• 29-;915 2
S:1 12,430 28 I .4. 7661 13.229;

2017 To11al All Zone

2018, Total All Zo nes

2019 TOtW All Zone

:2020 Total All Zones

Z02136 101MI All

1022 Total ANl Zoes

4" Z,qS2 80,289 SAW4 ___ 17 3ý 6121 .,0. ___o

4,113 14,894 2,o56 4 .4,7 .. . .. .- .. 7 8 27 -

20, 407 5.48 9,791 457 31 A99- 824: 5U

2.659 19,312 '-. . - .55 12 22,119.

318 995. - 0 - . 342 7,855S
__ 30,257, 1: 188 30,446

1-,87Q•. - - 3 ..759 1

23,6311 .A641 8%885 4,e . 4 1 6s,3 UN 150,935

4,148 14,470 1,774 3,699 . t - j7 827 26.391

153P1 9,481 8,849. 427 - - - 4,996 824 44;,=a
2, 16 m S 3 18,926.

6..8 149'9 - - -. - 537 15A446

*5," 28,536 - 172 34A03'

- ..-_ :10,,909 .. . 4 1 . " - 754

S31.86 80,318 4,150 1 7 5 1 6,128., 3,265 I;1600

4,424 14.878 1,780 3,722 - " - - 1,02 833 .26•760.

20,399 9,481 9,Ws 428 7 SM- , ý0 .821 .45.00

2A92. 1584119 - .55 153. 1%5W
S14504 - - - S33 :153S5

694. 28,357 - - - 16ý 34.217

.- 10,992 -S 1 - 752 ".11j750

23,713 U288 88,767. SAM 4, 1 SA458 3,264. 1533400

4126 ,14,W882 749 ,623 ; - 1,077 828 25,205
. 9,481 8.791 389 -. 6 82,429

2,509 1.,557 - - ... ... 55 154 192?s
318 17,565 - - . - -. r,34 18,420.

5%694 22239 - _16- 34
. , -I•M 4 . - 7S4 41,15n

24,5s5 32A83 87,69 84 10 3: 1 .7,14S 31310 108392

4, 4 875. UM6I 2M42 - - - 1.33S 828 25,288
21,9 .9.41 8A374 373 10 a S,775 858 4A751

- 2,48 3 A 6 - -55 I1N6 17,808

- 18 20,1 -: 53Z. .20,990:
5.64•.. 23,431 0 - - 170 .. ,295

1812 - . 2 1 - 7586 4157.5

24,010 I2.86 88,778 239 2 -0 7.47 3,312 188.03

647A 1,7 .1 ,3 1153!9 826 25.070

1553 .41 3.31 38 - - - 6,091 84 44,705

243C1 14.662 . 1r.. 17.373

.5321 20,V27
-I- .tz 1 Z h ± I I -I 1 7,9- 1 1 d I - 1 5 A 6

2023 Total Aff[ones 6 5 ,1 84~93 1 .33]101
8271 25249
317 46046

12,1

2024 Total AS Zone,- 8LE
1.584

ifg-SW F 9ýAg1 8.156 367

.1_,78
A3044 1 114,98

20:938

2025 Totel Ali Zone
Z47-3 I 14.8391 1.5671 I( 1.9

20,397 9481 1 7,945 359.
- I 5%1.12,403 L -

- F -- - Gs IA0 1i W93-4&D84,r
5 .1.2518

318 1 1g9.99S -. 19:846

- 5.9 33a2i~i1
1 1. 17.2571
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________ 1~ ____________
Scarnito 12-IP8COOSNI Wind Nurlear HydroSPI Na66at Coat (illS 01(2 Kar Wind ~LsaR) esal

Y-CDt ICa-tNorth)
NY-I' (Capital)
NY-II (Southveast)
NY-JS(Y tity)
NY-K (olg Island)

NY-ABl(et
NY-CDE:(C.ent Nth)
NY- (Capol)
NY-GHil(SGutheast)
N.y-,j (NY CltyJ
NY-K (Long Island)

Y-CDE (Ce•t .orth)

NY.-F] jCatal
NY-l jSt heast)
NY-4 (NY'Ciy)

Y-l ( island)

NY-At (Wesa)

NY-COE (cent North)

NY-Ghl (Southeast)

lNY-i (NY cty)

NY-I (Lon •Island)

NY-AB PVMas)

Y•-CCIEC• ,t North)
NYF 4(Capltd
•rY-GHI (toutheast)NY-AS P(tsm)
NY-CIE (Caent North)
NY.-F tCapital

NY-i (W4 Cfty)

NY-AB (Wet?
NY-CDt(CeatiNorths)
IIY-F (1Capital]
NY-GHI (Sclurlmait),
NY-) (NY CWAy
NY-tC(Long island)l

NY-Cmt (Cent North)
.NY`-F (Capitat)

NYý-GCl (southeast)
NY-) my Cty)
NY-S (Long isand.)

NlY-AU (wWet
NY-Ccft (eo North)
NY-F (Capitail)
NY-GHI (Sootheast?)
NY-S (NY city)
N.Y-X (Lomu Island)

MJY-COE.(cent North)
NY-F (Capital)
NY-GHI (Stiutheast)
NY-i (NY City)
NY-K Itottg Island)

.2015 Totall Zohe

2015 tota All Zotnal

2018 Total All Zonal

2019Total ASZones

2020.Total All Zones

2021 Total AN Zones

Z022 Total AlU Zones

39-M7 727,73 67#42. 5,576 - 6; 1 5,865 3%145 149.0"8
4.12k 24,891 128 4,924 'LO M ,7 2 27,793

211.498 9,4M1 9,427 ~ M 2~~ 5,37

- 2,582' 17A539. - - 5 i-ss 20,50
14,417 .328 746 -- - - 535 27;:W1

- - Z5.909 .-*.- - 54 2.96W

- 1.56 - 6 1 - 755 22,342

:24,074 27.50 :801 5,905 12Z 30 4. 5%895 3,331. -149,"57
4.487 14,8971 .2,177 5,436 !4 - 1077 837. .28,9010

19,W? .94811 10,2190 470. 12 - 4,752 !25 05347
- 2,605 19,8 - - - 5%5 154, 2Z778
- g 51 ,350 - - 5.50 .6,215

- - 29,916 - - 2 -19 30,117:
- - -12,410. - a$2 4 78 .1%V9

26,I 27,852 80,233 5,444 31 1 .3 SMI1 38801 147,071.
4,113 24.594 2.958 4,.987 Lm- .07 835I 27,957

20,407 9"48 9,791 457 51 4,9 1 8 24 .. 5j5B55
- 2,s !A9312 - - - - 55 153ý 22.29

- 53 8595 - - 0 -5420 7.25&
- - 30,257 - - -188 30A468

-I' is:57 - 1 3 759 1-2,648
- 23,681 32,87 1 50,128. .4,0110 .1 7,265 3,263 I1S,2777-

ipql 4,7 174. 3.84 8. 42 1,459 825 215,719
S5.731ý 2 44,7531

___ 2482 15.9%3:- - 75 153 :19,663.
- 318 14.526 - 37 15,58

- 5.94 28,267 -- .1727~ 34,131
- 1,57 - - 4 -1 75 . 1,27%

2W83. 3%808 78i5821 8.884 .4 5 1 84415 3,261 152215.
4.474. 14,877 LM74 1.550 - - - 18080 27.0

2.9. 9,4811 8781. 424 4 - 6,475 .526 45,389
* 24951 L30: - - .95 2531 16G

3 18 14.316 - .. 533 15,167
. 27,694 -0 - - 165 33,554

IU__1024 -S I - 752 11,682
2s71 5m,53 814470 :2A884 4 1 9,907 ,260 154.105

4.126 14,895 1.66 2.475 2,240 824 26,2S2
135586 5,451 8,5136 879 - 7;544 .282 " 3

____ 2,M9 15;6.42 - - - 115 154. 18V42.
315 17,243 -- - 534. 18,096

5;694. 27,M7 - - .6 3%3656
10.779 -4 1 - 754. 11j53

zks 33,878 8455 2,535 39 2 1 11,74 3,302 798
415 14878 1.111 2.2 - - 2,875 - 24 26,629

20405 .9,481 .. 8,367 362 10 - ,30 __855 48;210
2,507 13,854 - - 35 S 165. 118662

315 19.729 - - - 532 20580l
,64 25.1) -- - 170. 34,281

1.5,f77 -2 1 - 7568 13,4365
24.59 32,55 85011 1,782 1. 13,.416 .5,302 1S69,3

4,475S 48 .6 ,2 ___ 3,8845 820 25,559
19,535 9A81j SOD 32- 6 411,134

s520 13,221 155
- I - - - I-~-~4155

31M 19,467 5321 .20,317.

~MCO IIJWr ~ LU~W

4,114.

_.z0,.........%•9,4811

2024 Total All1 Zon.

-. 7,861 I.

. - I..._5 W94I

2025 Total ANZones

20,3971 5
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IWOoA

DRAaaRl.Nuldear Hvdr&P Iffatmg ICwa 10116 Amnd rotal
+ -

2015.Total All Zpnel 2738s71 63,. 3M092 144.948
-- I--,.

NY-CQEI(Cefit Noth)
NY-F (Capital)

Y-rzel(Southe10t

NY-i (NY cSt
Ny-K (Lo04wIhn

NY-AS 
(West

NY.-CHE(centNorthl
ffy-- (Capital)
NdY-G~i (Soitheast)
Ny-i *.CRY)

NYV-A (West)
NY-COE (Cent North)
NY-F Capltal)
NY-Gil (.outheas)

NVI (wN City)
NY-I (Long Wsand*

NY-ASl (West
NY-WDE (Coat Nofth)
NY-F (Cap"al)
NY-G(0 (•-,t Norm
NY-i (NW 064y
NV-K (Liongilsland)

NY-A(West.)

NY-ME (Ceht Nornf)

WY-•i (Soumheast)
Nw-J ilycVty)
NY• (Loo lsland)
W%-Cdt (Cent.Nortly)
NY-F (Capttal)
NY-dki(Stea)
NY .-It .NY Cit1)

NY-AS (West)
NY-CWE (Cent North)

NY-6il (Smitheast)
NYw (NY atiy)

NYAS (West)
NYCt Cnt Norh)

NY4 (Capital)
NY-GM1 (Sw~etlast)
NY-i (NY City)
NY'Z (OngIsland)

NY-AS (West)
NY-toE Cent North)
NY-F (Capital"

NY-i INV at-s.

NY-AS (Wedt)
kV-miEcoot North)
NY-F (Capltal)
NSY-GHIl (Southeast)

V-1 (NY CRY)
NY-I (Long Islanul)

14M03 4. 812 27.058

914 ails 44,172

312 374* .V 1 39
15:153

- 16.42

.1.409

2016i .. .... Al o j I 142,"4
281M7

:814 44:9gO

2;675 1&524T 21.4-D9

:318 1 4151- -"
- 1 30,544. I 301,72

201736WTo All Zones

2018 Total ASlobhe

2019 Tota Al lones

2026 Total Atl Zoes

L~Total All7-

2022 Tota All Zoesd

2023 Total ANl Zonss

Z024 Total All lonss

202 TotAl All loss

• - 11.321 - 15 3 - 758 12A098

24,519 17,416 7S6o"S 4,548 3 7 1 6ý11 3.271. 142,532.

441: 14;904 1,881 4,19 - ;071 824 2,921.

20,407 9,481 9.241 430 -. 3 - 494 816 .45,372

- 2,714 17,716 .- 55 .S3 20,638
318 6.32 -k& 0. 540 :7L281

... - 057 - - - 10
- .. 10,;912 7 1 -. 55 "1r,77

m~i 32,86 75,35 %,6371 - 3 :1 5,22 *3,236 144.N7

4.149 14.874 AM 3;229 -:1-.3071 816 .25,805

1 3 ,41 U 8,4 408 . - 4,998 816 43,73
' "2,489 14 . " . 55 . 153 17,7363

L - 318 14,03- - ... 533 14.720
-. 3,94 25,92 - - - - - : 165 32,151

S10 . 752 11,003
32,84 75,009 3,647 . I - 6;28 3.203 14M738

4,47. 14,873 1,6"9 3,229 - - - 1.072 827. 26,1566

20 .. ' 9,481 8, 4M3 3 - " 5, 624 44,726

491,47 4,34 - . - 55 153 17,030

, -318 1Mm6940 --. 533 14,727

S 3,94 26, 16 - -1 . 65 31,975
in- 5 - - 2 75 , S

23,713 32,821 78,76O 2,659 12 0' 6458 3,257 147,670

4,1M 14,876 6 2U284 - - 1,077 82 14,8

19,588 9,481 8,511 37S:: - M - 5826 626 4,107

2,465 15,606 .- -. . 154 17,667
- 318 216940 - 17,792

5,694 26484 - - . .. . .165 32,243

- M 12 " - 2 0. 753 3 AM
54•0 12,036. ,3 ',2 1 0: 7.24S 3,30W 1.5,472

4,5 1499 1Z 2,1651 - - 1,31 62S 2Q9

2040 •9,482 8,370 M6 -s 5,775 856 45,251

. 2,465 13, 0 - 5 56 16,9261
* 318 19.518 W 1 20,8%3

5.694 27A679 .166 33,539
- 12,276 0 - 3 . - 756 13,034.

4;1475 JAMS8 1.,5473 "1j6M7 .... ;5-I368 9 4.941.7.

139635 941 8.197 353 " 5,081 8693 445-%9

.o2,510 1,3 . - 55 156 16,070
. 318 29,377 532 20,227

.5.69-4 2,51-7 ... - 165 35.540
al. 317 754 12,928.

24510 32"90; I,18 .2.23. 3 1 0 8,293 3,379 155V84

4,A14 14A4 1,547 1,879 1- - - 1,534 824 24.7886

20i569 9,48 8,071 357 8.. .6;602 935 45,845

.12630 13,405 -. 55 166 ,156,I
318 19,318 - . - . 532 20,169

- .,094 29647 - - .16 35,505
12,16 - - 1 0 - 757. 12,924

232 3 2,940 84615 4410 0•- 9,1s2 3,393 1S6,133

4,162 14,885. -1,545. .2,049 .-- - 1,544. 822 254r .S
195,90 9,4 ,7416 352 ..- 6,914 M45 45,311

2,562 12,605 - - - - 55 156 15,M

- 18 1,94 - - - 534 19,845

-. .5,694 26,5180 ASS-- - 6 34,819

- - .14,396 - - 0 - 09 756 15763.
2480 32,913 86710 .2'025 . 0 9,158 3,93 158,207

4,473 ý14,888 ' ,7 3 .1,674 - 9 14 24 11

20;3971 9,4811 7,7431 3511 - ,900~ L088 45.960
2.S25.: 312g8 • - 551 165 .14.iaT1

318 F 18.1 1g049

I
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Scenario 14 - IPECOOS MI M, nid,M P___ Nudear Aydroa_ 035da 0ol8 a o2 L0/5 Wid O al oa

W~x (Long island)

NY-.B (West)

NY-COE.(Cent North)

NY- ICapital)
NY-l4 .Sotheast)
:NY-i (NY City

NY-k (tog Ilonm);

NY-M. (West)

NY-c! pCeot North)

NY-F Capftal)
NY-Gill (Southeast)%

NY-i (MNYcy)
NY-k"(Lo•w Wnd)

NY.Ae (Wes1.

NY.CO,(icent North)
NYF.P(Carlutr
NY-Gill {Sotztea

NY-j (NY.City)NY-K 4L.0r'B Islandl)

NY-AB •Wt)
NY-iE (Ce.t North)
NY-F (Capital)

SlY-GHIl (Southeait)
NY-i (Nycity)

NY-K (Long sland)

NY-AS (West)
N,-C. (Cent North)
NY-F (CaPIWI
NY-Gl | (Southeast)
NY-i (NYCdty)
NY-K (LonWg1 andl

NY-ASjm a,,).

Ny-j (NY &ti)
NY-; (ILPn island)

NY-AB (West)
NYW-CDE (Cent North)
NY-F (Capital)

NY-Ghll (Southeast)

NY-i:(NY cIty)

NY-K (Long I MlW)

NY-AB (West)
NY-CD.E (Cent North)

NY-F (Cppltat)

NY-GHI (Sowtheast)
NY-J (NY City)
NY-t (LLohg and)

NY-AB (Welt)
NY-COE (Cmt North)
NY- F (Capltal)
NY-GýFll (Southeast)
NY-i (NY City)
NY-It (Long is"ad

NYAS (West)
NY-COE (Cent North).
NY-F (CaPital)
NY-GHI (Southeast)
NY-i (NY city)

NY-AD (Wehgstmn)

201"5 TOWAd Al "

2016 TOt. All Zohes

20.8 Toa AlZor

2l01 Toatl All Zones

202 Total Aui Zones

2021 Total All Zones

2022 Total All Zone

2023 Total Allbones

20A4TotaI All Zones

202 Total All ZoneSý

.351,975 27,317 6Z1.-71 4,913 0 S,85 14,M
4,151 :14,895 1,787 4,485 -"72 . 7 1,00: .,27,397

?0AM 9,48 8,24 .428 4j3 -40 - 'm~;4s •s. 8. . -. - 4,73.7. 1,o01 44,878.

2,624 .16481 .. .5 348 19,515
Z5,87 .M 415 : . - 627 16,776

23,784P - -;- - 137 2321
10,774 -4 0 • 914 -1,gM3

:24,•O74 27Mm 1 77,25 52: 20 3 584. 4,108. 139,
4,497 14,9 0 :•.22 64. - 1,077 1,135 :23,A

.19,,7. %48 10,140 456 ,-4,721 .,12M4 45,5s4
2 ,,61 3, : 55,462 •.-75 5, 144

4,14 -.526 41735 25...-'- 33 28M77119 it 311,8554 941 12,849.
U.519 27,30.8 76.749 493 3 9 .1- 6.. 5,167. 14"47.

4,1 54,894 '2A573 5- 1 2 41,

.20.407 "1.9,481 91s. .441 3 4- 641es. .IM:.• 46.160

- - 10.,1595 - , . 55 565 2L15734:
32,7 r..676 04 7291 7171M4

7-.6 8,66 4 .0 - 4 73 29Liu
10,13 - s - 1,0198 12",

25-212 32,728 75_255 437 - 1 9,657 6537 .148

4,14, 3 148551,759 4 ... .. 24.. 1,55 2445577
'19,53 :9,S4 

2
ss, 0o9 5,7$1. 1•.3 45,387.

2,48 14,5376. -. 715 678. 8 1,89'
318 156997 7. ."8 1ý,
W ,64 25.3 4ooD •.3,26

-10,157 -3 ':.-. 54- 1%
24.M: 32 ,710 434 . a.4295 O ,132. 146,1.
4•474. M4A66 V2.6 24 "-.1,850 J,457 24,3.37•

94. gl1 8•,596. 410 • " . : . :6,475. 1.45S 4rý78.'

M34o 1 . - .. ...7 - 786 16,45

5,694: 25713' .446 -3-858
- - 10736 . - .2 - 1.21 1299

IX72 .32781 .75,265 379.. 1. 9,0 15,IIS 8.5. 153.

4,1.4 14;,55 1t669 4.1 .- - 3,2486 1,563 24465

-20,3 9,41 7,34.0 63 -,0" I 4 0,887

318 16,897 - -. 81 , .17,579

-:,4 106275 '" - 6 1.148 :6 1 31309
24,,S, 3-730 1.6AL 353 :1 0 11,740 .7,051 .154,943

4,152 14,854 1,558 .1 ,61 -0 2,87S 1,674 2S.1715:
20,405 .9A431 7,56W .3S21 .. ... i , 0T 1,7082 4&,037

- 2,3U 12,001 13s 1 5 I3 18'
'319. 18,748 ..... - 3 3 973

3,694,•35 - - - 543 0•2414
:1%91,3 I i196; 1.-111

24,01Z 32,849 7302 W12 33.13 .3 71517 1K62,.5
:4;47S 14,835 I;..8 -. -. 3,498 2;777 26,146

2,537 9,481 7,23. 332 9,773 1 1 4.,797
Z402 , 1459•r 0379' -.-. .155 1,32 145

31 18.183 - - - - 917 0 19,458
5,694 27-668 . -: 595 33.552

11-2,4 -• - -. 5573. 1248 12,998
Z"10'• 3Z,..785 .77;737 339 .... i 0 4,050. 15"12l~

4;'114 14,S59 1,;529. 1' 3,864 L$.83. 9,-M.,
20,396 %,481 7,658 338 IL012 2,000. 501M

,,: Z432 10,896 -. . 174 1,241 '14,M
: 318 18,336 -. 1,003 19'mSs

:5,694 27, 159 636 33,489
-. - 11,699' : 1, "288. :1.2,8F

•23,7U• 32,810 .77.,003 34.1 . - 17,165 8,036 15g,106

.4,162 14,88 •5S - - 4,275 1,871 26,M8
..:29,590 9,481 .7,565 341 1203 .2,002 SIA

-. 2,459 ;10,269 . - 1%9 .12.p 14jI61
318. 17,548-:. 1,003 2BA69

5,694. 26,267 . - - 635 .32,5
.. . 13,M~ . 609 L;207 35T7

24,370 32J. 7,eAx2 33Do .- 8,.341 8..S2 IW.s?.
4,473 -14,856 1.,79 - .n 4X,57 1;962 771,327

20,397 .9,481 7,356 330 9 12,80 2,129 52AN9

7,4.5.5 ,037 .- .225 :1.238 IZ;945
• , 318. 26,331 -. 1 10 1,0S2

- .5,69. 27i761 . ;.• 551 •3 34,1.44
2 . 6" 601 2,28SS 1.7;942

0
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NY-AS (West)

Ny-Ci (Cent North)
NY-r (Capltao

NY-(I (Soudhast

NY-i (MY Wiy

NY-AS (West)
NY-CDE (Cent North)
NY-F (Capktal)

NY-GHIl Southeast)

NY-J (NY city
NY-.(Loegl$nd

NY-Ao (Wesq

NYC5 C ntNth)

NY-F (Capital)
NY-GHI (Southeas)

.v-j,mut4NWYJ (NYOIY)

NY-K (Long IsL.d)

NY-AS (Wiet

NV-COE (CentNorth
NY-F (Captal)
NY-"Gl (Southeat)
NY-J (NY City)
NY•-K (Long I1land)
Ny-cm {Ceilt NOrth
NY- (Caip~tal
NY-GH.ti~ 5~hAW,)
NY-J (NY Cfty).
NY-K (Cong Land):

NY-COE (Cent: North

NY-? (Capital) o

NY-I (NY (213)
NýY-K 0=4cg IslAn

NY-Alt (West)
NY-COt (Cent North)

NYWGmSO (Southeast.)
NY- I(NY Cwit

NY-Al (Welt)
NY-COt (Centit~ortln)
NY-Fl(apRt4
NY-Wdl (Southeast)
NY-J (NY c"ty
NY-K.(long Island)

NY-AB (WeSt.
NY-CDE (Cent:North)
NYJ capital
NY-GCll (Southeast)

NY-K (Long ILoand)
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Gold BOok 2013 Loads and Peaks
Annual Energ G ____._._.

A B C D E F 0 H I J K
2012 15901 10031 16145 6561 7796 11456 .10106. 2917 6074 53062 23004
2013 15788 10071 16152 6701 8036 11712 10054 2922 6086 53762 :22572
2014 15835 10073 16198 6789 8048 11.716 10106 2938 6114 54016 22821.
201.5 15922 10076 16269 6835 8122 11803 101.52 2951 6148 54310 22983
2016 15997 10083 16337 6850 8182 11872 .10201 2976 6195 54732 23379
2017 1601.0 10080 1:6383 6866 8188. 11926. 10238 2976 6199 54762 23426
2018 16012 10080 T68426 6874 8.184 11978 10263 2993 6229 55032 23632
2019 16019 10080 16475 6868 8188 12028 10306 300 8261" 55309 23931
2020 16033 10085 16525 6871 8192 12077 10333 3029 6308 55727 24319
2021 16033 10081 .16576 6889 8199 12126 10351 3038 6325 55878 24581
2022 16038 10081 . 16626. 6895. 8203 12.173 10370 .3053 6358 58472 24946
2023 16040 10082 16674 6888 "..8204 12220 10385 3071 6392 56471 25339
2024 16044 10082 16714 6892 8207 12259 101401 3084 6419 56706 25630
2025 16048 10083 16754 .6896 8210 12298. 10417 3097 . 6445 56943 25925
2026 16053 10083 16795 6900 8214 12337 10433 3110 6472 ,57180 26223
2027 1.6057 10084 16835 83904 8217 1.2376 10449 .3123 6499 .57418 26525
2028 18061 10084 16875 6908 8220 12415 10465 3M36 6526 57657 26830
2029 16.065 10084 16916 B9121 8223 124541 .1.0481 3150 6553 57891 27138
2030 16069 10085 16957 69161 8226 12494 10497 3163 :6580 58139 27450

RNA 15x15 Loads and Peaks
A B. C D E F G. H. I 7K

2012 15901 10031 1.6145 6561 7796.. 11456 101')6 2917 6074 53662 23004
2013 15.316 9867 -15797 6632 8068 11682 9885 2835 5908 52176 21319
2014 15239 9785 15687 6701 8005 11550 9706 2795 5814 51358 21433
2015 15238 9700 15612 6660 8062 1.1559 9657' 2760 5745 50758. 21255
2016 15368 9706 15660 6653 8157 11638 9688 2772 5769 50962 21808
20,1.7 15404 9704 15706 6632 8153 11723 9748 2773 5773 50995 21819
:2018 15445 9729 15783 6633. 8150 11814 9790 2779 5781 51081 22064

2019 16501 9765 15863 6597 81.88 11891 9862 2778 5780 51068 22590
2020 15585 9S12 15952 6582 8231 11969 " 2785 5792 51180 23008
2021 15643 9833 16040 6614 8279 12084 9929 2778 5781 51082 23373
2022 15663 9828 16082 6598 8291 12051 9919 27931 5815 51379 23756
2023 15655 9823 16111 :6553 8290 12086 9905 280,0 5818 51422 24277
2024 15657 9815 16126 6526 8297:" 12099 9894 2796 5811 51348 24600
2025 15657 9811.1 16143 6502 8302 12113 9884 27921 5801 51273 24929

0



Peak Load •MW__
A• D J E F Q. H ! JH K

..2012 2822 2090. 2925 936 1445 2375 2287 687 1437 11M500. 5526
2013 2657 2084 2904 868 1466 2368 2277 688 1433 1-1485 5515
20.14 2688 2116 2941 887 14-81 .2395 2316 :699 1454 I11658: 5566
2015 2716 2139 2969 897 1i50 2431. 2348 704 :1475 .1.1832 5.609
2016ý 2734 2158 2996 W03 1515 2458 2376 71t5 1496 12006 5688
:2017 2743 2172 3012 906 1519 2480 2398 721 1511 12137 5713
2018 2749 2187 3032 910 1523' 2502 .2418 729: 1527 12266. 5760
20.19 2755 2199 3045 910 1527 .. 2520 2439 737 1542 .12419 5827
2020 2763 2213 3064 911 1531: 2540 2456 744 1559 125.72 5902
2021 2769 2224 3079 915 1537 2558 2471 751 1574 12725 5979
2022 2776 2236 3099 9.17 1542 .2577 2488 759 1587 12833 6050.
2023 2783 2249 3113 R16 1548 2598 2504 762 1594 12920 6149
2024 2789 2259 3127 ...... 917 1552 .2614 :2517 767 1605 13023 .6216
2025 2789 2259 3134 918 1553 . 22 .. 252f1 770 161.1 13077 6287
2026 2790 2259 3142 918 1553 2630 2525 774 1618 13131 6359
2027 2791. 2259 3149 919 1554 2639 2529 777 '1625 13186 6432
2028 2792 2259 3157 919 1,555 2647 .2533 780 1631 13241 6506
2029 2792 2260 31.65 920 1555 2656, 2537 :783 1638 ... 13296 6581
20301 2793 2260 3172 920 o . 1556 2 2540 787 1645 13352 6657

A B . 0 D E F G H I K2012 2822 2090 2925 936 1445 2375 2287 687 1437 11500 :5526

2013 :2582 2025 2822 844 1425 2. • 2213 669 1393 11163 5360
2014 2580 2031 2823 851. 1421 2299 2223 .671 .1395 11189 5342
2015 2675 2028 2814 850 1423 2304 2226 667 1398 11216 :5317
2016 '2592 2046 2840 856 1436 2330 2252 678 14186 11381: :6392
2017 .2600 2059 2855 859 1440 2351 2273 683 1432 11505 5415

2018 2606 2073 2874 863 1444 2372 2292 691 1447 11627 5460
2019 2611 2084 2886 863 1447 2389 2312 699 1462 11772 5523
2020 .2619 2098 2904 864 1451 2408 2328 705.. 1478 11917 5594
2021. 2625 2108 2919 867 1457 2425 2342 712 1492 12082 .5668
2022 2631 2119 2938 869 1462 2443 2358 719 1504 12.164 5744
2023 2638 2132 2951 868 1467 2463 2374 722 1511 12247 5829
2024 2643 2141 2964 869 1471 2478 2386 727 1521 12344. 5892
2025 2644 2141 2971 8701 1472 2486 2390 7301. 1527 12395 :5959



APPENDIX B: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MARKET ANALYTICS /

PROSYM

Market Analytics is a zonal Ilocatinal marginal-price-forecasting model that simuiates the opeiration of
the energy and operating reserves markets. Thesimulatlon engine used is PROSYM., The modeling

system and the default data Is provided bythe model vendor, Ventyx,

The model does not simulate the forward capacity-market and, therefore, does not require assumptions

regarding the capital costs of new generatlonwcapacity and the interconnection costs associated with

such capacity. However, the model does require assumptions about the quantity and type of existing

and new capacity over the study horizon, fuel prices, and other factors. Section 2 catalogues the input

assumptions to the model.

Unit Parameterization;

PROSYMuses .highlydetailed information on generating units. Data on specific units in the Market
Analytics database are based on data drawn from• variOus sources includingthe U,S, Energy nformation

Administration, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, North American Electric Reliability Corporation,

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and New York ISO databases, as well as various trade

press announcements and Ventyx's own professional assessment. Characteristics specified at the.

generating unit level include heat rate values and curve, seasonal capacity ratings% variable operating

and maintenance costs, forced and planned: outage rates, minimum up and down times, startup costs,

ramp rates, and emissionsrates.

Unit Commitment and DisPatch

Based upon hourly loads, PROSYM determines generating unit commitment and ope ration by

transmission zone based upon economic bid-based dispatch, subjectto system opeeating procedures

and constraints. PROSYM operates Using hourly load data and:simulates unit dispatch in chronological

order. In other words, 8,760 distinct hourly load levels are used for each.TA for each study year. The

model begins:on January 14 and dispatches generating units to meet hourly loads. Using this

chronological approach, PROSYM takes into account time-sensitive dynamics such as transmission

constraints and operating characteristics of specific generating units. For example, one power plant

might not beavailabte at a given time due to its minimum down time (iLe., the period it must remain off

line once it Is taken off). Another unit might not be available to a given'TA because of transmission

constraints created by current operating conditions. These are-dynamics that system operators'wrestle

with daily, and they often cause generating units to be dispatched out of meritorder. Few other electric

system models simulate dispatch in this kind of detail.

PROSYM simulates the effects of forced (I.e., random.) outages probabilistically,'using one of several

Monte Carlo simulation modes. These-simulation modes Initiate forced outage events (full or partial):

Syriaps6 Energy tco nomicsi Inc. Indian Point Energy Centeroutage-Emissions and Reliability Impacts 131



based on unit-specific outage probabilities and a Monte Carlo-type random nuumbedraw. Many other

models simulate the effect of forced outages by "de-rating" the capacity of all generators within the

:system. That-is, the capacties of all units are reduced at all times to simulate the.outage of several units

at any given time. While such de-rating usually results in a reasonable estimate of the amount of annual

generaton from baseload plants, the result for intermediate and peaking units can be:inaccurate,

especially over short periods.

PROSYM calculates emissions of NO,, $02, and CO;. and based on Unit-specfifc emission rates and MWh
output quantities.

The model's fundamental assumption of behavior in competitive energy rhakets is that generators will

bid their marginal cost of producing electric energy into the energy market. The model calculates this
margilal cost from the unit's opportunity cost of fuel or the spot price of gas at the locationclosest to

the plant, variablevoperating and maintenance costs, and oppoirtunity cost Of traidable permit$ for air

ermiss iOhs,

Transmission

The smaliest location In Market Analytics is a Location.(typically representing a utilitysetie territory)

wvhich forymodeling purposes is: mapped into a Transmission Area ýTA). A TA.may represent one or more

Lbocations. Transmission areas represent sub regions ofControl Areas..such as PJM. Transmission areas

are defined in practice by. actual transmission constraints within a cofntrol:.aea. That is,.power flows.

from:onearea to another.in a control area are governed by the operational characteristics of the actual

transmission liens. involved- PROSYM can .alsq simulate.: operation In any number of control Areas. Groups

of contiguous control areas were modeled lný order to capture all regionalimpacts of the dynamics

under scrutiny. The interface limits used in the simulations reflect t:he existit.ng system, ongoing

transmission upgrades including those that comprise the planned.TOTS projects aswell as other

expected additions detailed in section 2.2.

Synapse EnergV Economics, tric. Indian Point Energy Center Outage - Emissionsand Reliability Impacts B2
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APPENDIX C: KEY DOCUMENTS/EXCERPTS

On the following pages, we have included key documents/excerp s from the following:
* NYPSC IPEC:Contingency Plan Proceeding Case 12-EýO503 ConEd/NYPA Filings-

February, May, June 2013

* NYPSC IPEC.Contingency:Plan Proceeding Older Case 12-E-0503 November 2013

* NYPSC AC Proceeding Filing NY Transco Intention to Build Case 12-T-0502 January 2013

* NYPSC AC Proceeding OrdefrsInstituting Proceeding, and Rulings Case 12-T-0502
November 2012, April 2013, September 2013

NYISO 2012 Reliability Needs Assessment- IPEC Outage Sensitivity - Excerpt

* NY ISO September 2013 Testimony NYS Senate Committee

* NYISO Growing Wind - Final Report of the NYISO 2010 Wind Generation Study - Excerpt

E yas nryEoois n.Ida on nry etrOtg-Ei/osadRlaiiyIpcsC
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BEFORE THE STATE OF NEW YORK
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Proceeding on Motion.of the Commission )
To Review Generation Retirement ) Ckse.12-E-0503
-Contingency Plan )

COMPLIANCE FILING OF
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORKM INC,

AND NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY.
WITH RESPECTTO DEVELOPMENT OF INDIO POINT CONTINGENCY PLAN

Pursuant to. the November 30, 204 2: Order Instfing Proce.eding And Soliciting indian

Point Contingency Plan ("November 30'h Order"),' of the New York State Public Service

Commission ("Commission"'),. Consolidated. Edison Company of New York, Inc. ("Con Edison")

and the New York Power Authority ("NYPA") hereby submit their Indian Point Contingency

Plan. (the "Plan").

L EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In its November 30th Order the Commission directed Con Edison with the assistance of

NYPA to "develop a contingency plan 6or the potential closure of Indian Point upon the

expiration of its existing licenses by the end of 201 5.2 As shown herein, the Plan is responsive

to the. requirements set forth in the November 30'h Order. and should be approved. To begin: with,

the Plan analyzed the impact that the retirement of the Indian Point Energy Center IPEC "

would havewon. the.,Bulk Power System ("BPS') taking into account.the effect of the retirement

'Case 12-E-0503, Proceeding on-Motion of the Commission to Review Generation Retirement
Contingency Plans..
3 Order, p. 5.
3 Con Edison and NYPA mak.e no assumption or determination about the potential closure of
IPEC. This Plan is intended to provide a reliability solution for New York State: if IPEC closes,



of Dynegy Dans er, L.L.C. Units, 1.- 6 ("Da••skammer"). and the implementation of

incremental energy efficiency ("EE,) and demand response ("DR") programs. Accordingly, the

Plan provides for a fast track .alroach to having EE and DR program resources and traismission

and generation projects in serviceby June 20.16 (the "In-Service Deadline") to meet the

electricity needs that could arise from the closure of IPEC.'

Specifically, the Plan provides. for a two pronged approach, The first prong has Con

Edison and NYPA5 moving forward this spring upon Commission approval to implement three

Transmission Owner Transmission.Solutions ("TOTS") so that they can be in place by the In-

ServiceDeadline. The second prong has NYPA. issuing a request for proposals ("REP")in the

spring to solicit new incremental generation and transmission proposals that-could alsobe in

place by In-Service Deadline. Department of Public Service C(DPS"') staff.will evaluate all of

the proposed projects and will then.recommend to. the Commission which projects should move:

forward to completion. DPS staff may call upon the New York Independent System Operator

('NYISO"), Con Edison and NYPA for technical assistance in analyzing any data needed for

DPS staffs evaluation. The recommended:projlects could include the TOTS• and/orfsolutions

reslting frotm the RFP. Upon Commission approval, the projects ultimately selected will move

forward. towards completion unless halted by a Commission order :.subject to: cost recovery and

other criteria as described herein.

4 As.described further, infra, the Plan provides for: maintaining reliability criteria should IPEC
close, resultingg in enough resources to .satisfy applicable reliability requirements.in the summer
of 2016, as sgoh, the Plan-is not intended to address. levels of capacity with or Withoutfthe
retirement of IPEC, The Commissionhas also instituted a separate proceeding to solicit
alternating current transmission upgrades. See, Case 12-T-0502,. Proceeding on Motion to%
Examine Alternating Current Transmission: Upgrades, Order Instituting Proceeding (November
30,12013).
5 This prong would also include New York State Electric and Gas Company ("NYSEG"), which
is a co-sponsor of the MSSC Project, as defined infra.

2 .



The Plan consists. of several..integrated components, all of which need to be timely

approved so that they can move forward according to the schedulespecified herein. To make

this Plan work, however, theme ate actions that the Commission needs to take to ensure that

solutions are in place by the In-Service Deadline. If the Commission does not issue-an order in

April 2013, as .requested below, authorizing Con Edison-and NYPA to move forward with the

TOTS0 sulject to. cost. recovery and the haltingmechanism, the likelihood of havingsicient

resources available by the In-Service Deadline is greatly diminished. Moreover, completing all
of these steps in the order proposed is a fimdamental requirement without which each of the

subsequent steps would be in jeopardy of being unable to proceedas proposed..Specifea!ly, the9

Plan cails for the Commission to:

L. Issue an order•6' i. March 2013 ("InterimOrder") thatj:

a. Requests that.NYPA issue an RFP for new generation and transmission

solutions and identifies any changes the Commissiondesires to the-general

description of the.RFP terms, conditions, process and timeline described in

this Planr;

2.. Issue an order in April 20131("April Order") that-

a. Directs Con Edison to implement its Indian Point EE/DR program as set.forth

in the Plan with cost recovery and subject to halting;

b. Directs .Con Edison to begin the development of the Second Ramapo to Rock

Tavern 345 kV Line ("RRT Line") and the StatenIsland Un-bottling ("SIU")

Project, both of which will ultimately be transferred to. and owned by the New

6 Throughout this filing, the terms "order" and "directs" in this context means an order or

direction of the Commission with respect to Con Edison and any other investor owned utility
("IOU-) and a request with respect to NYPA.

3



York Transmission Company ('NY"Tranýco),7 subject to the halting

mechanism and cost recovery proposal set forth in this Plan;

cý. Requests that NYPA, and directs that New York.State Electric and Gas

Corporation ("NYSEG"), begin the development of the Marcy South Series

Compensation and Fraser to.Coopers Comers Reconductoring ("MSSC")

Project, which also will ultimately be transferred to and owned by the, NY

Transco, 8 subject to: themhalting mechanism and cost recovery proposal set

forth .in this Plan;

d. Approveslthis.Plan, including full recovery of all prudently incurred costs

using the: cost recovery and cost allocatioin approach set forth in Section VI of

the Plan and the halting mechanism proposal described more fully in the.Plan;

and

e. F.inds, on apreliminary basis, ihat the RT Line; theMSSC Project; and the

SIU Project are public policy projects that meet the public policy requ.emenets

of New York State, as identified in the November 3.0 Order and the New

York Energy Highway Blueprint:("Blueprint") 9;

7 As discussed more fully later in this filing, Con Edison and NYPA are active participants in the
process of creating the NY Transco, a state-wide transmission company whichwill seek to
develop transmission in New York State, including the RRT Line, the MSSC Project and the SIU
Project that -are being submitted as solutions in this docket. Two of these projects, the RRT Line,
and the MSSC Project, along with tl'ee other transmission projects, were also submitted as NY
Transco projects in Commission Case 12-T-0502. As explained herein, Con Edison and NYPA
intend that after these projects are started, theywill betransferred to and owned by1the NY

Transco.
• See footnote 6, supra.
'A copy of the Blueprint can be found at:
http://www.nyenergyhilahwayvcom/PDFs/Blueprint/EHBPPT/.
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3. Establish a public conment, period in this dodket pursupAt to the Stat Administrative

Procedure Act ("SAPA") to solicit comments on .thepmoposed: public policy

requirement of developing an Indian Point Contingency Plan;.

4. Issue an order in September 2013 (".September Orderl that:

a. Selects a final set. of transmission. and/or generation projects to move forward

subject to. the halting, cost allocation, and costrecovery mechanisms set forth

in this Plan;

b. Finds,. pursuant to the:SAPA publie:comment process, that devyeloping. and
implementing an Indian Point Contingency Plan is a state public policy

requirementthat drives the need for transmission;

c. Finds,. to the extent that anyof the TOTS are selected as-final projects, that the

RRT Line, the:MSSC Project, and the.SIU Project are public policy projects

that meet the specified public policyirequirements of New York Statc, as

identified in the November 3O& Order and the Blueprint;.

d. If any of the TOTS are. chosen by the Commission as a Selected Project, as

deifnd,.infia,. (i) authorizes Con Edison and NYSEG "tofully recover, and (ii)

establishes a.mechanism to enable.NYPAto fully recover, allreasonable and

prudent costs incurred in pursuing each TOTS, to the extent such costs cannot

otherwise be recovered through-the NYISO tariff pursuant to the, cost

allocation method .described in this Plan;.
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e.. Directs that each New York Transmission Owner ("NyTO")lo impacted by W
the Plan modify its retail cost recoverymechanisms for transmission and

transmission-related costs, to the extent necessary, to provide that all NYISO

transmission charges allocate•dto thiat individual NYTO as a result of the

September Order will be recovered from. that NYTO's retail customers;

.£ Authorizes the recovery by Con Edison of all costs incurred in developing and

implementing this Plan; and

g. Establishes a mechanism to enable NYPA to recover all costs incurred in

developpng and implementing this.. Plaa as more fully explained in Section VI

of the. Plan,

Accordingly,: for the reasons set forth in this compliance filing, ConEdison and NYPA
respectfully request that the Commission. approve the Plan.andaissue orders, as specified above,

such that the Plan can be implemented.

H. BACKGROUND

.IPEC, which is owned by Entergy and locatedin Buchanan New York, consists of two

nuclear generating facilities (Units 2 and 3), each capable of producing approximately 1020 MW

for a total output of 2040 MW. Each of Unit 2 and 3 operate under alicense from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC"). Unit 2's NRC licenseiexpiresin September 2013 and Unit.

3'.s NRC license expires in December 2015. Entergy has submitted.a timely request to the NRC

to extend its license, which is currently pending before the NRC.

1 The NYTOs consist of Central.Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation, Con Edison / Orange &
Rockland Utilities, Inc., Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation / National G-id,. andNew York
State Electric & Gas Corporation / Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation, NYPA and the Long
Island Power Authority. 6



The November 3WO" Order noted that the loss of IPEC "could result in signifcantly

reduced reliability at the time, of reftement and for several years thereafter until replaced"."!

According to the Commission', the "value of a Reliability Contingency-Plan to address reliability

concerns associated, with the closure of the.nuclear power plants at the Indian Point Energy

Center is increasingly apparent.""

The November 3&th Order required that the Plan address reliability needs that could result

for the summer of 201.6 so that the statemwould be. ready for the closure ofsuch a large generation

facility, whether or not the facility is actuially closed at that time, In other words, the.directive in

the November 30 th Order indicates that: the Commission hs deemed itnecessary and appropriate

to pursue a public policy contingency plan for the possible closure of IPEC. Moreover, the

November 3 0 'b Order stated that the Plan should account for the status of existing or proposed

transmission facilities,'BE,.DR antdother energy resources and include a competitive process to

procure new resources.' 3 In addition, the November 30e Order requ'ired that the Plan include a

halting mechanism to control ratepayer costs in the event that a project that is being developed to

address:the potpntial closure of IPEC needs to be stopped."' The haltingmiechaniism recognizes

that to meet the In-Service Deadline, some projects will need to startdesign andengineering in

early 2013.

The Commission established February 1, 2013 as the due date for the Plan.

IH. APPLICABLE CRITERIA.AND ANALYSIS

The NYISO undertakes an assessment of the reliability needs of the state's BPS every

two years, The latest approved NYISO comprehensive planning study that encompasses the year

11 Order, p. 4.
12 Orderpp. 1-2.
13 Order, pp. 5-7.
14 Order, p. 7.
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2016 is the 2012 Reliability Needs Assessment .("RNA").is The model and the .assumptions used

to develop the 2012 RNA were, the. result of extensive stakeholder.review and representrthe

NYISO's mostlrecent evaluation of supply and demand resources over themnext ten years. Con

Edison used the 2012 RNA analysis- as the starting. point in i anal. ysis; noting that the NYISO

base case analysis keeps (PEG in service (based on the NYISO rules and process employed for

assessment of generator retirements), although the 2012.RNA. did include a: sensitivity analysis

that considered the. potential retirement of IPEC. The. New York State Reliability Council

("NYSRC") Reliability Rules.6 state the reliability criteria that must btý followed in planning the

statewide BPS as well as.the New York City ("NYC'") system. The applicable NYSRC rule for

planning the system in.New York is Rul B-RI and it appliessafter any first:c•ontingency

("Statewide Analysis"). This rule requires that the BPS must have sufficient resources to:

1. Return all facilities back within normal ratings after any first contingency, and,

2. Ensure. the system.will, not exceed Long Tern Emergency ("LTE') ratings if any

second contingency were: to occur.

The NYISO further expands, the coverage. of the statewide applicability of B-R1 to .non-

BPS facilities it considers important for the. reliability of the New York Control Area ('"NYCA')

system. The augmented list defines the Bulk Power Transmission Facilities ("BPTF") system,

which are, eamined in step 2 for statewide analysis. Rule :I-RI further states that certain

portions of the Con Edison system in New York City ("NYC") must be designed to a "second

'5 A copy of the 2012 RNA can be found at:
h.tpiww .nyiso.com/public/webdocslmarkets operations/services/ptlarmng/PlaInning Studies/
ReliabilitY Plannina Studies/RMliability Assessment Documents/2012 RNA Final- Report 9-
18-12 PDF.pdf.

A copy of the NYSRC reliability rules can be found. at:
http://www.nicsr.org/pdflReliability%/`2ORuies%20Manuals/RR%2oManuaI%2oVersion%203.1
%205-11-2012%2OFinal.pdf.
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contingency" ("NYC Analysis"). The Con Edison Planning Citeria'17 comply with I-R1 by

modifying item 2 as follows:

.2. Return all facilities back to normal ratings after any second contingency in the

Con Edisonsystem.

These different NYC and statewide deficiency standards may yield different results. The

larger of the two deficiencies, if any, becomes the stated deficiency, with the understanding tht

the solution set must address both deficiencies, because they may occur in different parts of the

system and the entire state neaeds to-meet the NYSRC rules. The interaction between the

solutions and the studied contingencies are different in the Statewide Analysis than in the NYC

Analysis, because the contingenes studied are different,: as explained above. For example, in

step 1, the most severe statewide contingency may not be the same as the most severe NYC

contingency.

As mentioned above, the deficiency analysis started With the NYISO's 20,12 RNA model

and then updated :it to reflect the rescission of the mothball notice for Astoria:Generating

Company, L.P.:'s Gowanus barges I and 4 and the effect of the EEiDR projects that the Order

required Con Edison. and NYPA to consider. The model reflects 100 MW of incremental

E/OiR, as further detailed below. Based on:this updated analysis ("Updated 20.12 RNA'"), the

retirement of lPEC would yield adeficiency of 950:MW.'i This was determined.from the NYC

Analysis.. The Statewide Analysis resulted ii a lower deficiency level. It must be noted that

solutions may have a different impact on the magnitude of the reduction in deficiency for the

NYC Analysis than they do for the Statewide Analysis.

• Con Edison's planning criteria is posted on its website at:

http://www.coned.cormldocuments/Transmission Planning%20 Criteria.pdf.
18 The:950 MW deficiency is net of Con Edison's 100 MW EE/DR program.
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The retirement of Danskarnmer was announced in January 2013 when the analysis

presented above was nearingcomptetion. Preliminary calculations made close to, the filing date

show an impact in the order of 400-425 MW for both the NYC Analysis and the Statewide

Analysis from the: closure of Danskammer. Accordingly1 the overall defieiency, would.be

approximately 1.350 to 1375 MWs.'

iVM ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANDDEMAND RESPONSE

The November. 30th Order directed that energy efficiency ("EET), demand response

("DR"), and combined heat and power ("CHP") be taken into consideration in developing the

amount of the deficie4cy that could result fom the retment of IPEC, Achieving demand

.reduction through new incremental programs will help reduce the need for additional generating

or transmission capacity, which ultimately creates a long term avoided cost benefit for

customers. Con Edison proposes to achieve an additional peak demand reduction of 100 MW by

the In-Servipe Deadline thrQugh incremental programs (¶IPEC EE/DR Program"). As such, the

calculated deficiency due to the potential retirement of IPEC rMfects this incremental 100 MW

reduction. The details of the IPEC. EE/DR Pro6gam are specified in Exhibit A.

As more fully described in Exhibit A, this 100 MW of incremental peak demand

reduction can be implemented prior to the In-Service Deadline provided that.: (1) approval to

proceed and begin the incremental EE/DR surcharge collections is granted in the April Or der7,

and (2) Con Edison is granted more flexibility to :implement, incremental programs than what is

currently offered through the existing Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard ("EEPS") programs.

The IPEC EE/DR Program will be additional to the suite of, existing EEPlS programs,

with a focus on creating a holisticportfollo of solutions for reducing and managing loads

'9 The 1,350 to 1,3-75 MW deficiency is also net of Con Edison's 100 MW IPEC EE/DR
Program.
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primarily in large buildings. TheTIPEC.EEDR Program portfoliowill include EE measures such

as:. LED lighting, installed advanced high efficiency HVAC and energy storage systems and, an

extension of the steam air conditioning (*"AC,) incentives to alflexisting steam:AC customers in

addition to the Con Edison targetedSteam AC :ptogram initiated in October 2012. The range of

prograins envisioned undertthis portfolio approach would requireý the Commission to authorize in

its April Order funding of at least $300 million to facilitate IPEC EE/DR Program success..2

In the.event thatthe Commission terminates this Program prior to its approved

conclusion through a halting :order, Con Edison would-continue collection of funds necessary for

fulfillment of all customer commitments in place at the time of program halting .ad .terminate

the program. from that point forward. ConEdison does no~t believe that reinstating programs

after:termination would be.a viable option because of the time needed to ramp progr4msý up and

.the attendant uncertainty that termination and subsequent reinstatement introduces into.the

market. With res•ep•t to the IPEC EE/DR Program, the estimated. costs of halting at the key

points in time are shown in Table 4.1 below:

TABLE 4.1

(Project Total: $300,000,000): :9/30/2013 $500,000

3/3112014 $13,000.000

12/31/2014 $70,000,000

The "Estimated Partial At Risk Cost" is an estimate of the funds necessary for fulfillment

of customer commitments in place at.the time based on an estimate of a 2f016 in-service date.

20 There may be joint opportunities with NYSERDA to achieve these incremental energy

efficiency increases that contribute to peak load reductions. The Commission may choose to
evaluate NYSERDA funding levels in order to achieve the incremental. goal.
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Con Edison has also initiated discussions with its parttners.at NYPA and NYSERDA to

identifyincremental EE, DR, and CHP initiatives over and above what is already included in the

2012.RNA that canhbe achieved prior to the In-Service Deadline. There exists a combination of

programs with funding that is not currently included in the Updated 2012 RNA which is still

beingreconciled21 . The Plan will ultimately incorporatezthese during the evaluation process: that

determines the final set of transmission. and generation solutions. See.Exhibit for, additional

details.

V.. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A.. Overview

.As stated in the.Order.

The potential retirement- of a significant electric generating facility,
such as the Indian:Point.Energy Center,E rre significant

advanced planning. Specifically, the size, location, and
uncertainties regarding the potential retirement of the. Indian.Point
Energy Center warrant. such planning activities at this time. [The.
Commission] agree[s] there is a need to develop a contingency
plan nowto ens-urereliabilit in the event the Indian Point Energy
Center is ultimately retired. • (footnote, omitted)."

To have transmission and/or generation solutions ini place by the In-Service Deadline, it.

is essential that action be taken without delay so that projects can get.underway quickly, To that

end,. the, Plan contemplates pursuing a two-pronged approach in parallel. On the first prong of

the solution, Con Edison.and NYPA, working with and as part of the NY Transco, 23 would begin

developing the three TOTS. On the second prong, NYPA would begin a competitive

21 The impact could be as much as 88 MW once the programs in-progress are fuIly identified and
accounted for. These programs are in addition to the 100 MW 'incremental demand reduction to
be achieved through the IPEC EE/DR Program.
22 Order, pp.. 1-2.
21 See footnote 6,. supra.
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procurement process by issuing:an RFP to solicit third party generation and third party

transmission Solutions to the poteatial closure of IPEC.,

The Plan provides that the Commission will issue the Interim Order in March 20.13 that

requests..NYPA to move.forward with the RFP andprovides input on any changes to.the RFP

terms, conditions and proceduums desired by the Commission, The.Planalso provides that the

Commission will issue an order in April 2013 approving. the Plan and authorizing Con Edison

and NYPA to move forward with the EE/DR.plan and with preliminary implementati0n. of the

TOTS, all subject to cost recovery and the halting mechanism. If the Commission does not issue

an: order in. April 2013. authorizing Con Edison and NYPA to move forward with the TOTS

subject to cost recovery and the halting mechanisn, the likelihood of having sufficient resources

available by the In-Service Deadline to address the potential closure of IPEC is greatly

diminished.

Promptly upon rteeipt of the Interim Order, NYPA will issue an RFP soliciting

generation and transmission solutions from private developers. The timeline and procedures by

which the RFP process will be conducted are described below. Dueto the number of steps

involved and the statutory and, regulatory requirements that must be satisfied, it is likely that a

fiial selection of solutions. will not occur, and third party projet implementation will not be able,

to commence, before September or October 2013.

The Plan contemplates that DPS staff will evaluate the projects that respond to the. RFP

and the TOTS on a comparable basis and that the Commission will issue an order, in September

2013 indicating the projects that will ultimately moveforward to meet this public policy

objective of preparing the state for theclosure of IPEC. DPS staff may call upon the NYISO,
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Con:Edison and NYPA for technical. assistance in analyzing any data needed for DPS staffs

evaluation.

Each. of the TOTS will be subject to the halting mechanism described below that will

enable .the.Commission to terminate or suspend development efforts. Once the TOTS begin, the

projects will continue unless the Commission issues an order directing that a specific TOTS

project be halted.

B. TransmissiOn Owner TrAnsmission: Solutions (TOTS)

1. Description: of the :TOTs

To ensure thatthei TOTS are in place:by the In-Service Deadline, the Plan calls for the

Commission to issue an Order in April 2013: directing that the following three transmissioA

projects24 move forward,:subject to the halting :and cost recovery mechanisms discussed later in

this filing:

, RRT Line;

* MSSC Project;, and

* S1U Project

For a detailed description of each, of these prkojects, please see Exhibit B for the RRT

Line, Exhibit C for the MSSC.Project, :and Exhibit D for the SftU Project. As indicated in these

exhibits, the estimated cost at the time.of completion foreach of these projects is: $123.1

million, for the RRT Line; $76 million for the MSSC Project; :and $3 11.64 million for the SIU

Prdject.

24 The NY Transco's East Garden City to New Bridge Road Project is still being evaluated to

determine if it is able to expedite its schedule to meet the In-Service Deadline. If it can, itcould
be considered an additional TOTS project in -this process, and an update will be provided to the
Conmmission.
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As, more fully described in these exhibits, eachi.of these TOTS can. be completed by the In

Service Deadline, provided that they timely receive the Various .governental and tegultory

approvals set forth in Exhibits B,.C, andD). Specifically, the RRT Line, which already has its

Article VII Certificate, can be in service by.the In-Service Deadline, provided that it receives

approval of.its amended-Environmental Management and Construction. Plan ("EM&CP"'). bythe

first quarter of 2014,. ýThe MSSC Project can be in service by the In-Service Deadline, provided

that all major licensing and permitting is completed by the end of 2013. Finally, the SIU Project

canbe.completed by the In-Service Deadline, provided work on the project commences during

the spring of 2013. The chart.below shows the licenses, regulatory~and.study approvals already

received by the proposed projects.

NYISO approved Systerm Impact.Study e'SIS")
August 16,20Q12, Queue position 368

0: Article VII Certificate ReceivedJanuary 25, 1972,
Second Rock Tavern to Rarnapo: Case 25845, Con Edison and:Case 25741, Con.Edison and

345kV Line: O&R

S.Article VII Certificate Received January•24, 2011,
Case I 0-T-0283, O&R, Inc. (Feeder 28)

Marcy Series-Compensati.'on a!n.dMarcyaseriesoCompensasioomerd NYISO Interconnection Application: filed. May 12,
Fraser to Coopers Co~rners 21;Qeepsto 8

Reconductoring Project 20i2;Queue position 380:

* NYISO. granted Con Edison a.waiver of its SIS :and
Staten Island Un-bottling Queue requirements on January 18, 2013

2. Ownership of the TOTS

As indicated in the NYTOs' January 25. 201.3 submi"ssio (the January 2 5 th Filing,) in

Case 12-T-05 02, Proceeding on Motion to Examine Alternating Current Transmission

Upgrades, Con Edison and NYPA are active participants in the process of creating the NY
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Transco05 which will seek to develop transrniission aWilities in New York State. inluding the

RRT Line, the MSSC Project, and the SIU Projept that are being submitted as solutions in this

proueeding.2̀  It. is.anticipated: that the NY Transco Will be formed in October 2013. Also as:
indicated in the January 2 5'h Filing theNYTOs a in theproceSs of developing the regulatory

filings necessary to establish a transmission rate: schedule atthe FederalEn•ergy Regulatory

Commission ("FERC")as well as to implement the cost aillocation and cost recovery

mechanisms through the NYISO's tariff as described herein. Finalregulatory approvals from

FERC are anticipated in: April 2014. Once FERC apprdval: is obtained, the NY Transco will

lead the development of the TOTS. To that end, Con Edison and.NYPA will begin the work.on

these TOTS until the NY Transco is operational. 27 At.that time the TOTS will be transferred to

and completed by the NY Transco.

Moreover, as Afrther indicated in the January 25a, Filing, the NY TranscoProjects are
being proposed to accomplish the goals and objectives ofthe Commission's November 30,2013

order. in.Case. 12-T-0502,28 which are to increase transfer capability through the central east.

interface29 and to "meet the objectives, of the Energy Highway Blueprint." 0 As is the case with

the full panoply of NY Transco projects,. the RRT Line and MSSCProject will provide

25 The NY Transco will be a New York limited liability company ("LLC') that.will be owned by

affiliates of thde NYTOs.
26in total, the NYTOs on.behalf oftheNY Transco: proposed five:projects in Case 12-T-0502.

These projects are- MSSC Project; RRT Line; UPNY/SENY Interface Upgrade; Second.
Oakdale to Fraser 345 kV Line;.and Marcy to New Scotland 345 kV Line... Con Edison and
NYPA respectfudly request that the Commission approve the NYTOs' January 2 5 th Filing.
27 It should be noted that the MSSC Project is being co-developed, with NYSEG until the NY
Transco takes over the: development of that: project. It is anticipated that following the issuance
of the Apdl Order, NYSEG would: participate in the development of the MSSC Project.
28 Case 12-T-0502, Proceeding on Motion to Examine Alternating Current Transmission
Upgrades, Order Instituting Proceeding (November 30, 2013), p. 2.
29 Id.
30 id.
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congestion reducti on benefits across key tranmnission interfaces and provide the public policy

benefits specified in the Blueprint As set forth ii. the January 25' Filing, the ORT Line and the

MSSC Project, together With the other NY Transco projects, will provide significant public

poticy benefits to New York State, including production: cost savings, job growth, increased local

tax revenues, and emissions reductions. Due to their nature and location., these two projects are.

also highly effective solutions to the deficiency that would result from the closure ofIPEC,, and

they can meet the In-Service Deadline requirement.
The :SIT Project is also a NY Transco projet, although it wasnot submittedas part of the

January 25 th Filing, since it does not directly affect congestion over the Central.,East Inteface

The Plan calls for Con Edison to begin the worlýk on the SIU Project, because it helps to address

the reliability need associated with closure of IPEC, When the NY Transco is operational, thisý

project will also be transferred to and finishod by the NY Transco. As is the case with RRT Line.

and MSSC Project, this project provides the public policy benefits specified in the Blueprint.:

C. Details of the Competitive Solicitation Process

The second prong in the Plan is the competitive solicitation process. This section

includes procedures that will be followed to solicit proposals for generatio•i and transmission

resources that can be put inplace on or before the In-Serv.ice Deadline to address the reliability

needs that will result if IPEC ceases operations at the termination of its NRC licenses. It also

sets forth criteria that will be employed to. evaluate on a comparable basis all of the available

solutions to the reliability need.

1. Steps and Timeline

.Followingissuance of the Interim Order, NYPA will issue the generation and

transmission RFP,. which is expected to occur around mid-March, 2013. Proposals in response to
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:the RFP ("Proposals") will be. due. from respondents ('Resp6ndents") approximately 45 to 60

days after its issuance (May or early June, 2013). Shortly after issuance of the RFP,. NYPA will.

schedule a bidders' conference to address any questions Respondents may have so that they may

be guided in the development of their Proposals, Upon receipt of the Proposals, DPS staff will

evaluate and analyze the complete set of Proposals,. together with the TOTS, to determine which

group of solutions can be expected to best satisfy the reliability needs, consistent With the.
evaluation criteria described below.. DPS staff may call upon NYISO, Con Edison and NYPA

for technical assistance in analyzingany data needed for DPS staff's evaluation

Upon conclusion of the evaluation process, DPS staff will prepare a recommendation for

Commission review and action in the September Order. The recommendation will state which

solutions should be pursued and mayinclude a combination of one or more Proposals and TOTS.
it is expecte tbet the DPS staff recommendation will be presented to the Commission for action.

as soon as. August. 2013. Thereafter, on or about'September 14,12013, the Commission is

expected to issue its September Order to designate the combination of Proposals:and/or TOTS

that itvauthorizes to move forward ("Selected.Projects').

If the Selected Projects include one or more generation projects (each a "Selected

Generaton Project"), N A and the developer of each Selected Generation Project will

negotiate and enter into a power purchase agreement :("PA") as expeditiously-as possible to

support development, construction and operation of-such Selected.Generation Project." If the

Selected Projects include a transmission resource (whether a TOTS or an alternative transmission

facility, each a "Selected Transmission Project"), thedevpeloper of the Selected Transmission

Project will seek approval to construct, operate' and-receive compensation for its Project pursuant

31 Con Edison will not be a counter party to any generation contract
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to a NYISO and/or Commission tariff. It is anticipated that the'September Ord erwill authorize

the creation of a Commission tariff for the recovery of Selected Project costs that will be

available to: the extent an appropriate NYISO tariff is not available at the time the September

Order is: issued. As is. the case fbr TOTS, the, other Selected Projects chosen:as part of the

competitive solicitation process.may alsoq be halted under certain conditions.

2. RFP Terms and Conditions

Respondents will be required to provide written. submi.ssions setting forth in as much

detail as possible the information identified in the RFP. A sample of the: type Of information that

will be solicited in the RFP is set forth on Exhibit E. This, sample, representative information list

is provided for indicative purposes, but the list of required information included in the RFP may

differ. Likewise, Con Ed and NYPA will be rewuired to provide, at the same timeasthe

Respondents, thelSame information: as is required of the Respondents, so that the TOTS and

Proposals can be evaluated by DPS staff on a.comparative basis.

The RFPwill include a frmiof PPA for generators that will set forth in detail provisions

related to, among other things, the posting by the project proponent of security deposits to secre

completion of the work, completion of milestones, and the halting mechanism, consistent with

the description below, Likewise, the RFP will set forth similar requirements for transmission

32Proposals, Respondents mustidentifyiatthe:time of Proposai submission any requested

changes or additions to the process, the project agreemernts and/or requirements. An indicative

list of thetype of contractual terms and conditions, including milestones, is included as Exhibit

We note,, as well, that as part of the NYISO interconnection process, the developer of a

Proposed Transmission Projeoctmay be obligated to enter into the NYISO's FERC-approved pro
forma Large Facility Interconnection Agreerment pursuant to the Large Facility Interconnection
Procedures set forth in Attachment X of the NYISO Services Tariff.
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F. Respondents Should' also indicate whether any of the information contained. in theirresponse

should be considered:as confidential.

The RFP will also require Respondents proposing generation solutions to submit pricing

in two forms, The first will be in the form ofarcontract for differences (CCFI)") in which the

total cost of the project is fixed, but themonthlylpayment due will be reduced by the amount of

the market revenues available to the project for that month. The second.required bid form will

state the fixed amotmt that the project developer requires on a dollar per month basis for support

in addition to the market revenues it expects to realize. This second bid form is s•ar to the

approach employed&in the Renewable Portfolio Standards venue. Although there are benefits to

either structure, requiring the submittal of this information wiU allow the evaluation process to

consider the relative benefits of a known fixed monthly paymentstream versus. the variable

customer costs associated with the CFD.

3. Comuarative Evaluation Process

Boththe TOTS and. Proposals will be evaluated on anumber of levels. throughout the

'evaluation process.. Initially, the Proposals wiU be subject to threshold criteria before being

considered in the evaluation of their ability to meet the need and other criteria. This screening

will consider whether the Proposal rmeets the following threshold criteria:

* Proposal received on time and, in the proper format;

e Proposal is. ableto meet the In-Service Deadline;

* Generation proposals must provide at least 75 MW (UCAP) of incremental

capacity;

* Both generation and transmnission proposals must be interconnected to NYISO Load

Zones G-K; and,
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' Proposal provides- pricing that is fim: through December 3.1, 2013.

Proposals that meet the threshold criteria will then be subject to the evaluation ptocess.

This evaluation process will first review the Proposals for completeness and:adherenee to the

RFP information request.33 A detailed review of both the TOTS and Proposals' development
plans will then be undertaken. Proposed solutions that haye a high likelihood of technical and

financial feasibility,, as well as the ability to meet the lnService Deadline, will then be subject to

themnext stage..of the evaluation process,

Given that a single project is unlikely to meet the entire..deficiency need, proposed

solutions may begrouped intoý portfolios of projects and evaluated based on the. categories- listed

below:

Ability to help ensure that the reility of the electric system is maintained or

enhanced in :the event; of IPEC's closure, considering individual -and collective

impacts on the portfolio of Proposals;

* Deliverability,

* Cost-effectiveness and long-term public policy benefits. to the State; including

metrics such as production cost analysis

o Environmental considerations including emissions impact and use of existing

rights-of-way; and

• Ability to provide opportunities for economic development and job creation.

The portfolio of projects that offers the best overall value to New York. ratepayers based

on the comprehensive evaluationr process will be recommended by DPS staff for implementation.

3' DPS.staff will have the right to:- (!).reject a response if it not complete; (2) contact bidders to
clarify incomplete and/or unclear information in proposals; and (3) interview each bidder to,
obtain information regarding its project.
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To perform this evaluation, Respondents will be asked to provide ail pertinent information, a

sample of which is described in.Exhibit E.

VI. COST RECOVERY AND COST ALLOCATION MECUANISM

A. NYPA Cost Allocation and Cost Recovery Mechanism

To: the extent any costs related to developing:anid implementing this Plan'4 are to be:

allocated to NYPA on behalf of its customers the Commission shoUld recognize that NYPA can

accept costs only to the exent that NYPA's contracts with its customers allow recovery of such

costs. The recovery of any costs. that NYPA :is contractually unable to recover from its

customers ("Shortfall Amount") should first be recovered from the same end uswersto the extent

that those same customers receive delivery service from the other NYTOs, excluding NYPA. To

the extent that a Shortfall Amount still exists, that Shortfall Amount would have to be reallocated

:to the other. end-users, including from NYPA customers whose contracts allow it.

In addition to recovering the Shortfall Amount, the Commission should require that once,

Commissio-jurisdictional utiEties and load sekving:entities C'LSEs') recover costs related to the

development and implementation of this Plan that are incurred by NYPA and that are not

recoverable through the NYISO tariff, those LSEs and utilities must remit any such costs

recovered from their retail rate customers to NYPA. The mechanism developed by the

Commission to address the particular costrecovery issues that pertain to NYPA described above

is hereinafter referred to as the NYPA Recovery Mechanism.

34 These costs included,, but are not Iimited to, those incurred in preparing this Plan, developing
the form of RFP, issuing the RFP, assisting (if requested) DPS staff, pursuing the TOTS, and all
costs incurred in connection with the Selected Projects.
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B. CostRecovery and Cost Allocation Associated With Plan and RFP Related
Expenses Incurred Before the September Order.

Following the issuance of the Order, Cori Edison and NYPA.have incurred,. andwill
continue to incur, costs in preparing thel.Pan, developingthe:form of RF and associated

agreements, issuing the RFP, contractingh for consultants and.outside. legal representation, and

assisting in the technical evaluation of Proposals (if requested),. among other costs ("Plan & RFP

Costs'). TheApil Or1der must ensure that: (I) Con Edison is able to recover all.ofits Plan &

REP Costs; and (2) NYPA is -able tD recover all such Plan & RFP Costs ýconsistent with the.

NYPA Recovery Mechanism discussed in point IA The Commission will determine the cost

allocation approach for the Plan.& RFP Costs. It is expected that in the:April Order the

Cormnission will allocate: such costs on an appropria te public policy basis.

C., Cost Recovery and Cost Allocation Associated With TOTS Prior to the.
September Order

.Following issuance of the April.Order, Con EdU. NYPA a.nd NYSEG will incur significant

expenses associated with pursuing each TOTS until such time as.it either is halted.by a

Commission order or is chosen as a Selected.Project:("TOTS Costs"). The April Ordermust

ensure that Con.Edison, NYPA and NYSEG are able tolrecover all such TOTS Costs.

As stated in their. JanuaMy 25 th Filing, the NYTOs,. on behalf of the NY Transco, will

pursue the establishment of a wholesale transmission revenue requirement and FERC-approved
rate for the NY Transco projects, including the three TOTS projects proposed herein, that would

be stated in the NYISO's Open Access Transmission Tariff ("OATT"). 35 Once approved by

FERC, the NY Transco's revenue requirement will be recovered from all LSEs in the NYiSO's

control area as specified in the January 25k" Filing. The NYISO will be responsible for billing

31 See January 25th Filing, pp. 21-24.
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and olecfing ~from all. LSEs based on their energy consumption and location. The NY Transco

will receive payments from the NYISO after the NYISO receives payments from- the LSEs. The

NYTOs, in their role as an LSE, willopass the NY Transco charge onto their full service retail

customers as a NYISO charge consistentlwith their PSC-approved retail tarifs or, where

necessary, under newly approved PSC tariffst. Accordingly, Con Edison and NYPA propose that

the. cost allocation method proposed in the January 25h Filing in Commission Case 1:2-T-0502

also apply to the TOTS for the same reasons .set forth atfiing.

Until tho NYTransco is operational, Con Edison and NYPA need certainty of cost

recovery to proceed with their TOTS. In addition, since NYSEG is one of the NYTO developers

of the MSSC Project NYSEG also needs certainty of cost recovery to proceed with its part ofthe

TOTS. Accordinglyj Con Edison and NYPA request that the April Order state that the

Commission is authorizing the recovery through .a Commission jurisdictional method by Con

Edison and NYSEG :of all reasonable and prudent costs. incurred in pursuing each TOTS, to the

extent such TOTS Costs are not otherwise recovered. through the NYISO tariff. In. the case of

NYPA, to the extent that such costs are not recovered through the NYISO tariff, such costs will

be recovered through the NYPA Recovery Mechaniism.36 Further, to effectuate the cost

allocation and cost recovery, of the TOTS, the Commission should order each NYTO impacted

by one of these projects to modify its retail cost recovery mechanisms for transmission and

transmission related costs, to the extentuneeded, to provide that all NYISO transmission charges

allocated to an individual NYTOin response to this Order will be recovered from that NYTO's

retail customers. Finally, to: the extent that the TOTS Costs cannot be recovered through the

36 To the extent that Con Edison or NYPA are able to. recover the costs of the TOTS through a

FERC-approved rate, Con Edison: and NYPA will refund to customers any costs already
collected through Commission approved rates.,
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NYISO tariff, the Commission should establish a mechanism to. allocate such costs consistent

With public policy objectives, to all appropriate entities, including non Commission-jurisdictional

entities, such asLIPA.

D. Cost Recovery and Cost Allocation Associated With Selected Projects

The final group of Selected.Projects chosen by:the Commission in the September Order

may :include a mix of TOTS, Selected Transmission Projects and.Selected Generation Projects.

The recovery of TOTS was discussed above.

If the competitive solicitation process results -in a Selected Generation Project, the

developer will be paid by NYPA pursuanttoits PPA. These costs cannot be recovered through

-the NYISO tariff Thus,. the Commission also must ensure that the NYPA Recovery Mechanism

enables NYPA to recover ail costS in conmection each. Selected. Generation Project consistent

with the discussion inpoint A, above. The Commission could accommodate this by requiring

LSEs and utilities that are allocated costsapursuant to the implementation of this plan to modify

their retail rate mechanisms, to the extent necessary, to recover such costs from their retail

customers. In addition, the Commission should require that those LSEs and utilities to remit any

such costs recovered from their-retail rate customers to NYPA.

The Commission will determine the cost allocation approach for each Selected.

Generation Project, with consideration of the public policy value across the State, including

LongIsland,? it is expected that in the September Order the Commission will allocate such

costs on an appropriate public policy basis. It is possible that different allocations will apply to

different Selected Projects. To the extent that the competitive solicitation: process results in a

I Tt is Con Edison's position that even though LIPA is not currently under PSC jurisdiction,
Long Island cpstomers should participate in the costs of the Plan to the extent that they also
benefit from the implementation of the State's public policy determination.
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third party transmission project being selected, the. costs associated with each project will be

recovered through a NYiSO tariff schedule.

VII. HALTING MECHAMiSM

:The November 30 Order requires. that all Selected Projects move forward subject. to a

halting mechanism. The halting mechanism applies equally to the TOTS, the WPEC EE/DR
Ptograxn, and to Selected Projects. identified in.te SeptemberOrder. The halting mechasm:

included as part of the Plan enables the Commission Ito halt any TOTS and any Selected Project,

at any time up to and including December 3•, 2014., It.is Con Edison's andNYPA's view-that to

attracta satisfactory quanti of Proposalst it is necessaryto:impose a final date at .which a

project may be .halted. Con Edison and NYPA believe project: developers, ate unlikely to

participate in this process if they face the risk that they may spend extraordinary time: and

re5ources: to bring on-line quickly a large project only to be .told that they am being halted -at a

very late stage of development and will receive only their. out of pocket costs. Neither Con

Edison nor NYPA can predict those market or other events that would cause the Commission to

decide to halt a particular project.

Due to the unique nature.of transmission projects, Con Edison andNYPA will need to

purchase equipment that may not be usable for any other project. As such, the halting.

mechanisms reflect the fact that once.equipment is ordered, Con Edison and NYPA must be able

to recover 100% of theý cost of such equipment, less anyroductions available from cancellation

provision in the procurement contract and realized salvagetvalue. The halting mechanism also

recognizes thatmin orderlto meet the In-Service Deadline, Con Edison-and NYPA will need to

start engineering the projects in April 2013. and start procurement activities as early as the fourth

quarter of 2013, Thus, the halting mechanism must provide for the full recovery of costs
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incurred, as well asany contractual cancellation costs: associated with such activities.. It: should

also be noted that equipment procurement, engineering, and some construction activities will

start even though not All of the requiMed regulatory permits: (environmental or community) will:

have been obtained: as of this point in thevproject development schedule.

Recognizing the potential cost impacts to customers for the TOTS, Con Edison and

NYA can state the estimae costs they will incurfor the: TOTS at particular key points in time.

Importantly, these estimates are based on conceptual project scopes andrepresent an order of
magnitude reference for futtr• project costs. As preliminary engineeringandproject tasks

proceed, additional detail and certainty will support updated cost estimates. With respect to the

RRT Line, the estimated costs of halting. the projet at the key points in time are shown inTable

7.1 beLow:

TABLE 7.1

(Project Total: $123,100,0W) 9/30/2013

3/31/2014

12/3.1/2014

* The: "Estimated Partial At Risk Cost" includes only an estimate of the cotmmitted, dollars
and do NOT:include any cancellation charges that would be imposed by the contractors and

equipment suppliers. The "Estimatedl Partial At Risk Costs" will beadjusted at thetime of
halting. to include these costs. These costs are based on a 2016 in-service date estimate.

With respect to the SIU Project, the.estimated costs of halting the project at the key point

in time are shown in Table 7,2 below:
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TABLE 7.2

(Project Total: .$31 ,640,000) 9/30/2013

3/31/2014

12/31/2014

* The "Estimated Partial At Risk Cost'.includes only an. estimate of-the cormnitted dollars
and do NOT include any cancellation charges that would be imposed by the contractors and
equipment suppfier,. The 'Etimated Partial At Risk Costs" will be adjusted at the time of
halting to include these costs. These costs. ar based ona 2016 in-service date-estimate.

With respect to the MSSC Project, the estimated costs of halting the project at the key

point in time are shown in.Table 7.3 below:

TABLE 7.3

(Proj.ect Total: $76,000,000): 9/3012013

T 3/31/2014

12/31/2014

* The "'Estimated Partial At Risk Cost" includes. only an estimate of the committed dollars
.and do NOT include, any cancellation charges that would be imposed.by.the contractors and
equipment suppliers. The "ýEstimated Partial At Risk Cost" will be adjusted at the time of
halting to include these costs. These- costs are based on a.2016 in-service date estimate.
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NYPA will include a requirement in the RFP process that eachRespondent provide the
-costs of halting its proposed project for the same dates shown above;

If the Commissionhalts a Selected Project, the project developer must miftigate. its costs

by prompt ýcacellation, and liquidation of contracts, and by salvage sale of equipment already

delivered or manufactured. and taking all other reasonable, andnecessary steps to mitigate net

costs. The project developer will be compensated for its reasonab le and prudent costs incurred in

connection with the Selected Project but without any mark-up .or premium,

VIII. THE COMMISSION SHOULD ESTABLISH A PUBLIC COMMENT
,PROCESS

The joint NYISONYTO Order 1000 compliance filing to implement the public policy

requirements of Order 1000 defines; a public policy requirement as:

A federal or New York State statute orregulation, including a
NYPSQC order adopting a rule orregulation. subject to. and in
accordance withthe State Administrative ProcedureAi,, -rany
successor statute, that.drives the need for expansion or updes to
the New York State Bulk Power:Transmission Facilities.

.By i'ncluding the:reference to the SAPA, the filing clearly intended that market

participants and other stakeholders would have an opportunity to. comment on the proposed

public policy requirements and to participate in the debate with respect to projects that are

submitted in response to the enunciated public policy. Unfortunately, the November 30t Order
does not provide for an oppo ty for market participants to comment on the specified public

policy requirement of developing: the Plan. Con Edison and NYPA agree that it is important for

market participants to have the opportunity to weigh in, on the important policy goaes set forth in

the November, 30d' Order, namely the need to develop and implement the Plan- Moreover, since

the transmission projects put forth in this docket would be included in the NYISO's publie.policy

39 October 1,. 2012 joint NYISO/NYTO compliance filing.
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planning process, orders issued by the Commission should facilitate that effort, including w

establishing: apubli• comment period pursuant to SAPA. The need for this process was

recognized by the Commission in its filing in FERC Docket ER13-102. (the FERC Order 1000

docket) when it- stated. that::

The NYPSC is committed to working with the NYiSO, NYTOs,
and other interested stakeholder.s .to .develop a process that fits the
.[FERC's] Order 1000 framework and facilitates the appropriate
implementation of State public policy goals.39

To enable the TOTS to move forward, the Commission must take certain steps, in

addition to the issuance of its April Orderi, to establish that there is a public policy requirement

that drives the need: for upgrades to the New York State BPS. These steps include: (1)

establishing a comiment period in this docket consistent with the requirements of SAPA to review

the public policy requirements associated with developing the Plan; (2) issuing, a subsequent

order establishing the public policy requirements that drive the need for transm .ission; and (3)i

determining that the. TOTS and other Selected Projects meet the.-identified public policy

requirements and should therefore proceed towrequest the necessary local, state, and federal

authorization for ,onstruction and authorization of the Projects. This is the process that the

Commission is required to undertake in order to. satisfy its role in the.NYISO's filed Order 1000

public policy planning process.

MX. STAKEHOLDER INPUT

During the course of developing this filing, Con Edison and NYPA held several meeting

cand coference calls with representatives of DPS staff and the NYISO in order to receive their

39 December 11:, 2012Answer of the New York-State Public Service Commission in response to
protests of the joint NYISO/NYTO Order. 1000 public policy: planning process compliance filing,
Docket ERi 3-102, p. 11. The joint NYISO/NYTO compliance filing.is curtently pending before
FERC.
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feedback on the. calculations of the deficiency, reliability contribution-of the TOTS. and the

overall Plan, Oh January 14, 2013, Con Edison and NYPA hOSted an allparties.meeting at Con

Edison for the purpoge of presenting the concepts and receiving.stakeholder feedback with

respeqt to the preliminary deficiency: analysis and conceptsto implement the requirements of the

November 3 0 th Order. At thle.January l4th meeting, several parties offered feedback.on the

proposed solutions, which Con Edison and.NYPA took into consideration in the development of

this compliance filing.

X DESCRIPTION OF CON EDISON AND NYPA

Con Edison is a regulated public utility that is a subsidiary of Consolidated Edison, Inic., a

holding company. In 201 i, Consolidated Edi'soi Iinc. had $39.2 billion in assets and: $12.9

billion in revenues. Con Edison serves a 660 square mile area with a population of more than

nine million people. In that area, Con. Edison serves approximately 33: million electric

customers, 1.1 million gas customers., and 1,700 ,steam customers. Con Edison provides electric

service in New York City and most, of Westchester County, gas service in parts of New Yorlk

City and steam service within the borough of Manhattan. Con Edison.has approximately 1,180

circuit miles• of transmission,. inclutding 438 circuit miles of overhead and 742 circuit miles of

underground transmission.

NVPA is a corporate municipal instrumentality and a political subdivision of the State of

New York, NYPA owns and operates 16 generating facilities and about.l,400 circuit miles of

high voltage transmission lines. The electricity it generates and purchases. is .sold to municipally

owned utilities:and electric cooperatives, as well as to:a. variety of business, industrial and public

customers throughout the State. NYPA uses no tax money or state credit it: finances its
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:operations through the sale of bonds and revenues earned. in large part through sales of

electricity.

Con Efdison and NYPA have a sigtificant interest in this proceedingand therefore request

party status in this proceeding.

XL, CONTACT INFORMATION

The following people should be added to the official service list in this proceeding:

For Consolidated Edison Company of New York. Inc.

Stuart Nachmias
Vice President, Energy Policy & Regulatory Affairs
4 Irving Piace,-2315ýS
New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 460-2580
nachmiasstconed.corn

N4eil 1. Butterklee
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Assis•ant GeneialCounsel
.4 Irving Place, 1875-S
New York, N.Y. 10003
(212) 460-1089
butterkleeinfconed.com

For New York Power Authority

John l. Suloway
Vice President, Project Devebopment,. Licensing & Compliance.
123 Main Street
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 287-3971
i_0hn. SUlnwav@nypa~gov

Gerard Vincitore
Directo-, Resource Planning and Project Analysis.
New York Power Authority
123 Main. Street.
White. Plains, NY 10601
(914) 390-822.1

gerard~vincitorengya.gov
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Glenn D..flaake
Principal Attorney
New York Power Authorit•.
30SouthPearl Street- 10" Floor
Albany,• New York 12207-3245
(518).433-6720
21genn .h aake(-nva. -gov

Xli. LIST OF EXHIITS:

This filing contains the following exhibits:

Exhibit A e - Lvel of Energy Efficiency included in the: model

Exhibit.B - Detailed Description of the Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser
to Coopers Comrers Reconductoring Project

Exhibit C - Detailed Description of the Second Ramapo to Rock Tavern 345. kV line

Exbit D - Detailed Description of the Staten Island Un-bottling project

Exhibit, E - RFP Respondent Information

Exhibit F - RFP Contract Terms

Exhibit G - Ongoing Demand Reduction Initiatives

XIIL CONCLUSION

.As shown herein, the Plan is responsive to the requirements set forth in the Order and

should be approved. Thcre are, however, actions that the Commission needs to take to ensure

that solutions are in place by the In-Service Deadline to address thle potential closure of IPEC.

Accordingly, for the reasons set, forth herein, Con Edison'and NYPA respectfully request that the

Commission:

1. Issue an order in March 2.013• (i, e., the Interim Order) that-
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a. Requests that NYPA issue an: RFP for:new generation and transmission solutions

and identifies any changes the Commission, desires, to. the general description of

the RFP. terms, conditions, process and timeline described in this Plan;

2. Issue an order in April 2013 (i.e., the. April Order) that;

a. Directs Con Edison to begin the development of the RRT Line and the SIU

Project, both of which will ultimately be transferred to and owned by the NY

Transco, subjectato the haltingrmechanism and cost recovery proposal set forth in

the Plan;

b. Requests that NYPA. and directs that NYSEG begin the development of-the

Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser to0.Coopers Corners

Reconductoring Project, which. will ultimately be transferred to and owned by the

NY Transco, subject to the halting mechanism and cost recovery proposal set

forth in the Plan;

c. Approves this Plan including the cost recovery, cost allocation and halting

mechanism proposals of the Plan;

d. Directs Con Edison to implemernt its IPEC EE/DR program as set forth in the Plan

with cost recovery and subject to halting; and..

e. Finds, on. a preliminary basis, that the RRT Line; the MSSC Project; and the°SIU

Project are public policy projects that meet the public policy requirements of New

York State as identified in the Order and the Blueprint;

3. Establish a public comment period in this docket pursuant: to the SAPAto solicit

comments on the proposed public policy enunciated in the Order;

4. Issue an order in September:2013 (i.e., the September Order) that:
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a. Selects a final set of transmission and generation projects to move forward

subject to the halting, cost allocation, and cost recovery mechanisms set forth in

this Plan;

b. FindS that developing and :implementing -n Indian Point Contingency Plan ;isa

state public policy that drives the need for transmission;

c, Finds, to the extent that any of the TOTS are selected as final projects, that the

RRT Line; the MSSC Project; and :the: SI Project are public poicy projects that

meetthe specified public policy needs of New York State. as identified in the

November 30"' Order establishing this proceeding and tho September O1der

d. Directs, to the extent that any of the TOTS are. selected by the Commission as a

final project, that it authorizes the recovery by Can Edison, NYPA and NYSEG

of all reasonable and prudentc0sts. inourred in pursuing each TOTS that is not

otherwise recovered through the NYISO tariff pursuant to the cost allocation

method described in the Plan;

e. Directs that each NYTO impacted by the Plan modify its: retail cost recovery

mechanisms; for transmission and transmission-related costs, to the extent

necessary, to provide that all NYISO transmission charges allocated to that

individual NYTO as a result of the September Order will be recoveted from that

NYTO's retail customers;

f. Authorizes the recovery by Con Edison of all costs incurred in developing and

implementing this Plan; and

g. Establishes a mechanism to enable NYPA to recover all costs incurred in

developing and implementing this Plan.
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Dated' February 1, 2013

Respectflly submitted,

/s/ Neil H. Butterklee,
Neil H.:Butterklee
Consolidated.Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Assistant General Counsel
4 Irving Place,. 1875-S
New Yok,.NY, 1.00.03
(212) 460-1089
butterkilen@coned&eom

Is/ Glenn D. Haake by NUHB
Glenn D. Haake
Principal Attorney
New York Power. Authorinl
30 SouthPearl Street - 10,. Floor
Albany, New.York 12207-3245
(518) 433-6720

glen -haake@nvpa..Zov.
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Exhibit A

IPEC EE/DR Program



To. mitigate the need created with a retireent of the.Indian Point Energy Center

("IPEC") by the hn-Service Deadlind, Con Edison has been collaborating with its partners at

NYPA and NYSERDA, initiating prelimitnary discussions that have identified incremental

energy efficiency,. demand.rponse, andcombined heat and power (CI") initiatives that-can

be achieved. prior to the In-Sqrvice Deadline ("CIPEC EE/DR Program"). Achieving .sufficient

demand reduction through new incremental programs. will help reduce the need for additional

transmission :and generating capacity which ultimately creates:a long term avoided: costbenefit

for customers,

ConrEdison proposes to achieve an additional peak demand reduction. of 100 MW by the

In-Service Deadline through.new incremental EE and DR initiatives. The IPEC EE/DR Program

Will be additional to the suite of existing EEPS programs, with a focus on.creating a holistic

portfolio of solutions for reducing andmanaging loads primarily in large buildings. The IPEC

EE/DR Program portfolio will include'EE measures such as LEDI Iighinginstalled'advanced

controlsystems such as Building Management Systems .("BMS"') and Energy Management,

Systems ("EMS"), and other controls. that address roof-top, package tetminal air conditioning.

("PTAC"), room air conditioning (and similar non-central air conditioning units), installed

advanced high efficiency HVAC and energy storage. systems, and an extension of the steam air

conditioning ("AC"') incentives to all existing steam AC customers-in addition to the Con Edison

targeted Steamn AC program initiated in Oct 2012. The advanced control systems, (B3MS, EMS)

will allow for additional participation in Con Edison and NYISO demand response programs.
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The range fprograms envisionedfunder this portfolio approach would require the Commission

to authorize inhits April Order funding of at: least $300 mil.lion to facilitate success.'

Building on existing expertise and infrastructure wiU be critical for expeditiously

increasing market pe netration. Con Edison anticipates -that to achieve the stated amount of

demand, re.uction in .such .a short period of time, projects. will need- to be incentivized at a.level

that rapidly :encourages interest andparticipation by customers. It. anticipates that all or most

incentive .levelsin. the IPEC EE/DR Program will need to be structured to ensure. that payback

periods.are 12 months or less (e.g.., new-equipment will save as much energy in one year as the:

customer paid for the equipment). The..short paybackperiod is necessary :since the projected

:savings assume equipmenttreplacement prior to its end of life; customers require higher

incentives to replace existing equipment and move to the highest efficiency equivalency. In

addition, short customer payback periods would help to ensure that equipment replaced at end of

,life would not be replaced quickly with standard (less efficient) equivalents, and encourage the

.highest efficiency rleplacement,

The: need to0keep pace with evolving. marketsmAnd customer preferences necessitates. a

flexible portfolio design. Cbn.Edison proposes to.continually evolve programs, adjust

incentives, and introduce new programs into the market to keep customers engaged. Con Edison

anticipates that the, proposed IPEC EE/DR Program opportunities would be offered to customers

as peak. demand.reduction incentives to complement or enhance existing EElS. incentives. Thus,

the, incremental 100 MW of-demand reduction that is coincident with the system peak must be

viewed as a "net" goal, makingthe need for flexible innovative programs even more critical to

'There may be joint opportunities with NYSERDA to achieve these incremental energy
efficiency increases that contribute to peak load reductions. The Commission may choose to
evaliateMYSERDA funding levels in order to achieve the incremental goal.,
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minfimie:the impact on existingprograms and keep pace with new and evolving demand -NE

reductionopportunities.

Con Edison envisions that 100 MW of permanegnt peak demand reduction would be

achieved through.,a customer incentive program funded through.a .separate surcharg; that would

sunset at the end of e four-year period (including time for administrative •nd operations

completion of the program). Con Edison would recover actual expenses froin the IPEC EER.

Program .through-an-electric surcharge on cuMtomer electric bills in the calendar quarter

immediately following the calendar quarter in which they were incurred. As shown in TABLE

A. 1 below, projected expenses are expected to begin in the 2nd quarter of 201.3 for.admniistrative

and marketing functions and-copnlude in the 3p•iqurterof 201 6.

TABLE A,1

2032614 Is05
-Q2 Q3.,'4Q 2 Q 1Q QQ

Vi~r'~cat~mx~uiýte Q2,Q Q3 Q4QI Q2 Q3 Q QQ4

TOTAL GROSS~
Prje~aI~ 0. .0 0 '2 11 25 34 43 58 77 100: 100 100. 100

,C.Q~V0.2 0.5 6 13 28 50. 70 105 1.57 208 249ý 28.0 295 300

~ . . . 5 22. 20 35 52 51 41 31 1

( ilon), A- _I_

In the event that. the Commission temntsthis JPEG. BE/DR Program prior to its

approved conclusion through a halting order,: Con Edison would continue collection of funds

necessary. for fulfillmnent of all customer dointilinents:in place at the time -of program halting

and terminate the JPEG EE/DR Program from. that point forwarci Con Edison does not believe

.that reinstating programs after termination would be a viable option because of the time needed
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to ramp programs up and the attendant uncertain that termination and subsequentreinstatement

introduces into the market.

Con Edison does not believe that the Total Resource Cost ("TRC")ý tet .currently

employed by EEPS should be: used in the IPEC: EE/DR Programto eva late the cost

effectiveness of EE measures. The TRC test is. based on. a multitude of variables that do not fully

:capturethe environmental. and.societal value.from perneinaily reducing the need for fossil

generation capacity. The test aLso requires extensive communication between parties, and must:

be constantly recalculated during all components of program design. Each. of these would

hamper the achievement of demand reductions, from the programs by the In-Service Deadline.

Achieving the JPEC EM R Program goals mill require a regulatory structure that

facilitates. flexibility in design and expedited implementation, As such, and as an alternative to

the traditional TRC test that is employed in the current EEPS programs, Con Edison proposes a

flexible portfolio design to allow Con.Edison to evaluate programs and projects on a ro1lig

basis. 'The analytical framework for evaluation would be basedý on an efficiency cost curve (e.g.,

$/ KW-saved) that is less than or equal to the total.cost of building andninning new generation,

transmission, and distribution assets. This framework will be similar to that used in the current

targeted demand side management program, but will include considerafionof long tern avoided

costs of transmission and generation. ConEdison proposes to create a portfolio report of the

programs and projects accomplished, measures u4ed, dollars: expended, and dollars committed

that will be delivered to Staff on a quarterly basis.2

Redognizing the need for rapid. and innovative action by Con Edison, the Commission

.should authorize a shareholder incentive that is more effective than that provided for Energy

' In the first quarterly report, Con Edison will identify the methodology for calculating and

tracking incremental. demand reductions that result from the IPEC EE/DR Program.
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Efficiency Portfolio Standard ("EEPS"):programs and provide a financial incentive designed

instead to. prcvide long. term.benefits-. Con Edison proposes that.the Commission consider the

implementing one of the following alterative incentive structures, or other similar approach,

that would be unique to this portfolio:

1) Con Edison.will be authorized fa rate of return on the total investment in the IPEC EE/DR

Program for which the cost of.demand reduction is lesslthan the cost of 'new generation

($/kW);

2) Con Edison's IPEC EE/DR Program expense is treated as if it-were a capital expense, and

-granted a rate of return based on a. percentage of the most recent completed :rate case: and

3) A pre-determined incentive value is agreed upon priorto JPEC EE/DR Program

implementation,,and is based on preliminary cost estimates and the most recen. rate of

return on capital; and upon expiration of the IPEC 1EER Program (either through tine

or set by budget), the utility)is granted a:o:mmensurate percentage of incentive based on

degree of success in achieving reductions (e.g.,. ahieving 80% of target yields 80% of

incentive or some. other such agreed upon sealing)...

Con Edison expects that the potfolio of programs identified below will experience

upfront administrative hurdles and market barriers that will need to be overcome.. Adequate time

must be- given to launch, procure contracts, and begin implementation prior to the closure of

JPEC. If the net 100 MW of demand. reduction are to be relied upon prior to IPECGs closure;

Con Edison will need to secure an approval to proceed with.funding, program development, and.

implementation. by April 201

The IPEC EEiDR Program will focus on measures that have the greatest opportunities for

success in a short tinefr~ame and will most readily complement the existingEEPS programs- to
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yield cost effective deniand reductions. These opportunities are predominantly found in large

building liting systems, HVAC, and control systems.:

The IPEC EE/DR Program alsorecognizes there exist. opportunities to work with

NYS.ERDA to inoentivize retail sales of energy efficient customer-run appliances and equipment

that are run during times that are coincident to the:transmission peak (Le.awindow AC units). 3

To: the extent thatNYSERDA's efforts are applied.toward infrastructure planning through the

IPEC EE/DR.ProgramNYSERDA would provide: access to, all project data such as the type,

size, and location of the measures and projects it undertakes in Con Edison territory,

The table below outlines the range of progra that could be implemented:

TAB.LE AA2

Sample Permanent Description Obstacles to Implementation
Measure4 EE/DR

MW

LED 40. * Replace T5, T8,T12 * Availability of bulbs, availability of
Lighting with LED ballasts and fixtures

* Replace interiorand e Time frame for next generation.LED bulb.
exterior * Quality of light

* Replace CFL, Halogen *Potential cannibalization of current EEPS
with LED

e Controls

BMS, 12. a Install advanced * Life of current. system not exceeded
EMS:and cofntrol systems * Cost of advanced systems
other. - System compatibility, equipmentland

cabling footprint
* Potential cannibalization of current EEPS'

HVAG 20 * Install advanced High .• Life of current system not exceeded
• efficiency systems * Cost of hi efficiency systems

3 To achieve the IPEC EE/DR Program goals, NYSERDA incentives would have to be structured
with a goal of achieving a net reduction in electricity demand.
4 Sample Measures listed are not intendIed to be exclusive.
5.PermanentEE/DR MW Savings should be treated as approximations based on market potential
as of mid 2011; these numberst are subject to change as final program design, implementation,
and market penetration progress.
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' Controls " Equipment and ductwork. footprint
.4 Potzntial cannibalization of current EEPS

Steam 8 4 Etend steam AC , Life of current system not exceeded

AC incentives to alU * High cost of steam
existing'steam.AC * Market availability 0fsteam AC chillers
customers

Other 20 * Otherpermaneat
EPCiency and
Demand Response
measures-

In addition to the examples and programs cited above, Con Edison believes that newand

innovative program designs may create additional opportunities for demand reduction After the

initial IPEC EE/DR Program portfolio has been crafted. Accordingly, Con Edison xeiterates the

need to maintain flexibiIity in fitplementing its portfolio, and the ability to quickly assess and

pursue new program opportunities to achieve maximum demand reduction at a reasonable cost.
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Exhibit B

Detailed Description of Marcy South Series

Compensation and Fraser to Coopers Corners
Reconductoring Project
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Detailed Description of MarcyiSouth Series Compensation and Fraser to Coopers Corners
Reconductorbwe Project

I. Project Description:

:The Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser to CoopersComers Reconductoring

("MSSC") project;will add switchable series compensation to increase power transfer by

reducing-series .impedanceover the existing 345kV Marcy South lines. Specifically, the project
will add 40% compensation to the Mary-Coopers Comers 345kV line and 25% vompensation to

the, Edie-Fraser ./Fraser-Coopeirs.Cornerso 3.45kV line through the installation of capacitors. This
project will reconductor approximately 218 milsofte NYSEG-ownedFraser-Coopers

Corners 345kV line. (FTCC-33) with 2784 ACCC conductor: using existing towers and: will

•involve upgrades at the Marcy, Fraser, and Coopers Corne's 345kV substations. Theproject will

increase thermal transfer limits across the Total East interface:and the UPNY/SENY interface

and will also provide a partial solution for system reliability should. IPEC retire.

IL- Use of Existing Rights-of-Way-

Subject to confirmation of the on-going conceptual engineering studies, it is not anticipated

that additional. property will be required for the re-conductoring of the approximately 21.8: miles

on the FCC-33 line or the installation of the capacitors in the substations

I1. Preliminary Engineering Status:

Preliminary engineering is currently underway to:

" Provide a complete definitioii of system equipment;

" Develop a footprint and physical layout for the series compensation,

* Provide field walk downs, site surveys, and fully specify location. options;
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. Detail fully compliant options for protection and control of the.series capacitors and the

fines in the, substation yards. and control rooms;

w Confirm the adeqtocy of structures. and costs to re~conductor approximately 21.8 miles of

transmission line FCC-33;

* Provide cost estimates of. detailed engineering, material testing,. commissioning, and other

nmodifications,

In the near future we expect to. commence Transient ReCovery Voltsg.Calculations,

Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Calculations, and. Sub-Synchronous Resonance Analysis.

IV. Interconnection Status:

The MSSG project has N YISO queue position 380 and the development of the System

Impact Study is. currently underway.

V. Estimated in-Service Date:

Assuming that licensing and permitting are completed by the end of 2013 and provided that

there are no delays or complicationsein procurement or construction, the MSSC project could be

in service by June 20 16. Conceptual/preliminary engineering has begun and, upon its

completion, more detailed engineering and environmental.studies necessary to support regulatory

approval applications will be:undertaken.
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VL Estimated Proiect Schedule:

2613 1 2014 21015 1 2016

PermiingiJ Ucenstri Prep.

Permitting I Licensing Approval

Detafled Engineering

P€ocure-riut

Construction Em

Ckmse-out

VII. Preliminary? Cost Estimate (2016 dollars.): $76 million
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Redacted
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Exhibit C

Detailed Description of the

Second Ramapo Rock Tavern 345kV line
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I. Project Description:

The proje.t willtestablish a second 345kV line from the Ramapo 345kV substationto the

'Rock Tavern 345kV substation. The project will increase the import capability into Southeastern

New York, includingNew York Cityý during normal and emergency conditions and will provide

a partial solution for system reliability should Indian Point Energy Cefiter retire, The project will,
be located inOrange ad Rockland Counties in New York. along the existing right-of-way ofthe

existing Con Edison 345kV line 77 (Ramapo to Rock Tavern). The transmission line terminals

are located in NYISO Zone G.

Central Hudson's Rock Tavern. 345kV substation will be connected to Con Edison's

Ra. mapo 345kV substation by perfbrming three. concurrent system upgrades. The first upgrade

would convert O&R's Feeder 28 (Ramapo 38kV substation to Sugarloaf 138kV substation)

from its current operating voltage of 138kV to 345kV by reconnecting Feeder 28 at the Ramapo

345kV substation. The second upgrade would be to create a Sugarloaf 345kV substation and add

a 345 / 138kV step-down transformerbet.ween thOe Sugarloaf 345kV and 13:8kV substations. The

third upgrade would. be to install a 345kV line between Rock Tavern and,the Sugarloaf 345kV

substation utilizing bundled 1590 ACSR (2 X 1.590 ACSR) conductor."

H. Use of Existing Rights-of-Way:

Theproject will utilize the existinfg right-of-wayalong the existing transmission-route from

Ramapo to Rock Tavern 345kV substations. No additional land rights are required to construct

the substation upgrades at either the. Ramapo substation or the Rock Tavern substation in order to

connect the new 345kV 1ine. Siting of the property for the Sugarloaf 345kV substation has not

been completed, but it is anticipated this substation will utilize existing property owned by O&R

in the vicinity.
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III. Interconnection Status:

The.second Ramapo to Rock Tavem 345kV line Was submittedto the - ISO

interconnection process an d has queue position 368. A System Impact Study was completed and

approved by the NYISO Operating Committee on August 16, 2012. No.further action irelatedto

the. NYISO interconnection process iszrequired.

IV. Permitting Stad:

Con Edison Creceived antArticle VII Cerficate in 1972 which authorized the construction

of the Ramapo to Rock Tavern transmission route with towers that could accommodate two

345kVcircuits, although only one circuit was needed at that time.-The Commission Order

granting the Certificate allowed Con Edison to install the additional circuit with prior notice.to
the Commission. I 2010, Con. dison and O&R jointly petitioned the Commission to allow

O&R to install proposed Feeder 28, a .second circuit on the existing towers along the

transmission, route from Ramapo.substation to Sugarloaf substation. The. Commission allowed S
O&R to: install proposed Feeder 28 under the original Article VII Certificate issued in 1972.

GiWen the. passage of time since the Certificate was granted, the Commission requested that O&R

submit an updated. Environmental Management and Construction Plan (,EM&CP'? preseing

an assessment of potential. environmental impacts associated with the installation of the proposed

additionc circuit. A Commission Order transfening a portion of the Article VII Certificate to

O&R for installation of Feeder 28 from Ramapo to Sugarloaf, and approving theupdated

EM&•P, was issued on January 24,,2011 (Case 1 0-T-0283).

Based on the experience with. Feeder 28, the NYTOs expect that the only key

permitting/approval. requirement for the second Ramapo: to Rock Tavern transmission line, also:

:called Feeder 76, is Commission approval of updated.EM&CP for the project. This EM&CP
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would address the.Sugarloaf substation to. Rock. Tavern substation section of the existing right-

of-way, including any incremental physical reiorcements needed to bring the existing

transmission towers to current standards. The EM&CP would also address the proposed

Sugarloaf-3,45kV substation and the incremental additional equipment required at Ranmapo and

Rock Tavern substations, and: would be equivalent in content and level of detail to the Feeder 28

EM&CP which was approved by the Commission in Jatmary 2011..

The Feeder 76 EM&CP would present an assessment of potential environmental impactsý.

associated with the installation of the proposed additional circuit on the existing towers, and with

the construction and operation of the proposed Sugarloaf 345kV substati.on:.and lhe incremental

additional equipment at Ramapo and Rock Tavern substations. The EM&CP would identify the

governing Federal/State/Local permitting/regulatory requirements, and then evaluate the Feeder

76 project components against the substance of those requirements. This effort wouid include

evaluation of Feeder 76 predicted magnetic field levels against the Cormission's interim 200

mG standard, and consultati.of with other State and Local agencies .on matters within their

jurisdiction, for example with:NYSDEC regarding protection of State endangered/threatened

species.

The following sets forth a preliminary list of major Federal, State and Local

pennits/approvals which are expected to be filed separately from the EM&CP:0

1) Federal permits/approvals governing Feeder 76 project activities in any Federally-

regulated wetlands and water bodies:

The existence and extent of any: Federally!regulated wetlands or water bodies would

be identified during preparation of the Feeder 76 EM&CP. Feeder 76 installation

activities affecting any Federally-regulated wetlands and water bodies would likely be
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permitted under the Clean Water Act Section 404'Nationwide Permit No. 12 ("NWP

12"), which. was developed: to. cover land clearing and similar activities associated,

with installation of utility line cross'mgs of wetlands and water bodies. NWP 12;

provides authorization for such activities provided the cleared area is kept .to th

minimum necessary and preconstruction contours are maintained. The eligibility of

Feeder, 76. instalation activities for NWP 12 would be confirmed during preparation

ofthe EM&CP, and the required Pre-Constructfio Notification ("PCN") prepared and

filed with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

2) Federal requirements governing endangered/thteatened species and archeological/cultural

resources, which may require that protective measures be mployed during installation of

Feeder 76:

During preparation of the EM&CP, the ptential for Feeder 76 installation activities;

to. affect such resources would be identified, any necessary Federal agency

consultation would be performed, and any necessary protective measures would be

developed,.

3) State permits/approvals governing Feeder 76 project activities in any State-regulated

wetlands: and water bodies:

The existence and extent: of any State-regulated wetlands (defined differently than
Federally-regulated wetlands) and State-regulated watebodies would beidentified

during preparation of the Feeder 76 EM&CP. NY Transco would likely seek to

follow the recent Con Edison / O&R Feeder 28 experience for installation activities

affecting State-regulated wetlands: and water bodies. Briefly stated, for Feeder 28

O&R was. given authorization by NYSDEC to conduct feeder installation activities in
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accordance with a NYSDEC General Permit issued to O&R under Environmental

Conservation Law Article 1.5 - Protection of Waters and.Artic.le 24 - Freshwater

Wetlands. The eligibility of Feeder 76 activities for coverage uniderCon.Edison

O&R's .corresponding NYSDEC General Permit. woul .be identified during

preparation. of the EM&CIP, :and. the ,required notification package submitted to the.

NYSDEC.

4) Coverage under NYSDEC SPDES Conostrucption Storm Water General Permit:

ThepFeeder 76 EM&CP preparation effort would include a State Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (SPDES) Constructiot Storm Water Pollution Prevention'Plan

(SWPPP) as a component of the EM&CP, and a Notice.of Intent for-filingby NY

Transco with NYSDEC.

5) State. and.Local-Transportation and Utility Crossing permits/approvals:

The Feeder 76 installation activities have the. potential to impact roads, highways,

railroads: and other existing utilities. The. EM&CP preparation. process would identify

each crossing affected and outline construction practices ensuring that vehiculat,

pedestrian or iail trafficis not adversely impacted. The appropriate state and local

officials wduld be contacted and required permits for c;rossing.and construction

access would be .obtained, For New York State highways this would, require

preparation and submission of NYSDOT Highway Work Permit applications, and

Maintenance & Protection of Traffic Plans.

V, Estimated In-Service Date. June 20.16
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VI. Estimated Project ScheduleO:

1 2013 120U4 201 5: 201,6

EM&CP Pre]ar tion

EMCP Approv.l

Detailed Engineering

Procurement -
:bonstructibn --

In-Service *
Close-out -

VII. Preliminary Cost Estimate (2016 dolars).: $123 minlion

6 The schedule reflects an accelerated EM&CP preparation and approval process to meet the target in-
service date of June 2016, and is dPepndent on receiving an order from the Commission io proceed with
the prOject in April 2013 in order to -meet the estimated milestones.
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Exhibit D

Detailed Description of the Staten Island Un-Bottling
Project
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Detailed Description of the Staten Island Un-bottling Prolect

I.: Project Description:

Un-bottling Staten. Island generation and transmission resources will require the

installation of a new. 345kV feeder and the forced cooling of existing four 345 kV feeders. The

new feeder would mitigate a contingency within New York City by iinstalling a new double leg

feeder-into new positions at the Goethals and Linden substations. The forced cooling of the

existing four 345,kV feeders will increase transmission capacity between Goethals, Gowanus,

and Fattagutsubstatrion. The Project would be located in Staten Island and Brooklyn, New

York and Union County.(Linden), New Jersey. This. project is lQcated fii NYISO Zone J.

The new 345kV double circuit solid dielectric cable system interconnecting .the.Goethals

substation to the. Linden sutbstafion will. be: approximately 1.5 miles. Thefeeder. will cross Arthur

Kill River to get from:Staten Island, NY to Linden, NJ. Both substations will need new 345kV

breakers and bus modifications to establish new bus positions for:the new. feeder and to:.mntain

feeder separation. Linden Substation is an SF6 (sulfur, hexafluoride) stationtthat.requires SF6

equipment to expand the station. Although Goethals Substation is an open air substation, due to

limited space, the new bus position needs to be established using SF6 equipment

The project also includes the installation of ten (10).refrigeration plants to increase

transmission capacity between Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut substations on the four 345 kV

feeders 25, 26, 41, and 42. Six ofthese plants will beinstalled in support of feeders 25 and 26;

one each at Gowanus and Goethals Substations and four along the route of the feeders. The

plants along the route need to-be sited equidistant to each other and the interconnecting stations,

One of these locations is the current Bay Street property, which will hold two cooling plants.
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The other location.will hold another two plants in support of feeders.25 and 26 will need to be. "R"

acquired.. The. next four plants will be installed:in support of feeders41 and 42;.two each at

Gowanus and FarragUt Substations.

H. Property Acuisition:
The first two of the 'six cooling plants will be located at the terminal stations of feeders 25

and 26.: The next two of the six. cooling plants required to cool feeders 25 and 26 will be

installed at the Bay Street property. The last.two cooling;plants will require the acquis.itio of

new property. This hew property needs to beý located as close as possible to:theroute of feeders

25 and 26, large enough to hold two refrigeration plants, and needs to be located at the midpoint

of Goethals Substation and the Bay Street plant Acquisition of the property:has not. been

completed. The property must !be procured to accommodate the service .date ofMay2016.

III. Intercontnection Status:

On January 18, 201:3, NYIS pronounced, per Section 2.4.2 of the NYISO Transmission

Expansion and IntercnnectionManual, that a System Impact Study is not required for the

proposed modifications.7

IV. Perrits:

The folowing! sets forth a preliminary list of major Federal, State and Local

permits/approvals which are expected to be filed (additional permits may also be required).

These filings and reviews will take approximately six months to one year tozcomplete. The exact

timeframe would be determined through a pre-application conference with the.U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers (USACE), the New York State Department. of Environmental Conservation

7 The Staten Island Un-bottling project is contingent on the use of die.. Co-Gen position at the
Linden Substation..
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(NYSDEC), and the New Jersey Department of Efivironmental. Protectioii (NJDEP), to discuss

the project and-confirm permitting requirements.
l. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers(USACE):

a. Permitting is needed for the new cable inSt~iatipn beneath the.Federally-

regulated water body (Arthur Kill) and through the Federally-regulated

wetlands

b. Potential USACE permits needed:

i. USACE Nationwide Permit (NWP) 12, which is only applicable

for activities that have minimal adverse effects on the environment

ii. USACE Section 1O0of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899,.Section

404 of the Clean Water Act

I.- Anindividualpermit wou!i trigger an envitronmental

impact review under, the National Environmnental Policy

Act (NEPA)

2. Article VII Exemption and Individual Permits: The PSC issued a Declaratory

Ruling ini November 1990, allowing the Cogen Tech int.rconnection to, be exempt:

from the.Article VII process. This 1990 determination would need to be

reconfirmed, with the PSC for the:new parallel feeders to be installed.

a. if the new Staten Island Transmission Upgrade is also exempt from

Article VlI, individual permits would need to be filed and an.

environmental impact revieW would need to be conducted under the

Federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and NY State

Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) process.
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b. Potential individual permits needec

i. NYSDEC Environmental Conservation Law• Article. 5 (Use"and

Protection of Waters) and Article 25 (Tidal Wetlands)
ill NYSDEC and.NJDEP State Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System (SPDES) Stormnwatr Pollution Prevention Plans

(SWPPPs) for the new cable installation: in the bed of the Arthur

Kill and State-regulated wetlands

iii. NJDEP Waterfront Development Law, Wetlands Act

iv. Cityof New York and City of Linden construction-related

approvals triggered by-the new cable installation

v. NJ Turnpike Authority permits, dependent on the route of the

parallel feeders

3. NYC Zoning/Land Use Approval:.

a, Land use approval needed for cooling.plants proposed outside existing

Con Edison substations andULinden Cogen facilities

b. An application will need to be fded with the NYC Board of'Standards and

Appeals (BSA) and the local Community Board..An environmental impact

review will alsoneed to be submitted under the City Environmental

Quality Review (SEQR as implemented by NYC)

•c., Once the approval process has been completed, Con Edison would need to

apply for and. obtain the necessary NYC construction.approvals

V. Estimated Service Date:.

The proposed, service date is May 2016.
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VI, Estimated Project Schedule:

2013 2014 2015 2016

Land Acquisition

Engineering

Permitting

P~rocurenervt

Construtilon

ln-Seivice

Close-oUt

=Vii. Preliminagy Cost Estimate: (2016 dollars): $312 million
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Exhibit E

RFP Respondent Information
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RFP Resbondent Inforbiotion

Respondents to the RFP will be required to provide relevant information Which may 'include the
folown,"g information:

Cover Letter
Statement that Respondent's proposal meets following Threshold Criteria

i. Statement.that pricigis firm through December31,2013
ii. CO)D deadline of n 2Jn 1M6

iii Project provides incremental generation capacity and/or transmission capacity
(i.e. not inuded in the 2012 Reliability Needs Assessment)

iv. Generation project provides a minimum of 75:.MW (UCAP)
v. Point of injection and withdrawal (transmission) or-inteicbnnection (generation)

vi. Signed by: individual authorized to bind the Respondent contractually

* Contact Information:
Proposals-must contain:

L Compafty name, address and telephone number (including name,. address,
telephone number, and .e-mail address of the contact person for Respondent in
connection with its Proposal)

ii. Legal status.
iii. Ownership status
iv. Guarantor information
v. For consortium proposals the consortium must provide information on its legal

form, similar information as above for each member, and identify the Lead
Member.(the member responsible for providing all financial security, e~xecuting
the resulting contracts, and providing proposed products)

Project Team & Experience:
Respondents should provide information demonstratig competence and experience
in developing, managing, and operating similar types of projects. Proposal must
detail:
i. Business and history

ii. A description of the project management team
in. Experience in developing, financing, constructing, and operating electric

generating plants and/or transmission facilities
iv. Familiarity and experience with NYISO requirements and its membership status

with the NYISO and/or commitment to become a member
v. Existing electric facilities owned and/or operated by Respondent-includiiig

size, COD, location
vi. Respondent's financial conditionand creditworthiness.

a. NYPA will enter into an NDA with Respondents whose financial
statements are not public

vii. Financingplan
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Disclosure Statements
Proposals must contain disClosr ofany itstanmces. in the last five years where
Respondent, any of its officers, directors orpartmers, any ofits :affiliates, or its proposed
guarantor (if any):

i. Defaulted on, or was deemed to:be in noncomplimice.With, any obligation related
to the sale or purchase of power (capacity, energy and/or ancillary services)i
transmission, or natural gas, or was the. subject of a civil proceeding for
conversion, thef., fraud, business fraud, misrepresentation, false statements,
unfair or:deceptiye business practices, anti-competitive acts or omissions, or
collusive bidding or other procurement- or sale-related irregu, larities; or

ii. Was ~onvicted of(i) any felony, Dor (i) any crme related to .the sale or purchase
ofpower (capacity, energyand/or ancillary services), transmission, .or natural
gas, conversio.n,. th ft~ fraud, business fraud, misrepresentation, false

statements, .unfair or deceptive business practices, anti-competitive acts or
omissions, or collusive bidding or other procurement- or sale-related
urregularitlS.

* Financial Capacity to Complete and 0perate the Proposed Project
i. .ProvIde; & detailed description of proposed short- and long-term financing

arrangements. A list of all :equity partners, sources of equity and debt, debt
struOure.

ii. Demonstrate that financial arrangements from Responden's parent or affiliate
are sufficient ,tosupport.theproject through construction. and the contract term,

iil. Describe proposed capital structure for the project.
iv. A schedule showing all major projects developed and financed by Respondent

:in the past 10 years.
v., Provide details of any events of default or other credit issues. associated withall

'major projects listed above.
'vi. Identify proposed guarantor(s) for the Project and provide documentation of the

•guarntor's creditworthiness including the three most irent audited financial
statements of tle.guarantor).

vii. Provide. information, concerning the Respondent's financial condition and
evidence of creditworthin cs icluding:

a.. Audited.fiancial statements for its three most recent fiscal years; or
b.. Audited financial statements. from Respondent's parent, if Respondent

does not have such financial statementsi or
c, Statement describing why the statementsc in. either i) or ii) cannot be

provided and provide alternate, information to. demonstrate:
Responrdent's financial capacity to complete and. operate the proposed
project.

viii. Include. fort references from prior projects developedby the Respondent that
employed financing arrangements similar to the arrangements contemplated by
the Respondent for the project
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Project Specific Information:
For all proposed projects provide a project implementation plan,.including, detailed
schedule, and give:a general overview of all aspects of the plan from commencement of
construction to testing. nd etiomissiont.g ofthe Project. Please include:-

1. Tinmelines for selection and award of Engineering, ProcuremenW and Construction
agreements

ii, Timelines for fabrication and procurement of equipment requiring significant lead
times, or: demonstration that such activities can be timely completed.

•iii. Equity and debt financing plans;
iV. EPC Contractor experience (if available);
v. Other Contractors experience (if available);

vi.: A description of how the project vill interconnect with the NYS Bulk Power
Transmission Facilities

vii. If applicable, a description of the rights of way to be used oracquired
viii. If applicable, the thermal, capacity and impedance ratings of the line

ix. The required substation and protection additions or modifications required
including a list of major equipment andtheir ratings

:x. Status of site control and a description of the property that' would need to be
acquired for the project

xi. A list of anticipated Electric System Upgrade Facilities
xii. Status of the project in the NYISO's Interconneetion Queue

xiii. A major milestone schedule

For generation projects
a. Complete detailed generation data sheet
b. Project location
c. Projectsize in.MW (Note: projects must be a minimum of 75 MW (UCAP)
d . Fuel Supply plans:
e. Access to and initerconnection with gas pipeline facilities;:
f. Identify and describe any manual or automated fuel switchover capability;
g. Gas supply and transportation; and
h. For projects having non-firm gas transportation: Fuel oil storage forta

minimum 5 days of continuous fill power operationincluding plans for liquid
fuel procurement, supply and transportation

For transmission projects -
a. Complete detailed transmission data sheet
b. Points of withdrawal and. injection
c. Site plan
d. System area one-line
e. Detailed substation one-lines
f. Substation plot plans:
g. Transmission route plan

* Environmental and Permitting.
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I. A list of all regulatory approvals required from.state, federal and local licensing
and environmental regulatory-agencies, and a schedule for applications and
expected regulatory approvals

ii. If planningto: permit project under SEQRA, statemret of how project qualifies
under SEQRA rather than Article. 10

iii. Environmental impact impacts and externalities
a. Emissions (NOx, S02j C02)
b., Cooling water
c. Land use impact

iv. Environmebtal justice igsses,

* Contract Exceptions
i. Provide a detailed list of all contract exceptions

ii. Provide a redline Word document markup of NYPA draft contract relevant to
project,

* Project Costs:
i. Respondentsill submit detailed capital cost est imate breakdowns,.including a

proposed. spending schedule, for each segment. of the project and must include the
following at: a minimum:

a. Licensing/permitting
b. Engineering
C. Construction labor
d, Major equipment
e. Real estate acquisitions and rights of ways
L. Overheads
g. Contingencies

ii. Description of project assumptions used for the basis of the project capital. costs
iNi Halting costs

a. Dates and spending thresholds according to a schedule that will be defined
in the RFP

Pricing:
For transmission projects, Respondents will provide a single price (in $/month) to cover
the full term. In addition, provide a list of assumptions used in calculating the pricing,
which shall include but not be limited to:

I. Cost of capital
ii. Annual operations and maintenance costs

ii. Property Taxes::
iV. Escalation rate

For generation projects, Respondents will submit pricing in two forms.
a. The first will be in the form of a conttact for differences ("CFD) in which the

total cost of the project is fixed, but the monthly payment due will be reduced by
the amount, of the maricet revenues available, to the project for thatmonth. Pricing
must be in total dollars per month.
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b. The other required bid.form will be as a contract that states the fixed amount that
the project developer requires on a dollar per month basis for support in addition
to the market revenues, itrexpects to realize. This: is similar to the approach
employed in the Renewable Portfolio Standards venue.

I ...addition, provide a list of assumptions used in calculating the pricing,• which shall
includebut. not be limited to:
a. Cost of capital
b. Annual operations and maintenance costs
c. Property Taxes
d. Escalation rate

Community outreach plan:
Respondents-should provide. the .following:

i. A detailed description ofRespondent's planned approach to managing the,
potential. impact on affected communities and interested parties.

ii. A descrtionof any community outreach activities. that Respondents have
conducted prior to... mitting its proposal.in this UP,

iii. In the. event:that ResPondent's proposal is selected, a description of RespOident's
planned activities after. selection and how it would coordinate such activities with
Con Edison/NA, includingi:

a. A descripton of the plan for educating affected communities about the Project.
b. Plan to secure community input about Project on'an ongoing tbaSis
c. Plan. to integrate community needs and concerns into Project planning,.
d. Plan for using local labor andmaterials.
e. An explanation of the economic development opportunities associated with

Project to the community.
f Plan to prepare mitigation tplan associated with local siting and peritting issues

for comimunify review.

SMimority/Women-Owned Business Enteiprise
Description of the approach for use of NY State certified M/WBEs inconnection.
withthe project

" Economic development benefits:
Respondents should describe the: following:

i Impact of the project on the. State and local economy.
0 Construction jobs
• Long term jobs
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Exhibit F

RFP Contract Terms
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Maj or RFP Contract Terms

The RFP will include a form of PPA that includes standard commercial tetms and conditions.,
Set forth below is a listing of indicative provisions that will be included, with special attentioin to
proposed milestone dates. We anticipate that the :September Orer wil impose similar te0ms and
conditions any Selected Transinission Projects.

i. Oeneral Definitions,
ii. Reprsentations and Waranties

Wn. Obligations aund Deliveries
iv. Remedies: for Failure to Deliver or Recive
v, Payment Provisions

vi. Credit and Collateral Provisions. Related to Achieving Milestones and ICAP
Obligations

vii. Project Milestones
a. Design Completed
b. Site Studies and Surveys Completed
c. NYISO Feasibility Study Completed
d. NYISO Impact Study Completed (SIS or SRIS)
e. NYISO Facilities Study Completed
f. Posting of Security for SUF and SDU Costs
g. Intea-connectionAgreement Executed and Filed at FERC
h. Permit Applications 9ýbttd
i. Permitting and Regulatory Approvals Received
j. Construmcton Contract Executed
k. Notice to Proceed Issued
I.. Interim Construction Milestones Achieved
mn. Commercial Operation Achieved

viii. Halting.Mechanismand Cancellation. Cost: Recovery
ix. Confidentiality Provisions
x. Indemnity

xi. Limitations onLiability
xii. Force Majeure
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Exhibit G

Ongoing Demand Reduction Initiatives
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Con Edison has also been collaborating with its partners at.NYPA and NYSERDA to

identify incremental EE, DR, and: CIP initiatives over and above what is already included in the
2012: RNA that can be: achieved prior- to the I-Sece Deadine. Thee exists a combination of

programs with funding that is'.not currently included in the Updated .2012 RNA which is still

being reconciled4,8 The Plan will ultimately incorporate. these duri .ng theievaluationcprocess that.

determines the final set of transmission and generation solutions.

In late 2,012, Con.Edison expanded its Targeted DSM program, offering incentives to.

retain steam air conditioning.("AC") customers in targeted electric networks which willresult in.

8 MW of incremental peak. load reduction by 2016.

NYPA has been working with several New York City and State Agencies, including

tho.se affected by Governor Cuomo's: recently annoi..nced Executive:Qrder 88 'Build SmartNY,"

to identify incremental demand reductions based on long term capital planning and. expects to

achieve: an additional 15 MW peak demand reductions not aceountpd for in the. 20 ! 2 .RNA (some S
projected achievements fromnBuild Smart NY are already included in the 2012 .RNA).. This

represents work associated with aeration and de-watering system upgrades atwastewater.

treatment plants in New York City as well new efficiency opportunities identified in. master

energy plans that are envisioned for uni-versitycampuses in New York City. Equipment at many

of the wastewater treatment plants has outlived its useful life and there has been sign ant

advancement in the technology that can. be employed to further reduce high level energy

consumption, at these facilities. Campus-wide AS.HRAE Level II audits will help identify capital

energy efficiency retrofits. in addition to. energy effciency measures, the audits wiltIhetp to

The impact could be as much as 88 MW oncethe programs in-progress are fully identified and
accounted for. These. programs are in addition to the 100 MW incremental demand reduction to.
be achieved through theIPEC EE/DR.Program.
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identify opportunities for cost effective on-site.renewable generation and potential for combined

heat and power projects. Additionally, NYPA has been working with customers toinstall CHP

projects and expects that .1.5 MW will be placed in sermiceby the In-Service Deadline.

Lastly, NYSERDA has also identified that an additional 5.0 MW of incremental demand

reduction can be attributable to existing CRP initiatives expected to be in service by the In-

ServiceDeadlmne. These: projects are already approved and funded under existing CHP avenues

in the SBC and Technology and Market Development programs.

Together, Con Edison, NYPA,..and.NYSERDA have identified :these 88 MW of demand

reductions as already underway, but not previously reflected'in the NYISO's 2012 RNA and may

serve to mitigate the: reliabilityneed.
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Neil H.. Butterklee:
Assistant General Counsel

May20, 20113

VIA:E-MAIL
Honorable Jeffrey C. Cohen
Acting:Secretary
State of New York
Public Service Commission
Three Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223-1350

Re: Case 12-E-0503 - Con Edison. Filing of Supplemental Information Regarding its

Ramapo to Rock TavernoProject

Dear Acting Secretary Cohen: S
On February 1, 2013, in response to a November30, 2012 order from the Public Service

Commission ("Commssion") in this proeetding, Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc. ("Con Edison":or the "Company") and the New York Power AuthoritY ("NYPA")filed their

Indian Point Contingency Plan ("Plan"), which included a proposal to build three'Transmission
Owner Transmission Solutions ("TOTS") as well as a plan for NYPA to issue a request for
proposals ("RFP") for third party tanýsmission, and generation solutions. The Plan contained
significant details regarding the three TOTS. In the Commission's March 1:5, 2013- Order in this
proceeding (the "March 15*h Order"), the Commission required Con Edison and NYPA to
supplement the description of their TOTS with additional information so that the level of
information submitted by Con-Edison and NYPA to the Commission was comparable. to the level
of information requested from third party re§pondents to the NYPA RPF, Accordingly, Con
Edison hereby files its supplemental information with respect to the second Ramapo to Rock
Tavern ("RRT") 345'kV line project.

As indicated in the Plan and in thie accompanying materials, the RRT project ii a new
resource that interconnects within New YorkIndependent System Operator ("NYiSO"): load
zone G and can be in service by June 2016. The RRT project meets the requirements necessary
to be a solution for the retirement of the Indian Point Energy Center ("IPEC'). In addition, this

Cohsolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

4 Irving Place.- Room 1875-S New York, NY 10003 212 460. 1089 ?12 677 5850 fax butterkleen@coned.com0



project providessignificant additional bene.fits beyond transmitting replacement energy in the

event that the IPEC retires.
Cons' tent with the requirements of theAarch5 15th Order-(p. 18), the project costs.

dOstribed .g".this filing represent a good faith preliminary engineering •esimate for the project.
That being said, it is possible that the project costs may change as project details are further

Please feel free to contact me if you have'any additional quesitions.

Very truly yours,

Is/ Neill H. Butterklee
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Consolidacted Edison Comipany of New York, Inc.

Additional Information on Transmission Owner Transmission Solutionfor Indian Point Contingency

Plan:

Second Ramapo to Rock Tavern 345kV Line Project

May 20, 2013
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8.2 Executive Summary

As shown herein, the New York State PublicService Commission ("Commission")should
select Consoldated Ed.ison Company of New York, Inc,'s ('.Con .Edison" orthe "Company")
Second Ramapo to Rock Tavern (.RRT") 345 kV lineproject, as oneof the. solutions in this
proceeding for the following reasons:

1. The project can be delivered by the June 2016 deadline and has a clear head start
because it has its transmission siting approval and will be built along existing rights-
of-way ("ROW;"), using existing transmission towers;

2. The project-addresses the needs that would exist if thel Indian Point Energy Center
"I PEC") were to :retire and providessignificant benefits throughout the State If the

IPEC does not retire;"
3. its estimated costs are reasonable; and
4. The project addresses the numerous, public policy needs specified: in the Governor's.

New York Energy Highway Blueprint ("Blueprint"').1

On February 1, 2013, in response to a November 30, 2012 order from the CIommission in
this proceeding, Con Edison and the New York Power Authority ("NYPA") filed.an Indian. Point
Contingency Plan ("Plan")., which included a proposal to build three Transmission Owner
Transmission Solutions ("TOTS") as well as a plan for NYPA to issue a request for proPosaIs
("RFP') for third party transmission and generation solutions. One of the TOTS is Con Edison's
RRT project.,

The RRT project will establish a second 345kV line from Con Edison's Ramapo 345kV
substation to Central Hudson Gas and Electric Corporation's ("CH") Rock Tavern345W
substation. The project will increase. the import capability into Southeastern New York
("SENY"), including New York City, during normal and emergency conditions and willprovide a
.partial solution for system reliability should the i.PEC.retire. The project will be located in
Orange and Rockland Counties in New York along the existing ROW of the existing Con Edison
345kV Feeder 77 (Ramapo to Rock Tavern) and using existing transmission towers. The.
transmission line terminals are located in New York Independent System Operator ("NYISO")
zone G. In addition to Con Edison, thisprojectinvolves work that..will be. .performed by Orange
& Rockland Utilities ("O&R") and CH; as such,.the Company has been and will .be actively
coordinating this effort with both.O&R and CH.

'.A copy ofthe Blueprint can be found at:

htto://www.nveneravhighway.com/PDFs/Blueprint/EHBPP:T/.
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As indicated in the Plan and in the accompanying materials, the RRT project is a new
resource that Can be in service by June 2016, A significant part of the Company's ability to
.deliver the: RRT project within the sped.fied timeframe is due to the fact that the RRT project
already has its transmission sitingapproval and a completed and approved:NYISO.S.ystem

1.mpact Study:(".Sls")and will. utilize-the existing ROW and transmission. towers along the
:existinig transmission route from the Ramapo to the Rock Taverm:345kV substations. No

additional land rights are required to constructthe substation upgrades at either the Ramapo
substation or the Rock. Tavern substation. in order to connect the new 345kV line.

The current good faith Cost estimate for the RRT Project is $123.1 million. While this
project is being submitted by Con Edison, Itis anticIpated. that. the RRT project will be owned by:
the New York Transmission Company, LLC ("NY Transco") and will be one of several Federal
Energy. Regulatory Commission ("FERC"): regulated transmission projects owned by. NY Transco.
As such, the.rates for this project will be based'on a cost of service rate and,..consistent: with the

requirements of the March 15th Order, will not be based on a fixed price nor Will it be a:
merchant transmission facility. As the. Commission recognized in. its March 15tý Order, "[w]e
understand the TOTS.. c-ost estimates to be good faith estimates, rather than "no.t..tq exceed'
values."2 While the Commission directed.Staff to "evaluate TO and RFP projects on as
comparable a basis as possible,.it is.neither necessary nor appropriate toprovide.identical cost
recovery provisions, for each.43 It is anticipated.that. once, it is'inq:servIce,.,the RRT facility.Will be

underthe operational control of the NYISO and.its.rates included in the NYISO"s Open Access
Transmission Tariff ("OATTI).

Along. with the other transmission projects proposed by the NY Transco. in PSC Case No.
12-T-0502, the RRT Project is being proposed in order to accomplish the goals and objectives of.

the Commission's November:30,2012 Order.Instituting.Proceeding ("AC Order") in Case 12-T-
0502,4 as well as its .November 30,.2012 Order instituting Proceeding And Soliciting Indian Point
Contingency Plan ("IP Order"), in Case.12-E-0503. 5 In the AC Order, the Commission sought
transmission projects that increase transfer capability across. the Central East and Upstate New
York ("UPNY-SENY") interfaces.6 In the IP Order, the. Commission -sought solutions that could

2 March 15. Order,. p.18.
31d.
4+Case i24T-0502, Proceeding on Motion to Examine.Altemating Current Transmission
Upgrades.
.Case 12-E-0503 .Proceeding on Motion of the Commissibn to Review Generation Retirement

Contingency Plans.
6 AC Order, p. 2.
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address.the need that would result if the JPEC -were to retire. Both of these orders seek-
transmission solutions tofmeet the objectives of the Blueprint. Specifically, the state-wide
.benefits associated with upgrades to an .interconnected transmission system were recognized

.in. the Blueprint, which stated that:

Ensuring the efficient transmission of power by reducingbottlenecks and

developing advanced smart technologies improves overall electric.system

operation and optimizes the use of existing: assets In New York by
allowing lower-cost. and cleanerpower to reach consumers. iinvestments
in the transmission and distribution systems can reduce customer costs

over:the long-term, improve safety and reliability, and protect the

environment while.immediately creating jobs and.economic
development.,

7

The Federal .Courts have also found that *[w~hen a system is integrated, any system
enhancements are presumped to benefit the entire system." .' WMass Electric Co. v; FERC, 165 F.
3d .922, 927 (D.C.C r. 1999). The RRT project will clearly enhance the state-wide
interconnected transmission grid. As described Inhthis-submission as well as in the Plan and in
the NY Transco's January 25, 2013 filing in Case 12-T-0502, this project wil1 significantly reduce
constraints over key transmission interfaces, enhance the long term reliabilitylof the state-wide
interconnected transmission grid and provide the additional public policy benefits specified in
theý Blueprint: Among the public policy goals that the RRT project will contribute to is an
increase in economic development within New York State, including increased employmentand

increases in local tax revenues. The RRT project willalso increaselthe transfer capability into.
the NYISO's proposed Lower Hudson Valley ("LHV") new capacity zone ("NCZ")j thereby helping
to. create a .convergence in: capacity prices. between the LHV NCZ and the rest-of-state capacity

prices.

The RRT project is a "no regrets" solution to the retirement of the IPEC, meaning that
the RRT line makes sense from a public policy- point of view even if the IPEC were notto retire.
The RRT project does not degrade the New York TransmisSion System. Pursuant to the
approved SIS, the RRT project substantially increases the transfer capability of the independent

UPNY/ConEd interface by 1,425 MW (or by 26%) for the normal transfer limits and 2,780 (or by
34%) increase inethe Emergency transfer limit. In addition, the RRT Project also increases the
transfer capability of the independent UPNY-SENY interface. (by 120 MW under normal

conditions. and by 135 MW'under emergency conditions) and of the independent Total East

7 Blueprint, p. 10.
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Interface (by 60 MW under normal conditions and by 65 MW under emergency conditions). V
[Redacted].

Accordingly,'the RRT project will provide benefits beyond its ability to replace some of
the energy and capacity should the: IPEC retire. It is clear that the RRT project will provide
significant public policy benefits throughout New Vork.State.

8.3 Description of Project

The Project will establish a second 345kV transmission .line from the:Con Edison Ramapo

345kV substation to the CH Rock Tavern 345kV substation. The project. will increase the import
capability into SENY, i'cluding New York. City, during normal and emergency conditions and will

provide a partialsolUtion lfor system reliabiliity .should IPEC retire. The project will be located in
Orange and Rockland Counties. in New.York along the existing ROW of the existing Con Edison

345kV Feeder 77 (Ramapo to Rock Tavern), using existing transmission towers; as such, the

project Ns expected to- have minimal environmental impact.. An environmental review will. be

conducted through the Environmental Management and Construction Plan(",EM&CP") process

as discussed in more detail in this document. The transmission line terminals are located in

NYISO zone G.

CH's RockTavern 345kV substation will be connected to Con Edison's Ramapo 345kV
substation .by performing three concurrent system upgrades. The first upgrade would convert

O&R's Feeder 28 (Rarnapo 138kV/substation to S ugarloaf 138kV substation) from. its current

operating voltage of 138kV to 345kV by reconnecting Feeder 28 at the Ramapo 345kV

substation.8 The second upgrade would be to. create a Sugarloaf 345kV substationmand add a

.345 / 138kV step-down transformer between the Sugarloaf 345kV and i38kV substations. The

third upgrade.would be to install a 345kV line between Rock Tavern and the Sugarloaf 345kV

substation utilizing bundled 1590 ACSR (2 x 1590 ACSR). conductor. A one-line diagram of the

RRT project is Included in Exhibit A.

The impact:of the RRT project towards reduclngN-1/1 deficieency post Indian Point

shutdown is. about 100 MW. This impact is based on an application of the NYC Reliability

Criteria. In.general, transmission projects, such as RRT, will have an interaction with other

transmission: orgeneration projects that can be either positiveor negative.(i.e,, the stated

8 The Feeder 28 project is currently under development with O&R, and is expected to be in

service in. spring 2014. Please refer to Exhibit A for a -one-line description of how these two
projects will likely be coordinated. 9



impact may increase or may decrease), Thereforie, it. is critical that when a comprehensive

portfolio analysis is conductedthe impact of this project be re-calculated. For example,.due to

these synergistic effects, when combined with.. NYPA's Marcy South Series Compensation

Project (".MSSC"), the-two projects would provide approximately 480 MW.tow.a rds reducing N-

1/i• deficiency post IPEC shutdown.

8.4 Proposer Experience

Con Edisonland O&R are regulated public utilities thatare subsidiaries of consolidated

Edison,. Inc.("CEI"), a holding company and a New York Stock.Exchange company. In2012, CE.

had $41.2 billion in assets and $12.2 billion in revenues. (please see CEl's 2012 annualfreo rt).

Con Edison serves a 660 square mile:area with a population of approximatelyten million.

people. in that a~rea Con Edison serves approximately 3.3 million" electric customers,. million

gas customers, and 1j700 steam customers4 Con Edison provides electric:service in New York

Cityand most of Westchester County, gas service in parts ofNew York City and steam service

within the boroughof Manhattan. Con .Edison has approximately 1,180 circuit miles of

transmission, including 438 circuit miles of overhead and 742 circuit miles of underground

transmission. 9 Con Edison was incorporated in New York State in 1884 and its corporate

predecessor, the New York:Gas: Light Company was founded'in 1823.

O&R and its utility subsidiaries, Rockland Electric Company and Pike County Light &

Power Company, operate in Orange,. Rockland and part of Sullivanscounties in New York State

and in parts of Pennsylvania and NewiJersey, and serve a 1,350•square mile area. O&R provides

electric service to approximately 300,000 customers and gas service to approximately 100,000

customers. in southeastern New York. and in adjacent areas of northern NewJerseyand

northeastern Pennsylvania. O&R has approximately 558 circuit miles of transmissionm.

Con Edison is a voting member and O&R is a non-voting affiliated rmember of the

Transsmission Owners sector of the NYISO. As transmission owners in New York, Con Edison and

O&R helped to create the NYISO. and its markets. As the utility responsible forproviding
electric, gas and steam service to the. New York metropolitan area, Con Edison has developed

numerous projects over the last ten years, all focused on providing safe,. reliable and efficient

service to its customers. Recently, Con Edison constructed andput into. service the M29

'A list of Con Edison's and O&R's transmission and~generation facilities can be found in the
2013 Load and Capacity.Data, A Report by the New York Independent. System: Operator "Gold
Book•" which is located at:
http:/!i ;nvlso.comiDubllc/webdocs/markets oPerations/services/piannin/iDocuments and Resources.
JPlannhnog Data and Reference DocslData and. Reference Docs/2013 GoldBook.pdf.
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transmission line. Both Con Edison and O&R have extensive environmental permitting
experience gained.through projects like the M29 transmission line and the Feeder 28 project
currently underway.

With respect to project. management, work on the RRT project w iIIInitially be managed

by Con EdiSon ehgineers and project management professionals. Most of the work wilibe

conducted by putside engineering and construction firms.

85 Projectinformation

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

4 Irving Place

New York, New York 10003

Attn: Stuart Nachmias

Vice President, Energy Policy and Regulatory Affairs

Tel; 2.12460-2580
Email: nachmlass@coned.com

Attn: Neil H. Butterklee, Esq.

Assistant General. Counsel

Tel.: 212-460-1089
Emai: butterkleeni@conedcom

it is anticipated that, while Con Edison will .commence development of the RRT project,

it will transfer the project, as-soon as it is able to do so, to NYTransco, a NewYork limited

liability company proposed to be formed .inJuiy 2013 and co-owned by the following-entitles or
their newly formed special .purpose affiliates (subject, in the case-of the public authorities, to
the enactment of legislation enabling their.participation): Con Edison/o&R, NiagaraMohawk
.Power Corporation. d/b/a National. Grid. ("National Grid"), New York State Electric & Gas-

Corporation and Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation .(together, ".NYSEG/RG&E"), NYPA, Long
Island Power Authority ("LIPA"),:.and CH. (collectively, the "NYTOs").

Con Edison's DUNS Number is 006982359.

Development of the project will require: work.by otherutilities: specifically, O&R will

perform work to develop and construct a new Sugarloaf 345 kV substation (in the town of
Chester, Orange County), which will connect to the existing Sugarloaf 138 kV substation via a
345 kV step-down.transformer, and CH will perform incremental physical .reinforce.ments. to its



Rock Tavern substation (in the toWn ,of New Windsor, Orange County) Con Edison expects to
activelytcoordinate its Work with that of O&R. and CH.

8,6.6Disclosure Statements

Neither Con Edison nor any of its affiliates have, during the past five years, been judged
or found by any court or administrative or regulatory body to have defaulted on or failed to
.comply with anymaterial obligation related to the sale or purchase of power (capaclty, energy
and/or ancillary services), transmission or natural gas.

Neither Con Edison, nor any of its trustees or "executive .officers" (as. defined by Rule 3b-
7 promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) or affiliates have,
:during the past five years, been convicted of (a) a felony, or (b) any.crime related to the sale or
purchase of electric power (capacity, energy and/or ancillary services), transmission or natural
gas, conversion, theft- fraud, business fraud, misrepresentation, false statements, unfair.or
deceptive business practices, anti-competitive acts or omissionsi or ciollusiVe, bidding or other
procurement or sale-related irregularities;

8.7 Financial Capacity to Complete and Operate the Proposed Project

The Company has. completed the Financial Data Sheet,'included as Attachment 5 to the
.NYPA RFP and attached hereto as Exhibit B, with respect to the project. As discussed further
below, the Exhibit assumes that the RRT project will be transferred to NY Transco around spring
2014 and subsequently developed and financed by NY Transco.

Prior to its transfer to NY Transco, ton Edison will finance construction of the RRT
Project in the same waythat it currently finances its capital .needs: by issuing long-term% debt in.
the capital markets.. Debt financing atCon Edison must be approved by the Commission via a
financing, order. Under:the Company's.current financing.order, Con Edison has author.ization to
issue $3.5 billion of debt through December 2016. In addition,. the Company's financing may be
limited by the, capital structure approved by the. Commission.; -The Company currently has an
approved equity. ratio of 48%. Funding for the RRT project will take.into consideration the
Company's approved equity% ratio.

Information concerning Con Edison's financial condition may be obtained upon review
ofthe Company's audited financial statements, which are available publicly and accessible on
the Company's website, atwwwjconedison.com or On the Securities and:Exchange
Commission's website,.at www.sec.'ov/edgar. The Company'sunsecured debt Is rated A3, A-
and A-, respectively, by Moody's Inv.estor.Service, Inc. ("Moody's), Standard & Poor's
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Corporation (-S&P") and Fitch Ratings, Incv. (•Fitch").. CEI's long-term credit. ratingUis Baal, BBB4-
and BBB+, respectively, by Moody's, S&P and Fitch., The. commercial paper of both the
Company and CEI is rated P-2, A-2 and Fý-, respectively, by Moody's, S&P and Fitch. Securities
ratings assigned by rating organIzations a re expressions of opiniontoand are not
recommendationsto buy, sell or hold. securities, and may be revised or withdrawn at any time
by the assigning ratingorganlzation. Each.rating shou ld be evaluated independently of any
other rating.

Accordingly,. Con Edison expects to transfer the RRT project to NY Transcoas promptly
as possible upoi the commencement of its operations (which Is anticipated to occur following
(i)Ienactment of necessary legislative changes and procurement bf approvals, if applicable,.of
the Comptroller and/or.Attorney General of the State of New York. with respect to NYPA and
LIPA's participation, as well as (ii) receipt of approvals by FERC ofa transmission formula rate

schedule and incentives, and (iii) implementation of cost. allocation and Cost recovery
mechanisms through the NYISO's tariff, all of which are expected by the middle of'2014). It is
expected that NY Transco will be able to obtain investment grade construction debt financing
once its rate is.approved by FERC, and that NY Transco will also receive certain.FERC incentives,
Including construction work in progress, that will reduce construction risk. Equity support Will:
be provided to the Transco by:the NYTO's investing affiliates during. construction and,.to the
extent necessary,.thereafter to support. continued operations. It is anticipated. that the NY
Transco will nake its formula: rate filing at FERC during the summer.of this year. As such, it is
premature to. specify the exact debt / equity- ratio that will be approved by FERC for this project.
However, for informational purposes a 50/50 debt to equity capital structure is-assumed in
Exhibit B.

8.8 Environmental Benefits of Project,

The project's primary objectives:are.to meet the public policy.goals stated in .the
Blueprint includinga: reducing congestion over the UPNY/SENY interface, providing economic
benefits to local communities, encouraging renewables, enhancing the longterm reliability of
the bulk power system and planning for a possible IPEC retirement. By increasing transfer
-capability on constrained Interfaces into the Southeast New York area, the project will allow
.high load density areas, such as New York City and parts of the Lower Hudson Valley greater
accems to generation resources in upstate New York.

Because the RRT project will be located on an existing ROW using existing transmission
towers, no additional vegetation management work would be needed for this project, As:such,
the project minimizes the environmental impacts on neighboring communities.
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The RRT project.is not expected to reduce emissions in the.near term when added to the:
current New York State! resource mix, which would remain largely unchanged by year 2016,

when the project comes into service. However, the project-will provide appreciable

environmen~tal benefits to New York State in the futureby enabling renewable ene~rgy
deliverability from favorable windsites in upstate New York into high load density areas

downstate. thereby facilitating the development and'integration of additional wind generation
in New York State and helping realize a cleaner: resource mix.

The:NeW York State Transmission Assessment and Reliability Study ("STARS"), which

:issued its Phase Ii technical report on April 30, 2012,,envisioned a future resource mix that
incorporates 6,000 MW of wind capacity in upstate NewYork by the year 2030. The;STARS

report. evaluated' a portfolio of transmIssion upgrades intended to improve. system reliability

and deliver.ability, and ultimately redutcecongestion costs. The. RRT project was among the

projects studied. The STARS report-estimated. that adding the RRT project to other upgrades .in

the portfolio.resulted In notable incremental benefits, one of which is a".reduction of

approximately $2 million in emission costs, orthe equivalent of approximately 40,000 tons in

C02 emissions, over the study year..

8.9 Proposed Resource(s) Development Plans and Schedule

Thefollowing represents the current. high-level schedule and work plan for the,

development of the; RRT Project.

MS. Project Gant Chart

2013 1 20141 2015 201,6"

EM&CP Preparation

EM&CP Approval

Detailed Engineering

Procurement

ConstructionU

In-Service

Close-out 1
-Y -.
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.Proposed. In-Service Date May 2016

No contracts with NYPA. are necessary to achieve this in-service date.

Proposed Date for PSC and FERC Orders to Achieve In-Service Date

The following represent the proposed: dates for key PSC and FERC approvals that are
.necessary to achieve the June 2016 in-service date.

1. PSC selection .in Case 12-E-0503 -September 2013
2' PSC approval of EM&CP and amendment of existingArticle VII- It Quarter 2014
3. FERC approval of NY Transco formula rate - mid 2014
4. FERC approval of NY Transco incentiVes - mid 2014
5.. FERC approval of cost allocation for NY Transco - mId 2014
6. PSC approval of Section 70:asset transfer filingg- 4 th Quarter 2014

Timelinem for Award of Engineering,. Procurement, Construction ("EPC"),
Contract

The.EpC Contract will be perfornmed in phases. The first phase, engineering, will be
awarded by the third quarter of 2013. Itis anticipated that CH.will be responsible for thework
at the Rock Tavern substation.

Lead Times for Major Equipment

• The following are the lead times for major equipmbnt:
o 1590 ACSR.Conductor = [Redacted]
o 345 / 138kV Transformer = [Redacted]
o. 345kV Open Air Bus = [Redacted]
o. 345kV Breakers = [Redacted]

Plans for Construction and Operation

The construction work is expected to be performed by an EPC contractor. Once the
project is operational, Con Edison, O&R and CH may perform operation and maintenance
("O&M") services for the NY Transco with respect to:the Project in accordancewith the ter ms
of an O&M Agreement between the parties and consistent with the affiliate rules of the
Commission and FERC. Similar to other transmission assetsin the State, the: line will be under
operational control of the NYISO..
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Community Outreach Plans

The second RRT project is in the same transmission ROW .;and. on the same towers as the

recently ap proved O&R Feeder 28 project, The outreach plan for the RRT project will follow a

similar approach to what was done for Feeder 28. For Feeder 28, O&R met with elected

officials in each of the municipalities to brief them on the project, and communicated.directly

with adjacent property owners to notify them. ofthe project and the associated vegetation

management. Prior tothe start of theL RRT project, O&R will meet With elected officials in each

ofthe communities that the 345kV line will pass through to notifythem ofthe project. O&R

.will provide each property owner adjacent to the transmission ROW with a written. letter/fact

sheet explainiing.the project. During the project, updates will be. provided to property owners

.adjacent to the line as.necessary. O&R will providecontact information for individual concerns

to. be raised and coordinate. with the affected party or parties to resolve:the issues.

Equity and Debt FinancingPlans

Pleasesee description of financing plans in section 8.7.

Contractor Experience

This information is not yet available, as the EPC and other contractors have not yet been

procured for this project. It is expected that contractors with appropriate experience and

expertise will be hired at a reasonable cost.

Community Benefits
Please see the response to section 8.14 dealingwith the RRT project's economic

development benefits.

Taxes and/or PILOT agreements

The RRT project will run through several distinct municipalities and over both public and

private lands. Because transmission lines are real property under the New York State Real

Property Tax Law, the Company expects that local property taxes will be levied with respect to

this facility by each municipality in which the Hine runs over private lands and to New York State

where the line runs over public land. Although property taxes throughout the state are

generally based on the property's reproduction cost new less depreciation, rates vary;

significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction as well as from year to year, and therefore cannot

be predicted with certainty. A generic assumption was used for estimating property taxes in

the financial data sheet included in Exhibit B.
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Site Conitrol Statds and Plans. for Site Control
The following represents the sitecontrol plan for the RRT project:

' The project will: affect three substations, Ramapo (oWned by Con Edison),: Sugarloaf (owned
by O&R)'. and Rock Tavern .(owned.by CH).:

* The existing easement ROW to be. used for the"installation of Feeder 76 is Owned by Con

Edison.

* Access roads to. ROW dIscourage public entry.
* Any parties: requesting access /visitation to Con Edison and O&Rs substations and ROWs

shall have escorted access;with Con Edison orO&R employees, at a, timhe aceptabIe to.Con

Edison and/or O&R.
" Con Edison will request accessto CH's Rock Tavern substation as needed throughout the

project.

" During construction, the project: team will follow the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
("SWPPP") document along with other permit requirements detailed in Section. 8.10
including appr'opriate site control plansi~e., safety,,security guards, additional

gate/barriers,% and other related items.

Operations Plan

CGon Edison estimates:that some incremental O&M willbe required once the RRT line is
in service. Preliminary annual cost estimates of O&M are included in Exhibit B. The following is
a list of the expected O&M activities associated with Feeder 76 once the fine, is in service, most
of which will be coordinated with the O&M for the existing Feeder-77 along the same ROW, and
using existing towers:

* Semi-annual line patrol
* Bi-monthly aerial patrol
:* Three year vegetation management cycle
* Ground testing every five years
• Climbing inspection every five years:
• Tower painting every 15 years
* Stray voltage testing 20% per year

Emergency patrols as needed
* ROW maintenance as needed
. Security
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NYISO Interconnection Status

The .RRT project was submitted to the.NYISO interconnection process and has queue
.position 368. An SIS was completed and approved by the .NYISO Operating Committee on

August. 16,2012. No further action related to the NYISO interconnection process isrequ.ired. A
one-1lne of the proposed interconnection points is included in Exhibit A.

Environmental Justice Issues

Con Edison will conduct- an analysis of potential environmental justice. concerns for the

Indian Point Contingency projects in accordance with NYSDEC Commissioner Policy CP-29,

Environmental Justice and Permitting. The analysis will identify any Potential Environmental

JusticeAreas to be affected, describe the existing environmental burden on the Potential

Environmental Justice Area and evaluate the potential burden of anysignificant adverse
environmental impact on the area.

EPC Cancellation Provisions.

Con .Edison intends to include in-any contract into which it enters in relation to the
development and. construction of the Project a right to terminate the: contract at Con Edison's

election for any reason., Upon such termination, the Company intends to require the contractor
to. stop perrorming all work and to cancel as quickly as possible all orders placed by it with

subcontractors and suppliers, and to use reasonable efforts to manage cancellation charges and
other costs and expenses.associated with termination of work. The Company will also.seek to.

enter into fixed price contracts, With payment contingent upon the achievement of certain

milestones, to thelgreatest extent possible. While Con Edison intends to seek such terms, there

can be no assurance that the Company will be successful in achieving them. In this regard, the

Company notes that much of the equipment the Project. requires will be highly customized;: as. a
consequence, the Company does not expect to be able:to cancel such orders.(or that Its
contractor'will be able to cancel such orders) once. they are placed. The Company would eXpect

that any proposer seeking to develop and construct transmission projects would be subject

similar constraints.

8.10 Environmental Review

The environmental permitting plans for the Indian Point Contingency Projects were:

presented in earlier Con Edison PSC filings, and are incOrporated hereln by reference. Con

Edison is now proceeding with procurement of environmental permitting vendors, pursuant to,
the PSC Order issued on April 19, 2013 directing Con Edison to begin developmentof these

projects .(Case No. 12-E-0503).
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Permitting Plan..

(on: Edison received an Article VII Certificate in 1.972 that authorizedthe construction of
the Ramapo to Rock.Tavern transmission. route with towers that could accommodate two

345kV circuits, although only one circuit was needed at: thattime. The Commission order

granting the Certificate allowed Con Edison-to install the-add.i.tional circuit with prior notice to

the Commission. In 201.0, Con Edison and O&R jointly.petitioned the Commission toallow.O&R

to install proposed Feeder .28, a second circuit on the existing towers along the.transmission

route from Ramapo substation 1to Sugarloaf substation. The Commission allowed: O&R to install

proposed Feeder 28 under the original Article V1. Certificate issued in 1972. However, given the
passage of time since the Certificate was granted, the Commission requested that O&R submit

an updated EM&CP presenting.an.assessment of potential environmental Impacts associated

with the installation of the proposed additional circuit. A Commission Order transferring A
po~rtion of the Article VI Certificate.to Q&R for installation of Feeder 28 from Ramapo.to:

Sugarloaf, and approving the updated EM&CP, was issued on January.24, 2011 (Case 10-T-

0283)).

Based on thep experience with Feeder 28, Con Edison expects that the only key.
permitting/approval requirements for the-second Ramapo to Rock Tavern transmission line,
also. called Feeder 76, is Commission approval of updated EM&CP for the project and an

amendment to the existing Article VII Cefrificatetransferred to O&R for Feeder 28 to provide
for the installation of a:345/138kV step-down transformer .from Feeder 76 to Sugarloaf,. It is
envisioned that Con Edison and O&R would jointly file the .EM&CP and the Article VII
.amendment as both approvals would be required for the Feeder 76 project. The EM&CP Would

address the Sugarloaf substation to Rock Tavern substation section of the existing ROW,
including any incremental physical reinforcements needed to bring the existing transmission

towers to current'standards. The EM&CP would-also address the incremental additional

equipment required at the Ramapo and Rock Tavern substations, and would be equivalent in

content and .level of detail to the Feeder 28 EM&CP,.which was approved by the Commissionwin

January 2011. The Article VII amendment, similar to an EM&CP,. would. address the

environmental impact of the proposed. S.ugarloaf 345kV substation.

The Feeder 76 EM&CP and Article Vi'l amendment would together present.an

assessment of.potential environmental impacts associated.with: the installation of the proposed
additional circuit on the existing towers, and with the construction and operation of the

proposed Sugarloaf 345kV substation and the incremental additional equipment at Ramapo

and Rock Tavern substations. The EM&CP and Article VII .amendment would identify the

governing federal, state and local permitting and regulatory requirements, and, evaluate the
'Feeder 76 project components against the substance of those requirements, This effort would



include evaluationof Feeder 76 predicted magnetic field levels.against the Commission's

.interim 200 mG standard, and consultation with other state'and local agencies on matters

within their jurisdiction. (e.g., with NYSDECU regarding: protection .of State

endangered/threatened.species). A Req uest for Proposal has been issued by Con Edison to

procure an environmental firm to perform the EM&CP study,

The following sets forth a preliminary list of major federal, state and local

permits/approvals that are expected to be filed separately from the EM&CP and Article VIl

amendmept;'
1) Federal Permits/approvals governing Feeder 76 proJect activities in any Federally-

regulated wetlands and water bodies:

The existenceand extent Of any Federally-regulated wetlands or water bodies

would be identified during preparation of the Feeder 76 EM&CP. Feeder 76

;installation activities affecting any Federally-regulated wetlands and:water

bodies would likely be permitted under the Clean Water Act Section 404

Nationwide Permit.No. 12 ("NWP 12"), which was: developed to cover land

clearing and similar activities associated with installation of utility line crossings.

of wetlands and water bodies. NWP 12 provldes authorization for such activities

provided the cleared area Is kept to the minimum necessary and preconstruction

contours are Maintained. The eligibility of Feeder 76 instal.latIon activities for

NWP 12 would be conflrmed during preparation of the EM&CP, and.the required

Pre-Construction Notification ("PCN") prepared.and filed with the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers,

2) Federal requirements governing endangered/threatened :species and

archeologlcal/cultural resources, which may require that protective measures be

employed during installation of Feeder 76:

During preparation of the EM&CP, the potential for Feeder 76 Installation

activities to. affect such resources would be identified, any necessary Federal

agency consultation would be performed, and any.necessary protective

measures would be developed.

3) State permits/approvals governing Feeder 76 project activities in any State-regulated

wetlands andwater bodies:

The existenceand extent of any State-regulated wetlands (defined differently

than Federally-regulated wetlands) and State.-regulated water bodies would be
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identified during preparatiln of the Feeder:76 EM&CP. NY Transco would likely

follow the processCon .Edison and O&R recently.undertook for installation:

.activities affecting State-regulated wetlands and water bodles..with respect to

Feeder 28 (that is, O&R was given authorization by NYSOEiC to conduct feeder

ihstailation activitles In accordance with a NYSDEC General Permit issued to O&R

under Environmental Conservation LawArticle:15.- Protection of Waters and

Article: 24.- Freshwater Wetlands). The eligibility of Feeder 76: activities for

coverage under Con Edison/ O&R's corresponding NYSDEC General. Permit Would
be identified during preparationof the EM&CP, and the required notificatitn

package submitted to the NYSDEC.

•4) Coverage under NYSDEC SPDES Construction Storm. Water General Permit:

The:Feeder 76 EM&CP preparation .effortwould include a State Pollut!ant

Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) Construction Storm Water Pollution.

Prevention Plan (SWPP.P):as a compnrient of the EM&CP, and a Notice of Intent

for filing by NY Transco wlth.NYSDEC.

5) State. and Local Transportation and Utility Crossing permits/approvals.:

The Feeder 76 installation activities have the potential to impact roads,
highways,. railroads and other existing Utilities. The EM&CP plreparation process

would identify each crossing affected and outline construction practices ensuring

that vehicular, pedestrian or rail traffic is not. adversely impacted.. The.

appropriateý state and. local officials would be contacted and required pe•rmits for

crossing and construction access: would be obtained. For New York State

highways this would require preparation andsubmission of NYSDOT Highway

Work Permit a.ppllcationsý and Maintenance & Protection.. of Traffic Plans.

8.11 Pricing - Transmission Project

Project Cost. Estimate

[Redacted]

Pricing Assumptions

(Redacted].
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Transmissionl Rates

[Recdacted]

Supporting Financial. Exhibits

[Redacted]

8.13 Halt ingCosts

Due to the unique.nature of transmission projects, Con Edison will need to purchase

equipment that may not be usable for any other project.: As such, the halting mechanisms

reflect the fact that once equipment is .ordered,. Con Edison and NYPA must be able to recover

100% of the cost of such equipment, less any reductions available from cancellationprovision in

the procurement contract and realized salvage value. The halting mechanism also recognizes.

that in order to meet theý In-Service Deadline,. Con.Edison has started the procurement pracess

for a firm to perform the EM&CP, as.well as preliminary engineering work forthe project in

April 2013 and wii[,sta rt equipment procurement activities as early as the third quartet of 20.13.

Thus, the halting mechanism must provide for the full recovery.of costs incurred, as well as any

contractual cancellation costs associated with sUch act ivities, it should. also be noted.that

equipment procurement, engineering,. and some. construction.activities: will start even though
• not.all. of the required regulatory permits. (environmental or community)will have been

obtained as of thisi pointin the project development schedule.

Recognizing the:potential cost Impacts to customers for the RRT Project, Con Edison can

state the estimated costs that it will incur for the RRT Project at particular key points in time..

Importantly, these estimates are based on. conceptual project scopes and represent an order of

magnitude reference for future project costS.. As preliminary engineering and project tasks

proceed, additional detail and certainty will support updated cost estimates. With respect to

the RRT project, the estimated costs of halting the project at the key points .in time are shown

below:
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12/31/2014 IRedacted]

* The "Estimated PartialAt Risk Cost" includes only an estimate of the committed dollars
and do NOT include any canoeelltion charges that woddbe imoedby the, contctorsand

equipment, suppliers. The "'Etimated Partial At fRisk Costs" wilflbe adjusted at the time of
haltiig to :include these costs. These costs are based on a 2016 in-service date-estimate.

8.13 Cancellation Clauses

See response to item:8.9.

8.14. Other Requirements.

List of Reqzuired Easements and. ROW.Requirements

The project will utilizes the existing ROW and transmission-towers along the existing
transmission routefrom the Ramapo to the Rock Tavern 345kV substations. At this time, no
additional land rights are required to cohstruct thesubstation upgrades at elther the Ramapo

or the Rock Tavern substations in order to connectthe new 345kV line. Siting of the property S
for the Sugarloaf 345kV substation has not been completed, but irtis anticipated this substation
will utilize existing property owned by O&R in the vicinity. After the completion of the
environmental studies, Con Edison will be able to better define if there is a need for any
additional easements and properties.

Economic Development Benefits

Along with the other transmission projects proposed by the NY Transco in PSC Case No.
:12-T-0502, this project is being proposed: in order to accomplish the goals and objectives of the
AC Order and the IP Order. In the AC Order, the Commission sought transmission projects that
increase transfer capability through theCentral East and UPNY/SENY interfaces.10 In the IP
Order, the CQmmission sought solutions that could address the need. that would resultý if the
IPEC were to retire. Both of these orders seek transmission solutions to meet the objectives of
the Blueprint, As described in this submisslon as well as In the Plan and in the NY Transco

10AC Order, p. 2.
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January, 25, 2013 filingin Case 12-T-0502, this project will significantly reduce constraints over
key transmission interfaces and provide the public policy benefits specified in the Blueprint.

Among the public policy goals that the RRT project will contribute to is an Increase in
economic development within New York State. Specifically, thle RRT project is estimated to cost
apprOXimately: $123 million in 2016 dollars. As a result of this investment. the New York State
economy will reap significant economic development benefits in the form of increased
employment and increases in local tax revenues.

Based on analyses performed :by the Working.Group for investment in Reliable and
Economic Electri Systems (thg "WIRES1' group) in conjunction with the Brattle:Group, this $123
mlJlion of investment will support an estimated 500 direct full time equivalent ("FTE,).jobs and
nearlyI1,600 total FTE, jobs.11 The directly supported jobs representthose related to domestic

construction, engineering and transmission component.manufacturing. Indirect job stimulation
represents suppliers.to the construction, engineering and equipment manufacturing sectorrsas
Well as.jobs:created in the service industries (I.ei, food and clothing)supporting those directly
and indirectly employed. 'The RRT project is also estimated: to increase annual local tax revenue
by approximately $2.5 to $3.5 mll!ion.'~ The majority of this increased revenue will flow to the
upstate regions of New York.

Statement with Respect to NYPA Appendixes: and Bid"Documents

It is intendedthat cost recovery for the RRT project will.l be accomplished through
regulated transmission rates and not via a contract with NYPA. As such, the provisions set forth
on the NYPA appendixes: and the bid documents are inapplicable to the RRT.project. That being
said, the Company is providing the attached documents to demonstrate its commitment to
equal opportunity and diversity and to aid the Commission in reaching Its decision regarding
which projects should be selected In this proceeding. This statement and the Inclusion of these

•1The direct and total job numbers are based on generic information included in the May.2011
report entitled Employment and Economic Benefits of Transmission Infrastructure Investment in
the U.S. and Canada, which was developed by the WIRES group in conjunction with the Brattle
Group. The report concluded that.every $1.0 billion of transmission investmentsupports 4,250
direct FTE years of employment: and 13,000 total FTE equivalent years of employment. This
report can be found at the following link: http://www.wiresgroub.com/images/..8rattle-
WIRES Jobs Study May2O1l.pdf.
12The estimated annual local tax revenue associated with these projects is based on a factor of
appmximately 2 -3% of project capital costs, which is consistent with the NY Transco estimate
provided in Case 12-T-0502.
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documents satisfy the requirements of the Commission's March 15itOrder'in Case 12-E-0503,

which required that Con Edisan provide information: that is comparable and at the same level as

that -sought from official responders to the NYPA RFP.

Accordingly, Con Edison has attached the.following .documents to this. response in

Exhibit E:

1. Policy on Sexual. Harassment

2.. Policy on Equal Employment Opportunity

3.. Employment of Individuals with Disabilities, Disabled Veterans, and. Other Qualified

Veterans.

in addition the Company's annual 2012 diversity report can be found at the following link:

2012 Diversity Annual Report

8.15 Compliance Statement

It is'anticipated that the Project will comply with applicable laws and regulations.

8.16 Project Benefit / "No Regrets" Analysis

In addition to the economic development benefits: described above, the RRT project

provides public policy benefits to New York State even if the IPEC does not retire. Summarized

below is a "no regrets"' analysis of the economic benefits this project produces in 2016 for all of

the NYCA.

The RRT project substantially-increases the transfer capability of the independent

UPNY/ConEd interface by 1,425 MW (orby¥26%) for the Normal transfer limits and 2,780 (or by

34%) increase :in the Emergency transfer limit. In addition the RRT project also increases the

transfer capability of the independent .UPNY-SENY interface (by 120 MW under normal

conditions:and. by 135 MW under emergency conditions) and of the independent Total East

Interface (by 60 MW under normal conditions and by:65 MW under emergency conditions).

[Redacted]

Additionally, when coupled with the Marcy South Series Compensation project, the

transfer capability is further increased, providing even greater benefit to the State.

[Redacted]
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Executive Summary of Project (Section.;12)
As part ofa long-term transmission planning study performed by the New.York Powe Authoriy
('NYPA'N) in 2011,. the Marcy South Series Compensation and Fraser to Coopers Comers!
Reconductoring :(MSSC') project was identified as:oa means to increase power transfer from upstate
generators to downstate load in a cost effective manner. The project consists of installingswitchable
series compensation on the existing Marcy South transmission lines' and reconductoring a section. ofthe
345.kV. Fraser to Coopers Corners FCC-33 line. MSSC improves power flow over an existing asset by
installing a relatively sophisticated technlogy,, switchable series comipensation. The switchable series
compensation will be controlled by the New York Independent System Operator ("INYISO") and allow

the.NYISO to vary the power flows across the bulk powertransmissionsystem based on system
conditions..

After the issuance of the Energy Highway.Initiative by Governor Cuomo in his 2012 State of the State
address, it became apparent to NYPA and New York State Electric & Gas.:("'NYSEG") that the:MSSC.is a
project that can reduce the transmission bottleneck in central New York and optimize the useofan
existingasset. The.Final Report of the System Impact Study ("SIS") for the MSSC project.(NY[SO-
Queue #380) shows a transfer limit.increase. of 444..MW across the Total East Transmission Interface due
to the series Compensation. The:SIS has been completed, apprved by the NYISOs TPAS committee,
and is. expected to receive final approval by theNYISO Operating Committee ("OC"):on May 20, 2013,
Thelseries compensation increases power flow.from.Zone E into. Zones F and G.

In addition to the technological advancement, MSSC has environmental .and economic benefits.:From an
environmental perspective, the series capacitors will be installed on existing.NYPA and NYSEG
property, near existing substations, and will not require any additional Right-of-Way ("ROW") During
operation, the MSSC project will not directly generate any air or water pollution. From the, economic
viewpoint, the .increased power flow of 444MW at an estimated cost of $76 million equates to a cost of
less than $20000.0 per MW.

The MSSC project improves the. power flow from upstate generation to downstate load.in.a pst effective
manner byincreasing the utilization of existing AC transmission assets. Thein-service date forBthe MSSC
project is June: 1, 2016..

it is respectfully submitted that the MSSC project accomplishes all. of the goals of this proceeding. The
MSSC project Can. be in service by June 1, 2016, provides.significan benefits at a reasonable cost,.
addresses reliability feieds should Indian Point Energy Center ("IPEC") retire, and facilitates increased
.capability to more efficiently deliver upstate generation to downstate load..

Description of Project (Section &3)
The: MSSC'project is a transmlssion improvement prtject that adds switchable series compensation to
increase power transfer by reducing series impedance over the existing 345 kV Marcy South lines.
specifically, the project adds 40% compensation to the Marcy-Coopers Corners 345 kV line, 25%
compensation to: the Edic-Fraser.345 kV line, and 25% compensation to the Fraser-Coopers Comers 345

'Mar•y South trarsmission lines are Marcy to Coopers Corners (UCC-2-4 1), Edic.to Fraser (EF2440) and Fraser to

Coopers Corncrs-(FCC-33).:
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KV line through the installation of series capacitors, The project also involves upgrades at Marcy% and.
Ffasef 345 KV :substations. The project•reconductors approximately 21.8 miles of the NYSEG-owned
Fraser-Coopers Comers 345 kV line (FCCM33) with a higher thermal-rated conductor installed on existing
wooden pole and steel tower structures. The project i0creases thermal transfer -limits across the Total East
Interface and the UPNY/SENY Interface and provide.s a partial solution for system reliability should
IPEC.retire.

TheMSSC project transmission corridor begins at.the Marcy substation near Utica, New York and ends
,at the Coopers. Corners substation near. Monticello, New York. Both substations are located in Zone E,
but the MSSC produces increased power flow into Zones F and G. The MSSC project has minimal
environmental. and community impacts as the construction will occur in existing ROW, outside of any
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation ("NYSDEC")-regulated wetlands, and on.
NYPA and NYSEG easements.
The Final Report of the SIS ofthe MSSC project (Queue #380) has been€cmpleted, approved by the

NYISO's TPAS committee, and is expected to receive fixialapproval by the NYISO OC on May 20,
2013.

The Exhibits to this submission contain the following,

1- Amap of.the location of the MSSC (Ehibit A).
2- .Mapsof the Matcy and Fraser substations (Exhibits B and C), respectively.
3- A picturt of a sa'mpleseries capacitor'installation (Exhibit D).
4- A picture of a typical FCC-33 wood pole. structure (Exhibit E)..
5- -List Of NYPA& NYSEG'sgenerating facilities and transmission lines (Exhibit F).
6- NYPA RFP, Attachment,3 (Exhibit G).
7- NYPA RFP, Attaqhxnent"5 (Exhibit M).
8- NYPA RFP, Attachment 7 (Exhibit I).

Proposer Experience (Seeon 84)
Created in 1931, NYPA is a public authority and political subdivision of the State which owns and
operates, 16 generating facilitiesand about.1400 circuit miles of high voltage transmission lines. A list of
NYPA's generating plants andi•t1anissitnline is included in Exhibit F. The electricity NYPA
generates and purchases is sold to: municipallyo.wned utilities and electric cooperatives, as well as to a
variety of business, -industrial and public customers throughout the State. NYPA is a fiscally: independent
public corporation that does not receive State funds, tax. revenues, or credits.

NYPA has a long, and proud history of constructing energy infrastructure in New York State, beginning
with the construction of the. SL.Lawrence-FDR Project and theNiagara Power Project, completed in 1958
and 1961, respectively. These projects, in conjunction with NYPA's Blheim-Gilboa Project (completed
in 1973), provide over 4500 MW of clea hydropower forNew York State customers. In the 1970's,
NYPA constructed: 1)230 kV transmission line fi-om the St. Lawrence-FDR Project to Plattsburgh, 2)
345 kV transmission line from Blenheim-Gilboa Projet to Leeds and 3) 765 kV line from Massena to
Marcy. In the .980's, NYPA built the Marcy South lines and the Sound Cable Project.
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NYPA's most recent experience involving. the de'velopme nt,finanicing, andconstaruction ofelectric
.generating plants and/or transmission facilities• includes the 500MW Combin.edCycle.Power Project
located in, Astoria,.New York which became .commercially operational in December 2005, and the current
construction of.the HTP transmission project with a projected in-service date of May 2013. NYPA in
conjunction with National Grid financed, licensed and constructed the Tri-Lakes Reliability Project
which was a 69 kV transmission project in'the Adirondack Park tat wefit into Wsvice1in*2009,
NYSEG is a regulated public utility organized under h laws of the St of New York. NYSEG is

engaged in the transmission and distribution of electric power and.natural.gas. NYSEG provides electric
service to 878,000 customers in 42 counties: in New YorkState, NYSEG owns.4,583 miles of:electric
transmission lines, 32,881 miles..of electrJcdistribution lines: and 444-subst6tions. A list of NYSEG's•
generating plants and transmission facilities are contained in. ExhibitF, YsEGis a wholly-owned
subsidiary of lberdrola USA, Inc., which in -turn is a subsidiary of lberdrola, S.A. (an internationial energy
company listed on the Madrid Stock Exchange).

NYSEG'S most recent.expeience with: the development. fihnace and construction.of transmission
includes:

Ithaca.Transmission.Project-consisting of a new, 345 .kV/I 15 kV'Clarks CornerslRoad Substation.
Tro buiing ofthe 115 1k transmission line #945. from Etna to. Lapeer, and construction ofa..new 15 mile,
l115 kV line:#715 from Etna to thenew substation.

Coming Valley Project-consisting of a new 230kV/I 15kV Stoney Ridge Substation, and construction of
a 9.6 mile 115 kV transmission line. from West Erie Avenue Substation to the Stoney kidge Substation.

In addition to this major construction work, NSEG plans to conduct over $41,000,000 of capital work
onits.extensive transmission.system in 2013.1.

NYPA and NYSEG were. both memberf companies of the New York Power Pool, the predecqssor to the
NYISO. As such, both companies played a fundamental role in the development and establishment of the
NYISO, its markets and associated FERC jurisdictional tariffs. As members of the NYgSO, NYPA and
.NYSEG actively participate in its governance, and are owners of:extensive trammission facilities under
the o.perational control of the:NYISO.

NYPA and NYSEG have extensive experience obtaining regulatory, approvals for the construction and
operation of transmission and generating facilities. Major approvals which have been obtained in the past
include, but are not limited to,. Certificates of Environmental Compatibility and Public Need (Arficle VII
Certificates), Article XPennits, Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) permits, and 401 Water Quality
Certificates.

NYPA and NYSEG have extensive personnel resources to contribute to this project. The primary Project
Management team will consist of the following individuals:

NYPA TEAM::

Project Sponsor: John Suluway Vice.President, Project Development &.Licensing
Project Leader: Mark Malone Director, Project.Development:& Licensing.
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Principal.Engineer:
Project Management
EH&S:
Finance:
Compliance:
Accounting:
Law:.
Law:
Real Estate:,

Ben Shperling
Ricardo. DaSilva
Jeff Gerlach
Tom Davis
Wayne Sipperly
Austin Davis
Andrew Neuman
Glenn D.. Haake
John Wingfield

Principal Electrical Engineer
Electrical Engineer !I
Manager, Environmental Studies &'Remediation
VP. Financial Planning & Budgets
NERC Reliability Compliancbe Program Manager.
Manager, Plant & Cost Accounting
Special-Cotmsel
Principal Attorney H
Geographic Information System. Manager

NYSEG Team:

Project Sponsor:
Project Leader:
Principle Engineer:
ProjectManagement:
Environmental.&
Licensing:
Law:
Real Estate:

Javier Bonilla
Ellen.Miller
Brian Conroy
Joseph Simune

Carol.Howland
Noelle Kinsch
Deborah Drake:

Vice President, Engineering & Capital Delivery
Director, Electric Capital Delivery
Director, Electric System Engineering.
Manager, Electric Capital Delivery

Lead Analyst, EH&S Compliance
Deputy General Counsel
Supervisor, Property Management

To supplement in-house resources, NYPA and NYSEG.havecthe contractual arrangements and the
financial.resources:to obtain, outside expertise that will contribute to the MSSC project: in.a professional
anddresponsive manner. NYPA and NYSEG'are committed to completing this.project by the June; 1, 20.16.
operational date. It is anticipated that the MSSC will be ultimately transferd to the NYTransco2.

0

ProjectInformation (Secti|on 8,5):
Created in 19314, NYA is.a public authority. and p0litical subdivision of the State; NYPA's Dun &
Bradstreet number is 07-525-2098

New York Power Authority
123 Main Street
WhitePlains,.New York 16601
Contact Person:z Mark Malone
Contact phone: (914):390-8026
Contact email:.mark.malone@,nyva.ov

2The NY Transco is a New York limited liability company proposed to be:formed in orabout -July 201 3 and co-
owned by the following entities or their newly f0bred speciai purpose affiliates: Consolidated Edison/O & R;
Niagara Mohawwk Power Corporation, a New York. corporation d/b/a National Grid; "NYSEG, a New York.
Corporation, and Rochester Gas & Electric Corpoiation, a New York Corporation;. NYPA,.a corporate municipal
instrtumentality and political subdivision of the State of New Yorlc.,:ad the Long. Island Power Authority,
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Created in 1852, NYSEG is..an electric and gas corporation regulated by the"New York State Public
Service Commission-. NYSEG's Dun & Bradstreet number for its Link Drive office is 04-.186-6497.

NYSEG
18 Link Drive
Binghamton, New York 13902
Contact Person: Ellen Miller
Contact Phone:. (207) 621-3936
Contact email: iellen.miJlercmpco.com

Disclosure Statements (Section 8.6)
Upon. information. and belief, NYPA has no disclosures. to. make pursuant to the requirements of Section
8.6. Iberdrola USA-and: its subsidiaries, including NYSEG, are defhndants in numerous civil litigation

matters in the ordinary course of business..In.some of these matters, the allegation or cause ofactionmay

be for conversion or fraud,. However, none of these litigation matters where the6,allegation..is for fraud#o-

conversion are material.

Financial Capacity to Complete and Operate the Pr oposed Project (Section
Financing Plan

NYPA.wil secure its own portion of financing requirements through -its access.to the capital markets with

a portion of the MSSC project costs expected to be financed through equity (see further discussions

below).

N.YPA is a..Nw York State Authority and does not have a parent. NYPA has favorable debt.i total

capitalization (34%) and debt / equity .(51%) ratios; days cash on hand (200+); unrestricted cash and

investments ($1.4 billion); and credit ratings. of AA-/Aa2/AA (S&P, Moody's, Fitch). As.such,. NYPA

has readily available access to the. capital markets as well as sufficient equity to finance the MSSC

project. Itis anticipated .that the MSSC project will be transferred to the NY Traisco and subsequently

developed and financed by the NY Transco.

For the. MSSC project, NYPA proposes a capital structure of fifty percent debt, fifty percent equity. The

debt would be structured to zmatch the. expected useful life of the MSSC project. As noted above,.because

of NYPA's strong credit rating, it is able to obtain very favorable fmancing rates.

NYPA currently owns and operates in New York five major generating facilities, four small hydroelectric,

facilities. and elevensmall. electric generating units, with a total installed capacity of approximately 6,051

megawatts ("MW"), and a number of transmission lines, including major 765-kV and 345-kV

transmission facilities.

Aside from financing.Life Extension and Modernization programs at two of its large hydroelectric.

facilities, NYPA financed and constructed a 500 MW combined cycle generating plant in Astoria, New

York which went into commercial operation December 31, 2005. NYPA initially used shOrt-term
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financing tQ fund proliminary engineering and start-up construction costs. The short-term fmancing was
subsequently refunded With fixed rate. financing which was also: utilized to finance the majority of the
remaining costs to construct the plant. A balance of costs remaining to complete the plant once the
proceeds of the fixed rate financing were depleted was funded with the issuance of cotamercia! paper
ýnotes.

NYPA has,. ontwo occasions, refunded portions of'the, fixed rate bonds by issuing refunding bonds: with
lower overait yields. NYPA hias also retired, on aaccelerated basis, a portion of the commercial paper
notes issued at the back-end of the project. While the 500 MW plant. was funded 100% with debt, NYPA:
believes, .ftm a business.stand-point, financing future ptojects with a combination of debt and: equity is
more appropriat. (P1ease see discussion above).

1. Audited financial statements for its, most recent fisoal.years; or.
Available at www.nytpa.gov*

2. Audited financial statements from.Proposer's parent, fproposer does not have such fi.nrianial
statements; or

Not applicable
3. Explanaation if t•o statements .:abo ve cannot be provided and alternate information to

demonstrate. Proposer's financial capacity to complete and operate the proposed Project
Not applicable

NYPA self-financesits. transmission and generation projects by issuing Revenue Bonds and Notes of
NYPA, as well As using equity. With the exception of banks.providing liquidity facilities (which have
never been drawn down on) no third party financing is utilized.

See:NYPA RFP Attaehment 5 (ExhibitE)

NYSEG: NYSEG is a gas and-electric corporation organized under the laws of theState of New York in
1852. NYSEG is an indi-ect, wholly-owned.subsidiary 0 lberdroia.USA and serves approximately
880,000 electric and 1.95,000 natural gas customers in New York State.

Financing Plan - The MSSC project would represent a relatively'insignificant increase (<5%) in
NYSEG's overall capital budget during the construction phase, NYSEG would financethe MSSC project
along with a .of its other capital and. operating needs with a mix of debt and equity consistent with its
financing strategy. NYSEG's finanng strategy .is-to maintain a capital .structure that. is consistent with
the capital structure assumed in the establishment of rates. Currently that targetais a:48%:equity ratio and
NYSEG's actual equity aftio was 50% atMarch 31, 2013. NYSEG limits .the~payoutuof dividends.to
maintain it target equity ratio and als0'has the support of its. parent lberdrola S.A., should -additional
equity capital be re'quired..NYSEG has credit ratings of BBB+ / Baal / A-Tfrom S&P, Moody's and Fitch,
respectively and has aceess to the debt capital markets for long-term debt funding. NYSEG also has
short-term financing available through: a $200 million commercial paper program and additional credit of
up to $250 million availableto.itthrough Iberdrola USA.

1. Audited financial statements for itsmost recent fiscal.years; or
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Sev.www~nyseg~com

:2 Audited financial statements.from Proposer's parent, if proposer does not have, such.fiiiancial.
statements; or

.Not applioable

3. Explanation if the statements above capnot be provided and alternate information to
demonstrate proposer's financial capacity to. complete. and operate the proposed Project.

Not applicable

Environmental Benefits of the Project (Secti 8 8)
The MSSC project has tremendous environmental benefits. It does not contribute to water pollution or
generate any hazardous waste. The :project increases the powrflow• across .the existing transmission
system . Because the MSSC project transmits power from existing,.in-state resources, it can be considered
an eAvironaental polluti.on avoidance project.. Instead of having to construct a new power plant which
would generate pollution, the MSSC project transmits existing electricity more efficiently.

The MSSC project increases our capability to bring more power, including that from clean, renewable
sources-, from upstate New York. This project does not require the acquisition of additional real estate for
the series:capacitors, and the transmission, line reconductoring utilizes qxisting ROW.

There are no dittct additional air emissions created as a resultof this project, as opposed to.tfose. from
,new .generation units. The.MSSC project will.have the necessary environmental permits in hand for the

project to. ensure construction is performed in an environmentally acceptable manner.

As. identified in the New York Energy Highway Blueprint, this project is a significant. component of the
transmi.ssion upgrades inNorthem New York that help feilitate renewable energy developmet.

Proposed Resources Development Plan andSchedule (Section 8.9)
In July 2012,-NYPA contracted with an engineering fim.nto perform preliminary engineering-services for
the MSSC project. These services included ideintifying the size and locations :fr the series capacitor

installations, identifying a proposedconductor type for the FCC-33 line, contacting equipment
manufacturers for preliminary cost and schedule. information, and determining a proposed construction

and outage schedule to ensure commercial operation. by June 1, 2016. . The preliminary schedule.of the,
MSSC project is shown below:
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Series Capacitor Installations.

The series capacitor bas mustbe installed along the three-Marcy South lines.: UCC2-41, EF24-40, and
FCC-33. The cri'Wria for locating the series capacitor banks includes operational perfrmnance, minimal
community and environmental impacts, and effective operations and maintfence over the long term.
Locations near the. existing Marcy,, Edic, Fraser, andCoopers Corners substations were evaluatbd. This
evaluation included review of electrical drawings, existing substation equipientw site visits, and
constructability. The primary locations were identified as I series capacitor installation, 900 MVAR, at
the Marcy substation, and 2 series: capacitor installations,:300 MVAR and 230i MVA-R at the Fraser
Substation. These ptimary locations arc on existing NYPA and NYSEG easements, under NYPA and
NYSEG site control, outside of existing wetlands;, and enable operations and maintenance of the
installations to be performed by N.YPA and NSYEG personnel going forward.

S

Reconductorintrof the.21.8 mile FCC-33 lihe

The preliminary engineering services for the reconductoring of the FCC-33 line, involved identifying a
new conductor that is strongi lightweigbt, and has a higher theirmal ratfig than'the existing, single bundle
21.56 ACSR.: The required thermal ratings for the new conductor are based on the SIS that was performed;
by NYPA as partof the NYISO Interconnection process.

The preliminary engineering studies identified two. High-temperature, Low-sag conductos. that will meet..
the new thermal rating requirements: 3M ACCR 1962-Tll and CTC ACCC Chukar I. These conductors.
were modeled using PLS-CADD based on the NESC C2-2012 loading conditions.

The existing structures were then modeled with the new conductors to identify structures that may require
modifications. Each of the two proposed conductors would require different structural modifications, and.
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the final modifications will be determined based on the. agtual conductor chSen bfor installation du-ing
final design.

Detailed Design

As mentioned above, the preliminary engineering for the MSSC project has been completed with the
idenification of thpe preferýed locations for the capacitor banks and the identification of two potential
conductor types. The detailed engineering and design is currently underway. This wil. finalize .the
capacitor bank footprint size and location, the conductor type, and the required structure modifications, if
any.,

'The SIS was completed and approved by TPAS on May 6. It is expected to receive final approval by the
NYISO OperatingCommittee ("OC,) on May 20, 2013. Approval by the OC compltes. the NYISO
Interconnection process. In addition to the NYISO SIS, a subsynchronous resonance study is currently
underwayto; ensure nearby generators will notexperience any damage from the series capacitors.

'Proposed: Date(s) for any. PSC or FERC Ordef.s

The current schedule for the MSSC: project which enablesan in-service date of Une 1, i, 2016 isbased on
three events:. 1) the PSC selection of the.MSSC :in Case 12-E-0503 during September,2013, 2) the
issuance of the Amendment to the existingArticle VII. Certificate for the Marcy Soithduring firýt quarter
2014, and. 3)the issuance of all applicable permits for the FCC-33 line reconductoring during second•
quarter 2014.

As the MSSC project is expected to be transferred to the NY Transco, the.following dates .are also
anticipated:

* PSC Approva! of.Seetion:70 asset transfer.filing dug the firstu quarter of 2014:
0 FERC approval of NY Transco formula rate during the middle.of.2014
e FERC approval of NY Transco 'incentives during the middle of 20 14
.* FERCapproval of cost allocation during the.middle of 20614.

.Timeline for Award of EPC Contract and Equipment Fabrication.

The MSSC project:will involve an EPC contract for the series capacitors. The bid package is anticipated.
to be completed and issued during the Fall of 2013. Proposers will have eight weeks to respond to the:
EPC bid. Anticipated bidders include Geneal Electric, ABB, and Siemens. All three companies have
experience with series capacitor design and installation, and will warranty the equipment and installation.
The capacitors are anticipated to be, designed and installed within 1.8 months of contract award.

The reconductoring of the FCC-33 line will be performed as a design, bid, build. NYSEG is currently
designing the new conductor and structure modifications and will be procuring the new conductor. Itris
anticipated that there is aw6 month lead time on the conductor. NYSEG will be procuring installation
services and will be coordinating outagesmwith the NYISO. The final design is anticipated to be completed.
by December 31, ,2013.

Permitting and Licensing
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i parallel with the detailed design effort, the appropriate permits"and licenses will be obtained for the 0
MSSC project. At ameeting with the Department of Public S•ee on May 3, 2013, NYPA ad NYSEG
obtained input from staff as to the licensing and p itting rcrents .for the.MSSC project. These

efforts. are currently underway. A joint .eetir(g with the NYSDEC: and other potentially interested
agencies is scheduled for May 21,2013 to deermine penrittingrepquirements specific to these agencies.

Community Outreach Plan.

NYPA and NYSEG will design an appropriateCommunity Outreach Plan for theoMSSC project. It will
include: the following stages:

Stage 1: Project Announcement -Framning the Issues
During the first stage of the public- outreach program, NYPA and NYSEG will:

* Refine the overall public. outreach pl0n, including the objectives and key messages.

" Confirm key audiences or stakeholder groups identified previously

Establish tijeframes. for the outreach program, including a long-range and more detailed short
range schedule

" Assign responsibilities

" Beg1n the preparation of collateral materiaIs, including a press release to announce the project

" Implement a pre-announcement contact program

i Announce the project

Stage 2: Route Selection - Reaching Out and Establishing a Dialogue
The. MSSC project route is established and NYPA and NYSEG.will be reaching out to stakeholders to
establish a two-way dialogue. The information to be shared: at this stage will consist primarily of the
following:

" A clear articulation of.the need for theiproject

" A description of the foute and. impact at the existing. substation sites

" Transmission line design.ch.arcteristics,,estimating structure modifications

" InfOrmation on issues that may be easily anticipated, such as EMI

An effeetive public outi'each program involves two-way communication. Thus, the purpose: of the
outreach is to initiate a dialogue, so NYPA and NYSEG can better understand the community's
perceptions, concerns and issues, and address them. through the design. of the project, in the information
that is shared, and in other creative ways that demonstrate responsiveness.

Activities proposed in this stage of the program will include:

* Development of a mailing list

" Conduct open house meetings
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" Communication with the media

" Website development and maintenance

" Establish project telephone line and e-mail address

" Preparecollaterl tmaterials (i.e, fact sheets, newsleters, brochures)

Stage 3:. Application Review - Managing Issues
OnPe NYPA'. Art.ieVii Amendment. application is filed relative to the series capacitors and NYSEG's
State-Agency permit applications are filed relative to: NYSEG's reconductoring, the public outreach
program will f6cus on keeping stakeholders informed of the process and announcing. the achievemnent of

major mnileston0e. In addition, the public outreach team will be available to support NYPA and NYSEG
in issue management, which includes being aware.of issues as they arise in the application review

process, understanding the implications of them from apublic rlations standpoint, and devising an:
appropriate communications strategy. it is .inthis stage't havinga team structure, close coordination,
and good internal commumication really pays off. For, although this stage of the process may proceed
very smoothly with few-issues.surfakcing: at the community-level,,being able to anticipate significant
community'issues and respond quickly is important. The Public AffairS team.will establish protocols for

prompt and coordinated response to public inquiriessand isSues raised by opposition groupý.

Activities during this stage will include:

" Convening small-scalemeetings and individual briefings with key-stakeholders about specific
issues

" Issuing press releases as major milestones are achieved
* Updating the web page. including timely responses to manage content andrespond to inquiries,

comments, and issues.

" Mailing project updates or newsletters to stakeholders on the mailing list

" Maitaining awareness of opposition group positions through internet monitoring

The benefits ofactive use of the internet cannot be over-emphasized. A prOject-specific. Website o project

link firom NYPA's and NYSEG's website is expected tobe available for dissemination of public
information and permit application documents. This site will also provide a mechanism for public
comments and requests for additional information, and will require regulaurmonitoring to ensure
responsiveness All internetpostings by. NYPA and-NYSEG will be transparent, factually correct, and
updated as often as necessary.

Stage 4: Design and Construction - Consolidating Community Support and Following Through

During construction, NYPA and NYSEG will keep the neighbors and customers informed of progress. To
theextent, that the team has been successful .in communicating the benefits of the project, the community

will be informed of how the project is going& Progress reporting will be accomplished through the media
and/or.periodic mailings (letters, newsletters, bill stuffers). There will also be a~procedure in place: for

responding prompflyand effectively to.questions and complaints. Through the efforts invested. up to this
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point, the fralmewcirk will be established to enable NYPA and NYSEG to continue the public: outreach W
efforts and ensure good community relations.

Equity and Debt Financing: Plans

Please see Section:8.7.

Community Benefits

Please see Section 8.14

Taxes and/or Pilot Agreements

NYPA does not pay real estate taxes. NYSEG's portion of the project would be subject to.real estate
taxes,

Site Control Status

The series capacitors are being installed adjacent tothe existing Marcy and Fraser substations. These will

be underNYPA and NYSEG control, respectively.'The.FCC-33 line. .is existing and under the control of
NYSEG.

Operations Plan

While the application of a series capacitor is.new to the electric system at NYPA and NYSEG, thd system
is comprised of conventional power system devices currently installed at existing facilities operated and

maintained by the utilities. The preventive maintenance practices forithe system can be developed.by
reviewinig the manufacturer's recommended procedures, in addition to, industiy, NERCINPCC, NYPA
and NYSEG standard policies and procedures. A thorough review of the manu fcturer's recomnended
procedures and maintenance intervals will be. conducted to develop an optimal maintenance program and
spare parts inventory,

.As with any preventive maintenance progara, it.is recognized that historical operations and maintenance
data provide valuable insight into the effectiveness of the preventive maintenance practices. As
operations and maintenance experience is gained on the particular components, it:is expected that the
historical testing and trend data will enable the preventive maintenance program to be fine-ttued, with
.testing intervals for-arious components beingcincreased ordecreased,, as required.

Maintenance outages will be scheduled based on the.. manufcturer's recommended practices .in addition
to, industry, NERC/NPCC, NYPA and'NYSEG standat. policies and procedures. When safe and
practical, maintenance will be perform-d on equipmnent wile the series capacitor remains in service.

The utilities:employ astaff of trained and qualified engineers and . n....ante personnel familiar with
operations and maintenance of power systems equipment. The.proximity of the capacitor banks to the.
Marcy and Fraser substations allows for NYPA and NYSEG personnel to perfonn the inspections and
maintenance in a cost effective manner. Additional training on manufacturer's .specific equipment. and
procedures will be: arranged, as necessary..
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The exiting ROW _mainltentance a•nd lineispection practices for the .FCC-33 line will continue with the

use ofNYSEG personnel. These practices:are in accordance with.NERC/NPCC, NySEG and industry

standardpolicies and procedures. The reconductoring of a portion of the line should not impact the

current operationand imaintenance practices.

Electric Ititerconnection Points

The MSSC project transnisSion corridor begins -at the. Marcy substation near Utica, New York and ends

at the Coopers Corners substation near Monticello,. New York. Both substations are locatedinZoneEE

but the MSSC produces increased power flow into Zoneý: F: and G.

Status in NYiso Interconnection Process

The Final Report of the SIS for the MSSC project (NYISO.- Queue #380) shows a trasisfer,fiit increase:

of 444 MW across the Total East Transmission Interface due to the series compen0aion. The Final Report

of the SS for the MSSC project was completed, approved by the NYISO's TPAS committee, and •s

expecte•dto•receive final approval by the NYISO OC on May'20, 2013. The OC's approval of the SIS

completes: the NYISO Interconnection Process. The series compensation increases power flow from ZOne,

E into-Zones F and G.

Environmental Justice

NYPA and. NYSEG compared the location for the series capacitors and the 21.8 mile section of the, FCC-
33 Iine to the NYSDEC's data file of the Potential Environmental JusticeAreas (PEJAS). This: data file is

comiprised of sites that have met one or more of the NYS DEC criteria in the 2000 U.S. Census.

According to this dataset, the closest.PEJA to the Marcy substation is approximately 31miles away. The

closes. PEJA to the Fraser Substation is approximately 13 miles away.

Cancellation Provisions

NYPA and NYSEG %intend to include in any contract into Which they enter in relation to the development
and:construction of the MSSC a right to terminiat the, contract at NYPA andNYSEG's election for any
reason. Upon such termination, NYPA and NYSEG intend torequire the contractor to stop peorming

all work and to cancel as quickly as possible all orders placed by it with subcontractors and suppliers, and
to use all reasonable efforts to minimize cancellation charges and other costs and expenses associated
with termination of work. NYPA and NYSEGwill also seek to enter into fixed price contracts, with
payment contingent upon the achievement of certain milestones, to the greatestexteit possible. While
NYPA.and NYSEG intend to seek such terms, there can: be no assurance that NYPA and.NYSEG will be
suclessfulin achieving them. In this regard, NYPA and:NYSEG-note that much of the equipment the

MSSC requires will be. highly customized;. as a consequence NYPA and NYSEG do not expect to be. able

to cancel such orders (or that its contractor will be able to cancel such orders) once -they are

placed. NYPA and.NYSEG would expect that anyproposer seeking to develop and construct

transmission projects wouldbe subject to similar.constraints.
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Environmental Review ( .0)
The installation of the seris capacitors will irequ anAmen t the existing Aitile VII. C er atefor the Marcy South, Case:70126. The ieconductoring of the FCC-33 line will require the completion-of

various studies and investigations as well as procurement of certain.permitsand approvals which wil. be
coordinated: with theNYSDEC.

The following Federal,:State and local environmental laws and regulations have been assessed.fqr
applicability.to this project. Intitial.coordination. with these agencies has commenced and required permits
and/or approvals will beacquired as: outlined in the proposed schedule.

Federal Agency Regulations. (Permjt) Applieabillty/Status
US. Army Corps of Engineers Clean.Water Act - 9 ction 404 Permit A permit with the
(USACE): Nationwide Pe qNo. 12 USACE is not expected.
New York District 33 USC 1344 A Preconstruetion

otification w-ill be
required if certain
thresholds are exceeded.

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Federal Endmngered Speies Act Process initiated.

16 USC 1531 NY Natural Heritage
program data request

MigratoryBird:Treaty Act used to identify .potential

16 USC 703 species concerns.

.. Bald and Golden Eagle:Protection Act
• 16 USC 668

State Agency Applicability
New York State'Department of Public. Service Law -Article VII. Initial coordination with
Public Service, Public Service U-S. Clean, Water Act - Sectiot.. 401 DPS staffto.determine
Commission (PSC) Water Quality Certification applicability of Public

16 USC 1451 Serviee Law

Existing structure heights
•_not.expected to. increase

0

0
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New York State .Dpartment of
Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC)

Stae Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (SPDES): Construction
Stormwater Permit

6 dsNoRRk7S0-1.21

Threatened, and Endangered Species

6 NYCRR Part 182.

Freshwater Wetlands 'Permit
6 NYCR& Part 608; ECLArticle 24

Protection of Waters Permit
.6 NYCR. Parts 663-665 Article 15

Construction activities
disturbing more than 1
acre will require a
SPDES permit and
SWPPP

NY Natural Heritagee

proga data request

Initial assessment ofSC
bank location impacts,
access road crossings and
pulling stations to
determine applicability of
these permits.

CatskiU Park Preserve Existing easement

State Historic Preservation Section 106 Consultation underthe Visual assessment may be
Office:(SHPO) National Historic Preservation Act performed only if

(NHPA) - if federal permits/approval structurmeheightsz increase

reired .significantly.

Section 14.09 0f the New York State Phase 1 ariheological
Historic Preservation Act assessment to be

16 MC 470 performed for thoseareas
not previously disturbed.

Local

Town of Marcy Local Ordinances
Oneida, County=

Town of Delhi Delaware: Local Ordinances
County

Town of Hamden Delaware Local: Ordinances
County

Town of Colchester Delaware. Local Ordinances
County

Town of Rocld I Sullivan Local Ordinances
County

Town of Thompson Sullivan
County

Local Ordinances

NYC Department of
Environmental Protection

Approval. of construction activities on
NYC water supply lands

SWPPP used to eliminate
potential stormwater
runoff concerns in the
Pepacton Reservoir

In addition to the permits identified above, an electromagnetic field (EMF) calculation will be performed
in accordance with the DPS guidance. Geotechnical studies~are also required at the locations of the series
capacitors.
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A. MSSC: website will be.established and contain a:repository of all relevant pervmits, environmental
Studies, and agency corresponde0nce.

'Pricing for Transmission Projects (Section 8.11,2Z

"CONFIDENTIAL AND REDACTED

Halting Costs (Section 8.13)

COWNIDENTIA ANDR.EDACTED

Other Requirements (Section 8.14)
The MSSC project will be constructe.d. onexisting ROWs anid.existing easements. No new ROW is
required.. Based on the capital costof $76 million, 150 man years will be requirea to complete: the project.

Compliance Statement (Section 8.15)
Allproducts or services provided by:NYPA and NYSEG for the MSSC project will be in compliance
withiall applicable legal and regulatory requirements.

S
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Exhibit A
Location of Marcy" South Lines

CONFIDENTIAL AND REDACTED
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Ex.hibit. t
Proposed Series Coipmsatioh.nInstallation at.Maroy

CONFIDENTI L AND REDACTD
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Exhibit C
Proposed Series Comp~ensation nsitallationat Fraser

CONFIDENTIAL AND REDACTED
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Exhibit'D:
Example. of a: series capacitor installation

CONFIDENTIAL AND) REACT
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Exhibit E
Example of H-frame wood pole structure

CONFIDEN AL AND ... TE.
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Exhibit F
NYPA Ownd Gennerating, and Tranbsmission Facilities

CONFIDENnAL AND REDACTM
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Exhibit -G.
NYPA..RFP, AttaChment 3

CONFIDENTIAL AND REDACTED
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Exhibit NYPA RFP Attachment 5,

CONFIDENTIAL. ANDAREACTED
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Exhibit. I
NYPA RFP Attachnment7

CONFDNTIA AND REDCM t
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a c on Edidahc. company

Nell H. ButL.#teikl
Assistant General Counsel

May 20,.20.13•

VIA E-MAI,
Honorable Jeffrey C, Cohen
Acting. Secretary
State of N•w York
Public Service. Commission
Three Empire State Plaza
Alban.y, New York 12223-1350

Re: Case 12-E-0503. - Con Edison Filing of Supplemental Information Regarding its
Staten Island Unbottling Project

Dear Acting Secretary Cohen:

On February 1, 2013, in response to a November 30, 2012 order from the Public Service
Commission ("Commission') in this proceeding, Consolidated Edison Company ofNew York,
Inc. ("Con Edison" or the "Company") andlthe.New York Power Authority (NYPA'") filed their
Indian Point Contingency Plan ("Plan") which included a proposal to build three Transmission
Owner Transmission Solutions ("TOTS" as well as a plan for NYWA o isue a request for
proposals ("RFP") for third party transmission and generation solutions, The Plan contained
significant details regarding the three TOTS. In the Commission's March I5, 2013 Order in this
proceeding (te "March 15'a Order"), the Commission required Con Edison :and NYPA to
supplement the description of their TOTS with additional information so that the level of
information submitted by Con Edison and NYPA to the Commission was comparable to the level
of information requested from third party respondents to the NYPA RPF. Accordingly, Con
Edison hereby files its supplemental information with respect to the Staten Island Unbottling
("SLIU') project.

As indicated in the Plan and in the accompanying materials, the SlU project is a new
resource that interconnects within New YorkIndependent. System Operator ("NYISO") load
zone J and can bein service by June 2016. The SRI project meets the requirements necessaiy to
be a solution for the retirement of the Indian Point Energy Center ("IPEC"). In addition, this

Consolidated Edison Company of New York,. Inc.

4 Irvina.Place - Room: 1875-S NewYork NY.I nnm?, •t2.4Rfl lRQ 91R277. -nn fyv ,



project provides additional benefits beyond transmitting replacement energy in the event that the

IPEC retires.

Consistentwith the irerments of the March 15 Order (p. 18),.:the. project. costs.
described in this filing represent a good faith preliminary engineering estimate for the project.
.That being said, it is possible that the projects costs may change as project details are firther

defined..

Please: feel free to contact me if youhave any additional questions.

Very truly. yours,

Isl Neil H., Butterklke
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Consolidated Edison Company of:New York,. Inc.

Additional Informatlon on Trainsmission Owner Transmission Solution for IndianPoint Ontingency
P~an.•

Staten Island Unbottling Protect

May 20i 2013
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8.2 Executive Summary

A. shown herein, the New York State Public Service CIommission ("Commision") should
selectconsolidated Edison Company of NewYorNk, Inc.'s ("Con Edison" or the "Company")
Staten Island Unbottling ("SIu") project as one of the solutions in this proceeding for theý

following reasons;

1. The project can be delivered by the June 2016 deadline and has;a clear head start
because it does not need an Article VII certificate and it involves incremental

investments to existing transmission assets;
2. The project addresses the reliability needs that would exist if the Indian Point Energy

Center (ilPEC"` were to retire and provides benefits throughout the State even if the

IPEC does not retire.
3. Its estimated costs are reasonable; and
4. The project addresses the public policy needs specified in theiGovernor's New York

Energy-Highway Blueprint ("Blueprint").1

On February 1, 2013, -in response to a Nbvember 30, 2012 order from the Commission in
this proceeding& Con Edison and the New Yorek Power A.UthoriW ("NYPA") filed an Indian Point

Contingency Plian('Plan:) which included a proposal to build three Transmission Owner
Transmission Solutions ("TOTS") as well as a plan for NYPA to issue a request for proposals
(,RFP") for third party transmission and generation solutions. One of the TOTS is Conr Edison's
SIU project.

The SIU project will unbottle generation and transmission resources on Staten Island. It

is a new resource and will be located in NYISO Zone J. The initial option for this project was: to
install a new 345kV feeder and the forced cooling of four existing:'345 kV feeders;;the new 1.5
mile feeder, interconnecting the Goethals substationto the Linden substation, would mitigate a
dcontingency within.New York City by installing a new double leg feeder into new positions at
the Goethals and Unden substations. Based upon additional preliminary engineering and

design work, the Company made certain changes to the project design. Instead of a new feeder
Installation, splitting an existing feeder between Goethals and Linden Cogen substations will
provide a similar solution at a lower cost and with lower environmental impacts; The forced

cooling of the existing four 345 kV feeders remains in the project scope and will increase
transmission capacity between the Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut substations. The forced

cooling aspects of the project include the installation of ten refrigeration plants: to increase
transmission capacity between Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut substations on the four 345

'A copy of the Blueprint can be found at:
http://www.nvenergyhighway.com/PDFs/Blueirint/EHBPPT/.
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kv feeders. 25, 2l,41, and 42. The SIU project would be locatedlinStaten.Island and Brooklyn, 0
New York and Union County (Linden), New Jersey.

As Indicated in the Plan -and. In the accompanying materials, the SIU project isa new
resource that can be in service by June 20i6. A significantpart.of the Company's ability.to
deliver the.SIU project within the specified timeframe is due to'the fact that-the S1U project

does not need an Article VII permit... Inaddition,. based. an analysis conducted by Con Edison,.
the NYISO determined that a full S•ystem Impact Study.("SIS") was not.required.

The Company's. initial good faith estimate for this project was $312 million. Based upon
additional preliminary engineering and design work, the Company made certain changes. to the

project design as described above. Based upon these changes, the new current good faith
estimate is:$248 million. While this project is being submitted by Con Edison, it Is anticipated
that the SiU project will eventually: be completed and owned.by the New York Trinsrmission
Company ("NY Transco"') and will be one.of several Federal.Energy Regulatory Comrmission
("FERC") regulated transmission projects owned by the- NY Transco. As.such, the rates for this

project will be based on a cost of service rate and. consistent with the requirements of the
March 1Sth-Order, will not be based on a fixed .rice nor will it be a merchant transmission
facility. As the :Commission recognized in.its March 15t5 Order, "[w]e understand the TOTS cost.
estimates to be good faith estimates, rather than 'not to exceed' valuesi"2 While the

Commission directed Staff to "'evaluate TO and RFP projects on as comparable a basis as
possible, it Is neither necessary nor appropriate to provide identical cost recovery provisions for
each." 3 It Is anticipated that once it is in service, the SIU facility will be under the operational
control of the New York Independent System Operator ("NYISO') and its rates included In the
NYISO'sOpen.Access Transmission Tariff ("OATT").

The SIU project is an upgrade to the statewide interconnected transmission grid. The
state-wide benefits associated with upgrades to an interconnected transmission system were

recognized In the Blueprint, which stated that:'

Ensuring the efficient transmission of powe'r by reducing bottlenecks and
developing advanced smaart technologies improves overall electric system
operation and optimizes the use of existing assets in New York by

allowing lower-cost and cleaner power to reach consumers4 investments
in the transmission and distribution systems can reduce customer costs

over the long-term, improve safety and reliability, and protect the

2- March 15 Order, p.18.
3: Id.
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environment while immediately creating jobs and economic

developMent.
4

TheFederal Courts. have also found that "[w]hen a system is integrated, any system

enhancemhents are presumed to benefit the entire system..' W. Moss Electric Co. v. FERCC, 165 F.

3d 922, 927 (D.C. Cir. 1999).o.

Among the public policy goals that the SIU project will contributeto is an increase in

economic development within New York State, including increased emiployment and increases
in local tax revenues. Accordingly, the SIU project. will: provide benefits beyond its ability to

replace some of the energy and: capacity should the IPEC retre.

8.3 Description of Project

Unbottling Staten Island-generation and transmission resources will require the splitting:
two legsl (called the L&M legs) of an existing 345kV feeder and the forced cooling of four

existing 345 kVfeeders.: The feeder split would mitigate a controlling contingency within New
York City by establishing a second feeder into a new position, at the Goethals and Linden
sbstations. The forced cooling of the existing four 345 kV feeders will increase transmission
capacity between Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut substations, The Project would be located

in, Staten island and Brooklyn, New York and Union County (Linden), New Jersey, This project. is
located in NYISO Zone J.

Splitting an existing feeder in-between Goethals and Unden -Cogen will require new bus
section installations. Both substations will need new 345kV breakers :nd bus modifications to
establish newbus positions for the feeders and to maintain feeder Separation. Linden

Substation is an SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride) station that requires SF6 equipment to expand the

station. Although Goethals Substation is an opehnair suJbstation, due to limited space, the new
busposition needs to be established using SF6 equipment. The scope also includes replacing
the trifurcating joint at Linden Cogen and Goethals Substations, installing approximately 350

feet of 345kV cable at Linden Cogen and 500 feetof 345kV cable in Goethals Substation.

The project also Includes the installation of ten refrigeration plants to increase

transmission capacity between Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut substations on the four 345kV
feeders 25, 26,..41,. and 42. Six of these plants will be Installed. in support of feeders 25 and 26;
one each at the:Gowanus and Goethals Substations and four along the route of the feeders.

The plants along the route need to be sited equidistant. to each other and the interconnecting:

4 Blueprint, p. 10.
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stations. One of these locations is the current Bay.Street property, which will hold two cooling
plants.

The other property will hold another two plants in support of feeders 25 and 26 and will
need to be acquired. The. next four plants will beinstalled in. support of feeders 41 .and.42;, two.
each at Gowanus and Farragut Substations., Aone-lihe diagram of the project and a diagram
illustrating the locationsof the refrigeration plants are included in Exhibit A.

The Impact of the.SIU projectltowards reducing N-1/4i deficiency post Indian Point
Shutdownhis approximately 440 MW. ThisiImpacris based on an application of the NYC
Reliability Criteria. In general, transmission projects, such as: SIU, will have an interaction with
other transmission orgeheration projectsthat can be either positive or negative (i.e., the stated
.impact may increase or may. decrease). Therefore, it is critical that when a comprehensive

portfolio analysis is conducted the impact of this Project would be re-calculated.

8.4 Proposer Experience

Con Edison and O&R are regulated public utilities that are subsidiaries of Consolidated
Edison, Inc. J("CEI"), a holdihg company. In.2012, CEI had $41.2 billion in assets and $1122 billion
in revenues(please see CEi's 2012.ahnual reoýrt). Con Edison serves a 660 square mile area
with a population of approximately ten million people. In that area, Con Edison serves

approximately 3.3 million electric customers, 1.1 million gas customers, and 1,700 steam
.customers. Con Edison provides electric setvice.il New York City and most of Westchester

County, gas service in parts of New YorkCity and steam service within the borough of
Manhattan. Con Edison has approximately 1,180 circuit miles of transmission, including 438
circuit miles of overhead and 742 circuit miles of underground transmission. 5 Con Edison wasý
incorporated in New York Statein .1884 and its corporate predecessor, the New York:Gas Light
Company was founded in 18231

O&R and Its utility subsidiaries, Rockland Electric Company and: Pike County Light &
Power Company, operate in Orange, Rockland and part of Sullivan counties in New York State
and in parts.of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and serve a 1,350 square milearea. O&R provides:
electric service to approximately 300,000 customersand gas service to approximately 100,000

customers in southeastern New York and in adjacent areas of northern New Jersey and
northeastern Pennsylvania. O&R has apprtoximrately 558 circuit miles of transmission.

5A list of Con Edison's and O&R'.s transmission and generation facilities can be found in the
2013 Load and Capacity Data, A Report .by the New York Independent System Operator."Gold
Book," which is located at:
http:/www.nviso~con-dublic/webdocs/markets operations/servilces/plannincq/Do.uments and Resources
/Plannirno Data and. Reference DocsiData and Reference Docs/2013' GoldBool..df.
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Con Edison is a vofing memberand O&R is a non-voting affiliated member of the
Transmission Owners sector of the NYISO. As transmission owners in New York, Con Edison and
O&R helped to create the.NYISO and its markets.. As the utility responsible for providing

electric, gas and steam service to the New York metropolitan area, Con Edison has developed

numerous projects over the last ten years, all focused on providing safe, reliable.and efficient
service to Its customers. Recently, Con Edison constructed and put into service the M29

transmission line.

With respect to. project management, work on the. SIU project will Initially be managed
:by Con Edison engineers.and project management professionals; Most of the work will be
conducted by outside engineering. and construction firms.

8.5 Ptroject Information

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

4 Irving.Place
New York, New York.10003
Attn: Stuart Nachmias

Vice: President, Energy Policy and RegUlatory Affairs

Tel! 212-460-2580
Email: nachmiass@cohed.com

Attn: Neil H. Butterklee, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel
Tel: 212-460-1089
Email: butterkleen@coned.com

It is anticipated that, while Con Edison will commence development of the SIU project, it
will transfer the Project, as soon as it:is able to do so, to NY Transco, a New York limited liability

company, proposed to be formed In July 2013 and co-owned by the following entities or their

newly formed special purpose affiliates.(subject, in the case of the public authorities, to the

enactment of Ieg[slation enabling their participation): Con Edison/O&R, Niagara Mohawk

Power Corporation d/b/a National Grid ("National Grld")', New York State Electric & Gas
Corporation and Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation (together, "NYSEG/RG&E"#), NYPA, Long

Island Power Authority ("LIPA') and CH (collectively, the "NYTOs").

Con Edison's DUNS Number is 006982359.
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8.6 Disclosure Statements

Neither Con Edison nor any of itsaffiliates havye, during the: 'past five years, been judged
or found by any court or administrative or regulatory body to have defa.ulted on or failed to
comply with any material obligation related to the sale or purchase of power (capacity, energy.

and/or ahci lary services), transmission or natural gas.

Neither Con Edison, nor any of its trustees or ".executive officers" (as defined by.Ru le 3b-
7 promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) or affiliates have,
during the past five: years, been convicted of (a) a felony, or (b) any crime related to the sale or
purchase of electric power (capacity, energy and/or ancillaryservices), transmission or natural
gas, conversion, theft, fraud,,business fraud, misrepresentation, false statements, unfair or
deceptive business practices, anti-competitive acts or omissions, orcollusive bidding or other
procurement or sale-related irregularities.

8.7Financial Capacityto Completeand Operate the.Proposed Project

The Company has completed the Financial Data Sheets, included as Attachment 5. to the
NYPA RFP andattached hereto as Exhibit B, with respect to the Project. As discussed further

below, the exhibits assume that the SILu Project wilI be.transferred to NY Transco around spring
2014 and subsequently developed-and financed by NY Transco.

Prior to Its transfer to NY Transco, Con Edison will finance construction of the SIU
Project in the same way that it currently finances its:capital needs: by issuing long-term debt in
the capital markets. Debt financing:at Con Edison must be approved by the Commission via a
financing order. Under the Company's current..financing order, Con Edison has authorization to
issue $135 billion of debt through December 2016. In addition, the. Company's financing may be

limited by the capital structure approved by the Commission. The Company currently has an
approved equity ratio of:48%. Funding for the: Project:will take into consideration the

Company's approved equity ratio.

Information concerning Con Edison's financial condition may be obtained upon review
of the Company's audited. financial statements,. which are available publicly and accessible on
the Company's webslte,, at www.conedison.com or on the Securities and Exchange

Commission's website, at wwiw.sec.gov!edga•. The Company's unsecured debt is rated A3, A-
and A-, respectively, by Moody's investor Service, Inc. ("Moody's), Standard & Poor's
Corporation ("S&P") and Fitch Ratings, Inc. ("Fitch"). CEI's long-term credit rating is Baal, BBB+

and BBB+, respectively, by Moody's, S&P and Fitch. The commercial paper of both the
Company and CEI is rated P-2, A-2 and F-2, respectively, by Moody's, S&P and Fitch. Securities



.ratings assigned: by rating organizations are expressions of opinion and are not

recommendations to buy, sell. or hold: securities, and may be revised, or withdrawn at any time:

by the assigning rating organization. Each rating should be evaluated independently of any-

other rating.

Accordingly, Con Edison expects to transfer the Project to NY Transco aspromptly as

possible upon the commencement of its operations (which Is anticipated to occur following (i)

enactment of necessary legislative: changes and prurement of approvals :if applicable, of the

Comptroller and/or Attorney Gereral of the :State of New York with respect to NYPA and LIPA's
participation, as well as (ii) receipt of approvals by FERC of a transmission formula rate.schedule
and incentives, and (iii) Implementation of cost allocation and cost recovery mechanisms

through the NYISO's tariff, all of which are expected by the middle of 20i4). It is expected that:
NY Transco will be able to obtain investment grade construction debt financing once Its rate is
approved by FERC, and that NY Transco willalso receive various: FERC incentives, including
construction work in progress, that will reduce construction risk. Equityisupport willbe

provided to the Transco by the NYTO's investing affiliates during construction a nd, to the extent
necessary, thereafter to support continued operations. it is anticipated that the NY Transco will
make its formula rate filing at FERC during the summer of this year. As such, it is premature to
:specify the. exact debt:/equity ratio that will be approved by FERC for this project. However,
for informational purposes, a 50/50 debt to equ.ity capital structure is assumed in Exhibit B.

8.8 Environmental Benefits of Project

The Project's primary objectives are to meet the public policy goals stated in the
Blueprint including: reducing congestioniproviding economic benefits to local communities,
encouraging renewables,. enhancing the long-term reliability of the bulk power system and,
planning for a possible IPEC retirement. With respect to meeting the reliability need. If the IPEC
should retire, the SIU project will reducing the severityofa second contingency violation in
New York City, and increasing transfer capability between the Staten Island generation pocket
and the rest of the 345kV system in New York City.

The SIU project would allow greater access to generation resources in the Pennsylvania
Jersey Maryland ("PJM") regional transmission organization. It is expected to increase imports
from PJM into Staten Island and reduce the dispatch of local fossil generation within New York
City and Long Island, leading to improved air quality and environmental health benefits to the
densely populated metropolitan area.
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8.9 Proposed Resource(s) Development Plans and Schedule

The following represents the current high-level schedule and work:plan for the
development of the SiU Project.

MS Project .Gant Chart

2013 1 2M4: 1 2015 1 2016

+ 4 1: 4 -.

Land ACWWUiMo

Engose-CO

Proposed In-Service Date May 2016

No contracts:with NYPA are necessary to achieve this in-service date.

Proposed Date for PSC and FERC Orders

The following represent the proposed dates for key PSC and FERC approvals that.are
necessary to. achieve the June 2016 in-service date..

1.. PSC selection in Case 12-E-0503 - September 2013

2. FERC approval of NY Transco formula rate - mid. 2014
3. FERC approval of NY Transco incentives - mid .2014
4. FERC approval of cost allocation for Transco projects - mid 2014

S. PSC approval of Section 70 asset transfer filing,- 4th Quarter 2014

13



Timeline for award of Engineering, Procurement and:Construction (,'EPC")
Contract

The EPC Contract will be performed in phases., Thefirst phase, engineering,.will be
.awarded by the third quarter of. 2013.

Lead Times for Major Equipment

The following arethe lead times for major equipment:

.o Refrigeration Plants = [Redacted]

.o 345kV SF6 Bus and breakers = [Redacted]

Plans for Construction and Operation

The: cohnstruction worktis expected to be performed by an EPC contractor. Once the
project is. operational, Con Edison. may perform operation and maintenance ("O&M") services
for the NY Transco with respect to the -SiU project in accordance with the terms of an O&M

Agreement. between the parties and consistent with the affiliate. rules.of the'Commission and
FERC. Similar tomother .transmission assets in the State, the facility will be under operational

control of the NYISO.

Community outreach plans

Con Edison's government relations and public affairs personnel will provide appropriate
cominunity outreach support.for the SIU project. until this function Is assumed by the

appropriate resources of the NY Transco. The organizational experience supporting major
Inter-utility projects: such as the BEC and Hess projects andithe cohstructlon :of new substations
ensures that the community outreach efforts will be successful.

Equity and Debt Financing Plans

Please see description of financing plans: in section 8.7.
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Contractor Experience

This information is not yet available as the.EPC and other contractors have not yet been
procured for this project. It is expected that contractorslwith appropriate experience and

expertise will be hired at a reasonable cost.,

Community Benefits

PleJase.seethe response to section 8.14 dealing with the Project's economic

development benefits.

Taxes and/or PILOT agreements

Because transmission facilities are.real, property under the New York State Real Property

Tax Law, the Company anticipates that. local .property taxes will be levied with ..respect to this
facility by each muniipality where the facility wilI be located and to New York State. Although
property taxes throughout the.State are generally based on the property's reproduction cost

new less depreciation, rates varysigniffrcantlyfrom jurisdiction tojurisd.ition as well as from
year to year, and therefore cannot be predicted with certainty. A generic assumption was used

for estimating property taxes In the financial data sheet Included in Exhibit B,

Site Control: Status and Plans for Site control

The following represents the.site control plan for theSIU project.

* The project.will affect4 substations, Goethals, Gowanus, and Farragut (owned by Con
Edison) and Linden Cogen (owned by .Linden.Cogen).

* Any parties requesting access [visitation to Con Edison substations shall have escorted

access with Con Edison employees, at a .time acceptable to Con Edison.
e. Con Edison will request access to Linden Cogen's substation as needed throughout the

project and will be contingent upon their availability.

* During construction, the project team will follow appropriate plans regarding the%
appropriate site control plans such as security guards, additional gate/barriers,. and other

related items.
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:Operations Plan

Con: Edison estimates that the following incremental O&M will be required once the:SIU

facility is in service. Preliminary cost estimates are included in Exhibit B. The following is a.list'

of the expected O&M activities once the: assets are in-service:

* Manhole cleanings on an annual basis

* Increased operator staffing during.summer.operational pefiod

* Operating coverage during scheduled and maintenance work

* Online monitoring for the new plants

. FM200 vendor inspection

w Third party fire monitoring

• Smoke detection semi-annual Inspection and service

• Maintenance functions such as Fire extinguisher inspection and replacement,

emergency lighting compliance, suppression system inspection, filter rePlacement.

e, Minor facility repairs
0 Refrigeration contractors to inspect as per manufacturer recommendation

Property Acquisition

The first two of the six cooling plants will be located at the terminal ,stations of feeders

25 and 26. The next two of the six cooling plants required to cool feeders 25%and 26 will be

installed at the: Bay Street property. The last two cooling plants will require the acquisition of

new property. This new property needs to be located as close as possible to the route of

feeders, 25 and 26, large enough to hold two refrigeration plants, and needs to be located at the

midpoint of Goethals Substation and the Bay Street plant. Acquisition of the property has not

been completed, but work has begun as part of the initial authorization to proceed with this

project. The property must be procured to accommodate the service date of May 2016. Due to,

potential land siting issues associated with the new property, the timeline and cost estimates to

acquire the land and associated engineering and: design elements may be subject to change,

including potential higher land costs or increased project costs to accommodate design using

available land. As such, the overalI cost of the SIU project.may be higher than the current.

estimate.
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NYISO:Interconnection Status

Oht January. 1, 2013, the NYISO, as per Section 2.4.2 of the NYISO Transmission
Expansion and Interconnection Manual,6 determined that a fullSIS was not. required. Thus, no
further NYISO studies are required. A one-line of the proposed interconnection points is
Included in ExhibittA.

Environmental Justice Issues

Con Edison will conduct an analysis of potential environmental.justice concerns for the
.Indian Point Contingency projects in accordance with NYSDEC Commissionrer Policy CP-29,
Environmental Justice and Permitting. The analysis will identify any Potential Environmental.
Justice Areas to be affected, describe the existing environmental burdeh.non the. Potential
Environmental Justice Area and, evaluate the potential burden of any sgnificant adverse
environmental impact on the area.

.EPC Cancellation provisions

Con Edison intends to include in any contract into which It enters in relation to the
development.and construction of the Project a right to terminate the contract at Con Edison's
election for any reason. Upon such termination, the Companyintends to require the contractor

to stop performihg all work and to cancel as quickly asipOssible all orders placed by it .with
subcontractors and suppliers, and to use all reasonable efforts to minimize cancellation.charges
and other costs and expenses associated with termination of work. The Company will also seek
to enter into fixed: price contracts, with payment contingent Upon the achievement of certain
milestones, to the.greatest extent possible'. While. Con Edison .intends to. seek such terms, there
can be no assurance that the Company will be successful in.achieving them.. In this regard, the
Company notes that much of the equipment the Project requires will be .highly customized; as:a.
consequence, the Company does nOt.expect to be ableto cancel such..orders :(or that its
contractor will. be able to cancel such orders) once they are placed. The Company would expect
.that any proposer seeking to develop and construct transmission projects would. be subject
similar constraints.

8.10 EnvirOnmental Review

The environmental permitting plans for the Indian Point Contingency Projects were:
presented in earlier Con Edison PSC filings and are incorporated herein by reference.

6The Staten Island Unbottling project iscontingent on the use of the Co-Gen position at the

Linden Substation.
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Permitting Plan4

The following sets forth a preliminary list of major permits/approvals which are

expected to be filed (additional permits may also be required). These filings and reviews will

take approximatelysix months to one year to complete. The exact timeframe Would be

determined through a pre-application conference with the New York State Department of

Environmental Conservation ("NYSDEC"), Board of Standards and Appeals, the NYC Fire

Department, and the New York City Department of Buildings to discuss the project and confirm

permitting requirements.

1. NYC Zoning/Land Use Approval:

a. Land use approval needed for cooling plants proposed outside existing Con:

Edison substations

b. An application will need to be filed with the NYC:Board of Standards and Appeals

(BSA) and the local Community Board. An environrmental: Impact reviewwill also,

need to be submitted under the City Environmental Quality Review (SEQR.as

implemented by NYC)

c. Once the approval process has been completed, Con.Edison would need'to apply

for and obtain the necessary NYC construction approvals:

8.11 Pricing - Transmission.Project

Cost Estimate

[Redacted]

Pricing Assumptions

[Redacted].

Transmission Rates

[Redacted]
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Supporting, Financial Exhibits:

[Redacted]]

8.13 Halting Costs

Due to the unique nature of transmission projects, Con Edison will need to purchase
equipment that may not be usable. for any other project . As such, the halting mechanisms
reflect the.fact that once equipment is ordered, Con Edison must be able to recover.100% of
the cost of such equipment, less any reductions available from cancellation provision in the
procurement contract and realized salvage value, The halting mechanism also recognizes that
in order to meet the.In-Service Deadline,. Con Edison has started preliminaty engineering work
for the project as well as.steps rnecessary for land acquisition and will start equipment
procurement activitles as early as the third quarter of 2013. Thus, the.halting mechanism. :must
provide for the full recovery of costs incurred, as well as any contractual cancellation costs
associated with such activities. It should also be noted that equipment procurement,
engineering,, and some .construction activities: Will start even though not all of the required:
regulatory permits (environmental or community) will have been obtained as of this point in
the project development schedule.

Recognizing the potential cost impacts to customers for the SIU project, Con Edison.can
:state the estimated costsithat it will incur for the SIU. proj'ect at particular key points intime.
Importantly, these estimates are based on conceptua.l. project scopes a.nd, represent an order of
magnitude reference for future project costs. As preliminary. engineering. and. project tasks.
.proceed, additional detail and certainty:will support updated cost estimates. With respect to
the :SIU facility, the estimated costs of halting the. project at the key points in time are shown
below:

(Project Total: $248,000,000) 9/30/2013 [Redacted]

3/31/2014 [Redacted]

12/31/2014 [Redacted]

* The "Estimated Partial At Risk Cost" includes only an estimate. of the committed dollars
and do NOT include any cancellation charges that would be imposed by the contractors

0
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and equipment suppliers. The "Estimated Partial At RiskCosts" will be adjusted at the time
of halting to include these costs. These costs are based on a 2016 in-service date
estimate.

8.13 Cancellation Clauses

See response to itenm 8.9.

8.14 Other Requirements

List of Requiredl. Easements

Siting of the new refrigeration plant requires the purchase of new property, has not
been completed, and Is dependent on zoning and available properties, but it is anticipated to
be purchased in: a manufacturing zoned location In Staten lsland, If not, special use permits will
be required. At this tirme, no additionat land rights are required to construct the substation
upgrades .at either Goethals or Linden Cogen substation in order to establish new bus sections
for splitting the feeder.

Economic Development. Benefits

Along with the other transmJssion projects proposed by the NY Transco in PSC Case No.
12-T-0502, this project Is being proposed in order to accomplish the goals and objectives of the
AC Order and the IP Order. In the AC Order the Commission sought transmission projects that
ihcrease transfer capability through the Central East and UPNY/SENYihterfaces.? In the IP
Order, the Commission sought solutions that could addressthe need thatwould result If the
tPEC were to retire. Both of these orders seek transmission solutions to meet the objectives of
the Blueprint. As described in this submission as well as in the PIan and In the NY Transco
January.25,.2013 filing in.Case 12-T-0502, this Project will provide the public policy benefits
specified in the Blueprint.

Aomong the public policy goals that the SIU project will contribute to is an increase In
economic development Within New:York State, Specifically, the SIU.Project is estimated to cost
approximately $248 million in.2016 dollars. As a result of this investment, the New York State

economy will reap significant economic development benefits in the form of increased
employment and increases in local tax revenues.ý

7 AC Order, p. 2.
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Based on anlyses performed by the Working Group for Investment in Reliable and

Economic Electric: Systems (the "WIRES" group): in-conjunrctionewith the Brattle Group, this- $248
million of investment will support an estimated 1,050 direct full time equivalent ('FTE").jobs
and estimated 3,200 total FTE jobs.gS The directly.suppOrted jobs represent those related to

domestic construction,. engineering and ttrantsmiýsion component manufacturing. Indirect.job.
stimul ation represents suppliers to the construction, .engineeringahd.equipmernt

manufacturing sectors.as well as jobs:created In the service industries (i.e., food and clothing)
supporting those directly and indirectly employed . The SIU projectis also estimated to increase

annual local tax revenue by approximately $6 to $9 milllons.

Statement witth Respect to NYPA Appendixes and Bid Documents.

It Is intended that cost recovery for the S(U project will be accomplished through
regulated transmission rates and not.via a contract with NYPA. As such, the provisions set forth.
on the NYPA appendixes and the bid documents..are inapplicable'to the SIU project. That being

said, the Company fs providing the attached documents to demonstrate its:commitment to
equal opportunity and diversity and to aid the Commission in reaching its decision regarding
which projects should be selected. This statementand the inclusion of these documents satisfy.
the requirements of the Commission's. March 15kh:Order in Case 12-E-0503,.which required that.

Con Edison provide information that is comparable and: at the same level as that sought from

official responders to the NYPA RFP.

Accordingly, Con Edison has attached the following documents as Exhibit E to this
response:

1. Policy on Sexual Harassment

2. Policy on Equal Employment Opportunity

3. Employment of Individuals with D.sabi.i!.ties, Disabled Veterans, and. Other Qualified

Veterans

8 The direct: and totailjob numbers are based on generic information included in the May.2011
report entitled Employment and Economic.Benefits. of Transmission Infrastructure lnvestmet 'in
the U.S. and Canada, which was developed by the WIRES. group in conjunction with the Brattle
Group., The report concluded that every $1.0 billion of transmission investment supports 4,250:
direct FTE years of employment and 13,000 total FTE equivalent years: of employment. This
report can befound at the.following link: httio:/www.wiresgroup.com/images/Brattle-
WIRES: Jobs Study MaV2Ol.pdf.
I The estimated annual local tax. revenue associated with. these projects is based on a factor of
approximately 2 to 3%.of project capital costs, which is consistent with the: NY Transco estimate
provided in Case 12-T-0502.
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In addition, the Company's 2012: Diversity Annual Report can be found at: 2012

Diversity Annual Report

8.15 Compliance Statement

It is anticipated that the Project will comply with applicable lawsand regulations.

8.16 Project Benefit /"NO Regrets" Analysis

In addition to the economic development benefits described above, ýthe SIU project
provides. public policy benefits to New York State even if the IPEC does not retire, The project
provides marginalfeconomic and environmental benefits across the state by enabling more

energy from potentially more efficient and lower cost generation resources-in New Jersey to
serve load within New York State. By Unbottirig generatIon on Staten Island, the project also

would enable the delivery of solar and wind resources on Staten Island, should such resources
be developed. 1° Even if IPEC does not retire, the project benefits long-term reliability by

mitigating the controlling contingency within New York City and also provIdes more operational.
flexibility during maintenance outages.

10The City of New York has discussed potential development of such resources on its Fresh Kills
site.
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STATE OF NEW YORK
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

:Proceeding on Motion of the CommissiWon
To Review: Generation Retirement ) Case 12-E-0503
Contingency Plan

..REVISED DIAN.,POINT ENERGY: CENTERIDEMAND MANAGEMENT PLAN OF
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK. INC., NEW YORK STATE:

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, AND NEW YORK
POWER AUTHORITY

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the April 19,22013 order ofthe New York State Public Service Commission

("Commission") in the above-referenced proceeding,' Consolidated :Edison Company of New

York, Inc. ("Con -Edison") and the New York State Energy Researih and Development

Authority ("NYSERDA"),. in consultation with the New York Power Authority "CNYPA"),
hereby submit their revised plan (the "RevisedPlan") for enerigy efficiency, demand reduction,

and combined heat and power ("CHP"?). Con Edison, NYSERDA and NYPA (collectively the

"Organizations") have jointly prepared the ReVised Plan.

Specifically, the Revised Plan includes a joint program, to be implemented by Con

Edison and NYSERDA, with:support.from NYPA,, designed to achieve 100 MW of cost-

effective peak demxiand reduction by summer 2016 within the Con Edison service territory. The

100 MW demand reduction will be coincident with the system peak and will be in addition to

peak demand reductions that. are currently included in the New York Independent System

Operator: ("NYISO") Resource NeedsAssessment ("RNA"). In addition to the 10i0MW, the.

Case, 12-E-0503, Proceeding on Motion of the Coinnisslon to Review Generation Retirement Con tingency Plans,
Order Upon Review ofPlan. to Advance Transminssion,.Energy Efficiency,.and Demand Response Projects ("April
.191h.Orde•r").
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Revised Plan also includes a 25 MW CHP program to be administered by NYSERDA arid

NYPA's plan to.save an additional 15 MW through theBuild Smart NY program, Accordingly,

the Organizations respectfully request that the Commission approve the Revised Plan and allow

the Organizations to move forward with its imiplementation.

I. BACKGROUND

Theinitial Indian Point Contingency Plan, filed with the Commission by Con Edison and

NYPA on February 1, 2013 ("Initial Plan"),. set forth a flexible approach that was designed to

build-upon Energy Efficiency Portfolio. Standard (":EPS') programsmwith incremental. incentives

designed to produce 100 MW of demand.reductions by the summer of 2016, along with.

-increased energy savings that would increase the likelihood of achieving the State's energy"

efficiency goals. 2 The April 19m' Order (pp. 21-22) required that Con Edison, and NYSERDA

jointly file a revised plan, in consultation with NYPA that Would expand or add specificity in the

following areas:

1. The potential contribution of on-site:baseload generation - CHP and distributed

generation - beyond NYSERDA and NYPA CHP projects "in the pipeline";

2. The potential contribution of large customers in Con Edison's electricservice.

territory who may be practically capable of switching from electric ýto. steam-driven

chiller's;

3. Prioritization and segmentation .of the. markets for efficienfcy,1lad management and

demand response, including which buildingtypes and other facilities Con Edison and

NYSERDA intend to pursue aggressively and why;

•Case 121E-05.03,. Compliance Filing of Consoldated Edison Company of New .York, Inc. and New York Power

Adotity, with Respect to Development of Indian Point Confingency.-Plqn, Fcbruary 1., 2013.
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4. How:many megawatts:can be secured from. what-res ource:category at givencost

levels to make informed decisions on program. targets budget, as well. as theproposed

source and nature of any required.financiali incentive;

5. The proposed means to discipline aid minimize the level of project support required,

including how te plai would limit financil dsuppot to projects that otherwise would

not come online in a timely fashion and limit incentives to less than 1.00% of project.

costs; and

6.. How the Revised Plan will buildon and be integratedOwth existing programs like

EEPS, Technology.and Market Development ("T&MD") and the Renewable

Portfolio! Standard (RPS").

The April 19," Order (pp. 22 25) originally required that the Organizations file the

Revised Plan within 45. days of the date of the April 19,1 Order. On May 31., 2013, Acting

Secretaty Cohen granted an extension of the filing date to June .19, 2013.

As directed by the Commission, Con E&on. worked closelywithboth NYSERDA and

NYPA and: al the. Organizations are jointly filing this Revised Plan for Commission. approval:.

The Revised Plan builds on the Organizations' substantial and complementary experience in

implementing a variety of clean energy and demand management programs: including EEPS,

TargetedDemand Side Management ( T-DSM"), Demand Response ( "DR"), T&MD,- Build

Smart NY, and RPS, In this jointly-developed Revised Plan the:Organizations have built upon

their diverse experience.in clean energy markets to share information, improve communication

.and confront challenges. The Organizations anticipate that these efforts and theirjoint

implementation of the Revised Plan will enable customer participation and implementation of

demand management solutions including energy efficiency, DR and CHP.
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IL THEIREVISED PLAN

The Revised Plan includes a.joint program, to be implemented by Con Edison and

NYSERDA, with support from NYPA thiat is designed to achieve :1.00 MW of cost-effective peak

deMand reduction in the Con.Edison service territory by the summer Of 2016. The i0O MW

demand reduction will be coincident with. the system peak expected to occur during the summer

capability period, 3 and will be in addition to peakdemandreductions that are currently.planned

for in the NYISO's RNA, The Revised Plan also includes a 25 MW CHP program to be

administered by NYSERDA,. and NYPA's plan to. save an additional 15 MW through the Build

Smart NY program.

A. The IPEC Proeram

The Indian Point Energy Center ("IPEC") Programnis. a joint program designed to achieve

100 MW of peak reduction by offering a peak-kW incentiVe targeting customer: energy use that

is coincident.With the system peak. The incentive will'be ..in addition: to existing incentives for

other demand management programs and is planned to include a bons foar large projects and

project aggregations by large-customers. Since the goal of the Revised Planis to produce 100

MW of additional peak reduction by the summer system peak, of 2016, the incentive will only be

provided to projects verified by Con Edison.r NYSERDA as having been completed during the

period January 1, 2014 through May 31, 2016.

The IPEC Program will be funided by a uniform per kWh IPEC Reliability Surcharge

imposed on all kWh delivered by Con Edison to itscustomers4 exclusive of deliveries to

NYPA's, governmental customers under the Company'?s Schedule for PASNY Delivery Service

3 For purposes of the Revised Plan, the system peak demand period is comprised of the hours. between 12:00 pm and
6:00 phi on non-holiday weekdays dining the period May 1 through.October 3 1.
.As with fimding for the Company's existing DR and. T-DSM programs, the.IPEC Reliability Surcharge.will be

collected, through the Monthly Adjustment Clause ("MAC").
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(PSC No. 12 - Electricity), whoaalready participate in: the NYPA Build Smart NY Program that

will contribute to the IPEC Revised Plan goals. The IPEC Program incentive,- will be available to.

'any electric customer within the Con E ison service territory that pays the IPEC Reliability

Surcharge.

Con Edison and NYSERDA will share. a goal of achieving the, 1.00 MW peak reduction

and will ointly implement the IPEC Program utilizing a single point of entry for all participants,

in order to achieve that goal Marketing materials and-offerings for the IPEC Program will

include both Con Edison and NYSERDA logos and the IPEC Program will have a single

application process for the peak kW customer incentive. As part of this effort, Con Edison and

NYSERDA will develop a consistent measurement and verification. (M&V") protocol for

customer peak demand reductio.ns.

.In order to achieve the IPEC Program's.goal of a 100 MW of peak reduction by the

summer of 2016, the program will necessarily focus its. recruit, on Con Edison's. large

commercial and industrial ("c&r•') customers, and will build upon Con Edison's and

NYSERDA's existing.EEPS C&Iprograms. However, the current overlapof programs, with

unequal. inentives and different designs. and requirements across programs,: could complicate:

achievement of the 100 MWpeak. reduction. For this reason, Con Edison and NYSERDA have

aninterest in puirsuing solutions that are oriented to the market (i.e., customers -and contractors)

and that allow theirrespe~ctivo C&I programs to fmnction in a complementary way. In order to

provide a seamless and efficient IPEC Program, the incentives and program rules of the C&I

programs should be made.uniform for both EEPS kWh and IPEC Program kW: incentives.

Additionally, the existing programs should be made more efficient by removing the,

administrative burdens for allocating budgets between programs, easing the customer payback
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criteria, and reconsidering the appropriate application level(s) of the:Total:Resource Cost.test.

applied to EEPS programsi Con Edison and.NYSERDA believe that these solutions: am critical

initial steps to support complementary program designm Further program alignment, including a

joint MWh goal, has been discussed as. apotential.approach to orientprograms to the market and
to staline overal program delivery, reporting, participation and implementation. Con Edison

and NYSERDA see potential in further and more detailed discussion on' a joint MWh. goal
pending the Conmmission's directive to implement the. IPEC Program.

1., Joint Sales, Outreach and Marketing and Project Management Strategy

Con Edison and.NYSERDA Will work together as one team, presenting one program to

customers, in order to achieve the WEC Program goaL. To support this effort, Con Edison and

NYSERDA will maintain a single point of customer entry into the WEC Program and a

consistent process for sales, project management, Outreach and marketing;. Sales -will be

achieved through a joint sales approach administered by Con Edisoni and NYSERDA.

As is currently the case with the data: center program,' Con Edisonand NYSERDA will'

conduct weekly status meetings to review lead assignments, report on the status of projects,

address any issues. that may come up, discuss general program matters, and shart market

intelligence. Reguiarly scheduled marketing meetings will be held with participation from the

appropriate representatives. of Con Edison and NYSERDA. Con Edison and NYSERDA have

already begun joint discussions regarding the development of program marketing materials,

banners, webinar presentations, and media and advertising campaigns.

5 The DataCenter Program is a NYSERDA and Con Edison 6ollaboration to help data centedrreduce energy use,
save on operating costs, and..ut gree•ihouse.gas emissions through more efficientuse of electricity, Coi Edison and
NYSERDA work together ia provide data center operators in. Con Edison's service territory with targeted tecIhnial
assistance and financial incentives to support energy efficiency. The. collaboration has successfully helped
customers: reach energy:goals and intelligently manage their electric load.
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The IPEC Program will be promoted. through coordinated outreach and marceting that

leverages the. complementary strengths and experiences ofNYSERDA:and Con Edison to.deliver

an integrated, co-branded solution that will bojointly a nt ed. The IPEC Program outreach

and: marketing program will dovetail with the existing efforts of both parties to maximize

customer engagement and deliver increnmental program value.through. a single program entry

point and messaging.

NYPA will support these efforts. for NYPA Recharge NY customers. These customers

are eligible to participate in the IPEC Program based on their contribution to the IPEC Reliability

Surcharge.

2. Jofnt Performance Reporting

Con Edison and NYSERDA will maintain a robust.and detailed accounting of IPEC

Program details in order to: 1) provide feedback on prog pi.erformance;: 2) allow for

geographical performance data to be used for electric distribution system planning; and 3)

facilitate consistent and accurate reporting tolregulators and stakeholders. For the reporting

process to be effective, both Con Edison and NYSERDA will. share:or provide to the other

organization imediate acceSs to project-leveil performance details, including, but not limited to:

location of project, measure-level imp'acts on peak demand, total size of incentive issued, and

time of completion. Con Edison and NYSERDA recognize that their data and reporting systems

may need to be aligned so that.project level details can be: co-filed and reviewed by Con Edison

and.NYSERDA and provided to Department of Public Service staff.

3. Customer Incentives

In its April 19th Order (p. 21), the Commission stated that it shares the concerns of several parties,

about the significant costs of theprogram set forth in the Initial Plan, and directed that the
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Revised.Plan propose the: "means to discipline and minimize. the level.of project support.

required." To addressthat concern, and as is explained below, Con Edison and NYS DA will

adhere to the following four principles of price discipline in setting the IPEC Program incentives:

Cost-effectiveness will be tested at the program level for hours of peak impaetto determine

whether the: total IPEC Program will be cost effective.: The cost of .he, IPEC Program will be.

measured against the benefits of avoided energy, avoided line loss,, avoided generation. capacity,

avoided environmental impacts, and avoided transmission and. distribution in~fatrture capital

expenditures.

1. Incentive offerings will be available for a limited time only, and subsequent

offerings. may be exterided.t a. differentpriCe to reflect current.market conditions

and the extent to which the IPEC Program :goal has been achieved.:

.2. The incentive designwill be established based on the diverse and extensive

pogramr experience of both Con Edison and NYSERDA and will require

meaningful cistomer cost-sharing.6

3. Incentives will be adjuisted-in response to evolving market forces, providing the

ability to reduce ratepayer costs..

4. Marketing and outreach will focus on reaching customers and reducing peak
.demand in networks that are under load constraints during times of System peak,

which Will help to reduce or defer the long term costs. of-operating utility

distribution infrastructure.

.Con Edison has the responsibility to provide reliable service to its customers and achieving the

JPEC Program goal will necessarily require an incentive that is significant enough to spur

('As described elsewhere in the Filing, costshare for participants.represents. approximately half of total project.costs.
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aggressive demand reduction acivities :tatvwould not otherwise occur. Moreover, the short time

frame for projects to be completed, installed, :and verified for performance necessitates providing

Con Edison and NYSERDA with the flexibility to adjust the incentive as necessary to respond

on a near real-time basis to: evolving market conditions and the extent to which the IPEC

Program goal is being achieved. For that reason, Con Edison and NYSERDA are proposing a

customer incentive that will elicit 100 MW of peak-kW reductions, with graduated bonuses for

projects that deliver substantial peak demand savings greater than 500 kW,7 and with the

flexibility to adjust incentives as necessary.

•4. Integration With Existing Programs

The April 1.9ý Order (p.22) states.that thelRevised: Plan •must provide farther detail 6n

how it.will build on or be integrated with existing programs like EEPS,"T&MD and RPS. 8: Con

Edison and NYSERDA intend to market the IPEC Program incentives by building upon and

expanding the existing EEPS program implementation platforms (including implementation

contractors, market partners, and' existing leads) with the goal of minimizingsoperational
disruption of the existing platform while expeditingprgram -o!!out and participation in the

IPEC Program. The ability to use the existing EEPS. infrastructure will facilitate a rapid start up

once regulatory approval, and funding is secured.

Tluhugh aggressive marketing of the per-kW incentive, Con Edison and NYSERDA

anticipate substantially greater. interest in existing EEPS measures such as replacement of

SForexaple, if a 0.5. MW load.reducion were achieved, the customer could receive a cash bonus to be determined
by Con Edison and NYSERDA, for 1 MW reduced the bonus would be increased to an. agreed upon amount, for 2
MWreduced the bonus would be.increased further, and so forth for each MW of demand reduction achieved up to a
maximum amount to .be determined.
.S Con Edison and NYSERDA evaluated including customer-sited renewables in the Revised Plan. However, it was
determined that furtherdiscussion is required.to understand and assess thetechnical capabilitieis performance
characteristics, and economic impacts on customers and developers beforeRPS eligible renewable can be included
in the Revised Plan.
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existingand eend-of-life.,pquipment with more efficient alternatives. particularly heating,

ventilation and air-conditioning ("HVAC"), interior lighting and building management systems.

In addition the IPEC Program is expected to, drive larger proj ects with potentially deeper kWh

andkW savings thro'ugh measures that are currenttlyinefigibleunder EEPS.

To the extent that energy efficiency measures'such as interior lighting and H-VAC
repl~acements may achieve deeper penetratin within EEPS projects due to thte additional pe-

kW incentives offered through the.IPECProgram, those k Wh. savings would be allocated

towards.existing EEPS goals. Importantly, those savgs will more likely be obtained during the

limited time available to achieve the 15x15 goal, since the time-limnited availability of the peak-

kW incentives should spur quicker inmtallation of measures.

Con Edison. and NYSERDA wilt develop an M&V process that will verify peak kW

reductions resulting fromthe.IPEC Program and will be designed to avoid duplicate or repetitive

M&V processes per .project to avoid customer delays and the waste of ratepayer money.

5.. Customer Participation

The April 1 90 Order(p. 21) states. that the Revised Plan must provide more detail on

which building types (eig., owner-occupied buildings, Class B' office buiklings):and other

facilities Con.Edison and NYSERDA intehd to pursue aggressively and why.

Con Edison and NYSERDA will target the following specific customer groups9 that are

most likely to offer the opportunity for significant peak demand reductions before the summer of

2016:

9 In addition to the primary cuStomer types identified above, the, is also a collective potential for demnd reduction
among HVACused by residential and small: to medium businesses and institutions. The collective load reduction
potential among these customers:is significant, and should notbe. overlooked simply because they have relatively
low individual demand.
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* Located within the Con Edison Service territory - The IPEC Program will be

available to :all delivery customers. within the scope of this project ekcluive of

deliveries toNYPA's governmental customers under the Company's Schedule for

PASNY DeliveryService (PSC No. 12- Electricity), who already p eipate in the

NYPA Bui•d Smart.NY that contributes to the IPEC Program.goals.' .

o High PeakDemand - Marketing and outreach will focus on attracting customers with

high peak demandand project developers with potential large scale projects at one or

moretlocations. The IPEC Program will be designed to include solutions for large

building owners and large customers of all building types. The IPEC Program will

also address portfolios of multiple locations and chain accounts. that aggregate to

large demand.

* Pkior/Existing EEPS Participantsm- Customers who are currently planning EEPS

projects, or who: have already conducted sriall projects under EEPS, maybe :willing

tozexpand'the scope and depth ofprojects under. the new incentive structure.

* Fuel Switch - Custome capable of fuel switching for Summer air conditioning

load (e.g., electric to steam or electric to gas) representahigh potential for either

direacly reducingpeakload or preventing migration to the electric system. This

opportunity includes customers willingto operate a hybrid chiller.system,' 2 which.

10 IncludesNYPA Recbarge NY customers whoare eligible to participate based on their contribution to the IPEC

Reliability Surcharge.
r.1 !rrespetive of whether the IPECis closed, reducing the demand: of large customers located within an existing or

future Targeted Demand Side Management network provides significant value.. The same is true for custometrs with
or load factors thatachieve their highest demand peak during timesof System peak.
These customers would need to.demonstrate or assure that the chiller is operating on.steam during peak load

times;
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may include customers willing to install steam equipment using the Company's steam

service.

6. Program. Measures

Only those: measures that reduce metered peak demand will be considered eligible for the

pdak-kW custoier incentive. Accordingly, additionalproject ormeasure-level demand

reductions occurring outside the window of system peak will not be eligible for the peak-kW

incentive.

Con. Edison and NYSERDA. have experience using perfoicace incentives to implement

load shifting strategies by building operators. Petformanee incentives may be used to encourage

1) periodic or regular maintenance and-2) continuous commissioning of equipment and building

management. systemsby trained operators.' 3 Further, incentives would be available to facilitate.

training for operators,

Con Edison and NYSERDA will also consider the use of block bidding. as. a means to

engage energy service companies, and Original: Eqipment Manufacturers to accelerate

acceptance of new technologies. This approach could support more broad and deep market

engagement, aggregatedload reduction projects, targeted technology or market segments. Block

bidding could alsoprovide a vehicle for cost containment by using a request for proposal (CRFP")

.process to solicit blockbids that focus on key market.segments or measure types that have large

potential savings, but have :for one reason or another not participated-in the programsas otherwise

would have been expected. Block bidding is designed to build upon the solid foundation already

established by existing Con.Edison and NYSERDA C&I programs and Con Edison's T-DSM

• A building management system is defined as a controls.system that has the capacity to collect data, interpret the
information and then take action. In addition to the basip functiOnality"of equipment scheduling and alarm
notification, it. should enablethe. components of a cooling system to interact with each other to operate optimally by
meeting cooling load demand with minimal. energy usage.
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Without taking customers from those programs.' 4 Any use of block bidding would bhe carefully

designed.to miniize disruption :to existing EEPSprograrnt.

7. Expected Load Reduction Contributions

Demand reduction opportunities fall into three.categories of customer-sited measurs:

permanent load reduction, load management, and fuel switching, First, permanent reductions in

peak load will be obtained through replacement of existing and end of life equipment withtmore

efficient alternatives. These are the measures most likely to have existing incentives in place

through existing EEPS programs, Only the impact on peak load reduction will be taken into

account for calculation of thi peak-kW reduction incentive.'s

Second, by utilizing energy management systems, thermal energy storage, or battery

arrays, customers can manage their load and: remove kW from. the system peak by transferring

load to off-peak hours. Customer energy management has significant potential for not only

removing MW from the, systerhi peak, but also for reducing the. costs .of operating the distribution

systemr. As discussed in the previous section, performance conttacting.represents an opportunity

forload manageienW strategies sothat long-term operations result in continued load reductions.

Third, fuel switching from electic cooling to steam or gas cooling directly-removes peak:

MW from the electric system. The existing Targeted Steam AC Program, part of the T-DSM

Program,. requies .that a chier replacement project be located within one of the. designated

electric "targeted". networks. Expansion of the program to all of the electric networks would

provide additional electric system benefits and provide customers with economically competitive

cooling equipment.alternatives. Alternatively, an equivalent amount of electric load relief can be

14 Bidding would necessitate certalintquifements for financial secwurity or related mechanisms among the: bidders to

ensure performance
IS As stated the Initial Plan, ieasures whose primary impact is eohibited during times of non-peak load conditions

sueh as outdoor lighting andvariabl frequency drives will not beeligible for the peak kW incentive
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obtained by utilizing a qualifying gas-fired chiller or absorber in lieu of the steam-powered

equipment required as part of the Targeted Steam AC Program. Accordingly, the IPEC Program

would supplement the current T-DSM Program by including incentives for both types of non-

electfic cooling equipment. By: doing this, the IPEC would expand non-electric cooling

incentives beyond the steam service territory and would be applicable to a larger customer base.

This option would also provide customers with more options to meet their cooling requirements.

While some customers may elect to install only one of the above measure types, an

operational goal of the program willbe to encourage as many customer facilities as practical to:

install two or more measures.. For instance, energy .saving measures, when coupled with a

comprehensive load management and energy storage system for a large building, or coupled with

fuel switching, or both, can yield large peak reductions up to or even exceeding500 kW. By

encouraging large projects, the program aims to achievecost savings through economies of

Scale, reducing the.overall burden of recruiting and managing hundreds of small projects,. while

expediting the implementation of demand feductions by the summer of 201i6. For this.reason,

and as described in greater: detail below, awarding an additional incentive for projects that

achieve a significant scale of demand reduction (e.g., 500 kW or greater) would be beneficial to

the IPEC Program.

8. Cost Estimates

The April 1 9th Order requires (p. 21) that the Revised Plan "include an integrated, fully

justified 'supply cost curve' for acqunngpeak reduction MW from efficiency, demand response,

load management, on-site base load generation and fuel switching." The estimated costs of the

JPEC Program measures are necessarily subject to fu•rter analysis, but the following presents the
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Organizations' current estimate of the costs of the types of different measures that will be

included in the IPEC.Program.

a. Explanation of Cost Estimation Methodology

Con Edison andN-NYSERDA worked, together to analyze legacy energy program activity

and to utilize internal abd industry partner expertise as sources for a robust cost analysis, This

information was used as a basis for estimates of total project costs and incenitives necessary to

attract participation. and influence project development in order to deliver the proposed I00 MW

of peak:demand reduction,

In addition, Con Edison and NYSERDA assembled and analyzed a substantial data set of

existing.projects - representing over N0 MW of peak demand. reduction. This data set was.

assessed from the perspective of energy .(kWh) savings, peý-demand (kW) savings.: total project

cost and incentives to the extent available for a particular load reduction strategy.

Market participants. and subject matter experts wete, also consulted as additional:sources

for.cost and perfoniiance information. This approach allowed Con Edison and NYSERDA to

analyze:data from multiple sources with special emphasis on the load management strategies that.

integrate energy storage. (thermal and battery-based) :and non-electric (natural gas and steam) air

conditioping systems. Vendor prices were used to develop a comparison of equipment cost for

various types.of non-electric chillers. Information was colleeted on thermal storageecosts and

market potential from the developers of thermal storage installations in New: York City as well as

engineering professionals with relevant projet experience. Estimates from market stakeholders

were consistent with the. average, cost of thermal storage calculated from previous load

management projects.
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This. data formed the basis of the: estimates for incentives necessary to seure timely

.market attention and projectcompletions though accelemted implementation of strategies that

include permanent demand.reduction, fuel switching, and load management strategis. - as

further. described below.

b. Measures Evaluated for the IPEC Program

Permanent demand reduction: - High efficiency electric. chillers and light-emitting diode
('.LED')) lighting are measures currently offered in existing EEPS programs. Based on a recent:

study by Global Energy Partners,: LLC.'6 these measures h1ve been identified as having a hiW6

market potential.as well as a high potential for peak kW reduction. In addition to lighting and

comprehensive cooling projects, the Organizations see broader opportunities for permanent,

demand reduction including controls and process upgrades at facilities such as datacenters and.

water treatment plants. The IPEC Program wil pay for kW reduced for the installation of these

measures on top of existing EEPS incentives. These technologies have proven their

effectiveness in reducing demahd. The. addition.l incentive from'the IPEC Program will increase

thexrate of replacement of old inefficient chillers and old. lighting systemis with new high efficient

technologies.

Load management - Load management, measures included in the cost estimation are

energy storage (thermal or battery), building management systems ('BMS') and automated

demand response ("AutoDR'). 0 These technologies.have made. great strides in thelast few

"• I. Rohmund and G. Wilder, Global Energy Partners, Enevrg Efficiency Potential Study for Consolidated gEison,
ComPany of New York Inc., Volume. 2: Electric PoentialRepot, Final Report. March.2010. Available online:
httpwJww-..coned.com/docmnents/Volumen 2 Executive Summarvpdf

17For the purpose of this filing and the IPEC Program a.BMS is defind as a controls system that has.the'capacity to

collect data, interpret theiinformation and then take action. In addition to the basic functionality of equipment
scheduling and alarm notification, it should enable the components of a cooling system to interact with each other to
operate optimally by meeting cooling load demand with minimal energy usage.
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years anddare now dependable resources, for reducing peak demad AutoDR equipped lighting

controls (LEDT & fluorescent), window air-conditioners and packaged terminal air-conditioning:

units can provide strategic short term load curtailment, Thermal. storage essentially stores

thermal energy by making ice at night with electtic:.chillers and then releasing the thermal energy

to cool the building during, the day when demnd is greater on the system. Thermal cooiing

technology can be used for demand management at the individual customer level as well as for

district cooling at a complex: multi-building application or .for process cooling. Energy storage is

also a viable alternative for-peak reduction if the batry or other energy storage system has to

reduce the committod load for a six-hour duration. BMS is curntly inoentivizedin existing

EEPS programs; the IPEC Program will pay for kW reduced on top of existing incentives paidin

order to encourag• BMS installations and upgrades at a faster rate.

Fuel Switching; Steam or Gas.- The existing Targeted Steam, AC Program requires that a

chiller replacement projectbe located within. one of the designated electric "targeted" networks 0
The IPEC Program will incentivize steam customers outside of the targeted networks to convert

their electric chillers to high efficiency steam or gas chillers. Incentives will also be offered to

steam customers to discourage them from switching to.an electric chiller. Those customers.with

an end oflife steam chiller may currently opt to convert to electric chillers which.contribute to

load increases on the electric system. To avoid such conversions, the IPEC Program will also

incentivize customers with existing. steam chillers. to upgrade to a new high efficiency steam

chiller.,
18

..Steam turbine.chillers are similar to electric chillers, in that they use traditional refrigerants and have a..standard
refrigeration cycle4 The. main difference is that steam turbine chillers utilize a tuibine in lieu of a motor to turn the
compressor: Another type of steamn chiller the IPEC Progiam will incentivize is.the double stage absorption chiller.
This type of chiller utilizes a lithium bromide-solution in an absorptionrefrigeration cycle. The refrigeration cycle is
similar to the traditional cycle but aws a generator in lieu of a compressor as well as.an absorption -section.
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c. Estimated Total Cost of the IPEC Progra

The: IPEC Program budget is composed oftcustomer, incentives, plus planned costs for

outreach, marketing, technical support, measurement and verification, administration, reporting:

and evaluation. Con Edison and NYSERDA expect that incentives rpresentipg a reasonable,

minimumproiject cost share (a&g., approximately aecoun ting for half of project costs), will be a

prime driver for the amplified activitynecessary to reach the 100MW goal. This will. result in

projects that include ieani gu partiipant investment orproject cost-share as a means to

contain. ratepayer costs. supporting the program. In no case will the combined incentives paid.

through EEPS and IPEC exceed 100% of the projec cost.

Con. Edison and NYSERDA will closely monitor rates of program participation and

progress in achieving load reductions and will revisit the incentive levels-and project cost share

approaches with the intent of increasing participant cost share as meaningful progress is

demonstrated. Other steps to assure that estimatedicost are reasonable and contained include:a

review by NYPA, in addition to the Con Edison and NYSERDA review, and input from market

experts, Opportunities have been discussed and will continue to be sought to build on and

leverage the:IPEC Program with existing:EEPS program platforms and customer and contractor

relationships, includi g joint outreach, sales and marketing.

The informatioti and process deseribed above provide the foundation for incentives,

outreach, marketing, measurement and verification, and administration and other anticipated

program costs to achieve 100 MW .of peak demand reduction by summer 201.6. Based on market

forecast estimates, this corresponds to a proposed full program.budget of $220 million. As

identified in Table 1 below, this cost includes the cost of incentivizing customers within the

major measure categories discussed above, -as well as technical support, operator training,
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performance incentives, and program. management costs (incl. marketing, administration, M&V,

and. reporting).

Table 1: IPEC MW Reduction Market Forecast and Proposed Program Budget

Total 1PEC Market iPEC Budget (in
Forecast MW milllions)

Load Management .44 $77
Permanent Demand .40 $54
Reduction
Fuel Switching 16: $15
TechnicalfSupport $15
(including facility
operator trainlig &
-performance incentive) _________ _________

Program Management $58
Costs _.._._.._..-_.__

Target IP Demand 100 $29:
Reduction Budget _

9. Cost-Effectiveness

Con Edison and NYSERDA anticipate that an incremental program to redhce.peak

demand must be separate from the EEPS program from a regulatory policy perspective and

guided by the following benefit cost test at the program level:' 9

Benefit NPY(Energy+ LineLoss÷ Capacity4- Environmelul+ T + D)

Cost NP V(UtilityCosts+ CuStoieiCosts+.ProgramAdmir4

The test will be applied at the IPE• Program level and will evaluate the benefits of-the

program for operations during hours of peak demand.. Utilizingthe best available projections for

capacity, energy pricing, environmentaltimpacts, and distribution costs yields a Benefit/Cost

'9 CRP and DR costs and benefits have been developed by NYSERDA to estimate: levelized $/MWh and $/MW
respectively.
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ratio of 1.0. These projections are, based upon IPEC remaining in service and all future cost:

projections assume the plantwill remain in ser0ice through the foreseeable future. Should IPEC

close, however, the cost of generation capacity and energy prices could increase significantly,

making the IPEC Program far more cost effective.20 Accordingly, it .is notable that the IPEC

Programlis cost effective Under current market conditions.

The IPEC Program's demand reduction target of 100 MW is based on Con Edison's and

NYSERDA's best understanding of realistic achievable market potential within the short:

program window.• Specifically, the :100 MWtarget is, p rimaly based on the. market potential for

large projects to complete energy management solutions to remove on-peak demand. These

projects take significant time to plan for and arrange for budgeting or financing. Accordingly,

due to the short time before the contingency need.(less than 5 years•away), it is not realistic-to

plan for any additional MW reductions that could be achievable: through this program.

Alternatively, a smaller program target of less than: 100 MW would not save an equivalent

am.ount in program costs (e.g& $2.2 million per.MW). Certain upfront:costs in staffing, program

administration, marketing, and oputach will not decrease proportionally to a decrease in MW

reductions. A reduction in program goals: might therefore result in a more expensive acquisition:

cost (e.g. greater than $2.2 million per MW) and a less cost effective program then what is

described in this filing.

10. Source of Funding

The April 119t Order p.21) requires that the Revised Plan '"propose the source and

nature of any required financial incentive." Con Edison and NYSERDA propose that Con

20.The cost of energy used in the benefit/rost test was based on the 2012 average weekday aftemoon *holesale price

of:energy in NYISO Z0nes J & I. This period had an abnormally low cost of peak energy,.as excess natural gas
capacity kept fuiel prices at historically low levels.
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Edison delivery customers will pay a surcharge to cover the: cost of the IPEC Program, on an

arrears basis (after the costs have been incurred), through the MAC charge. as is dorie for the DR

and T-DSM programs, exclusive of NYPA's governmental customers who receive delivery

service under the Company's PSCNo.. 12 -- Electricity.

,Finally, Con Edison will not seek a shareholder incentive for the implementation of the

IPEC Program.

B. NYSERDA CHIP Proaram

1.1 Introduction-

.NYSERDA will administer the CHPportion. of the IpEC. P•gram. This will. consist:of

an. expansion of the existing T&MD C1IP Acceleration Program; and is hereinafter referred toas

the Expanded.CGP, Acceleration Program.

2. CMIP Program Goals and Customer Incentive

The Expanded CHP. Acceleration Program will achieve.25 MW of peak load reduction

via CHP, all .to be operational by Summer.2016, and will be administered with the existing

T&MD $1,600/kW portfolio-average incentive rate of direct incentives to. customers (thus, 25

MW at $1,600/kW would represent $40 million of direct incentives to customers). In addition,

as fur-ther described.belowadditional coStS will be incurred to support the activities of technical

assistance contractors and outreach contractors,. as wellas NYSERDA administrative costs (such

as. NYSERDA staff salaries and benefits, Measurement & Verification, NYS Cost Recovery Fee,

etc),. resulting:in a total cost to the ratepayers of $66 million (thus. $66 milIion delivering 25 MW

represents $2,640/kW for the ,all-i"ratepayer cost).
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3. Measure Characteristics to Incentivize

The Expanded CIP Acceleration Program Will support the installation of CUP systems in

the size range of 50 kW to 1.3 MW using vetted equipment which has been admitted into the

program's catalog.

4. Expected Load Reduction Contributions

.Load reductions will occur throughout. the May-October peak demand period in the:

amount: of25.MW. Theý CHP projects funded by the Expanded C-IP.Acceleration Program. will

be designed to operate during these peak hours, and all. projects must demonstrate to. NYSERDA

that operation throughout these peak hours is in the financial be9t interests. ofthe project

proponent. For example, the project proponent may demonstrate that the tariff which will apply

provides.a clear economic nal that impels operation of the CHP system throughout these peak

hours,.and that failure: to operate throughout these peak, houirs would cause a financial penalty

attributable to the tariff. The, MW accomplishments to beclaimed by the: program will consist of

that fruction of the CHP system demonstrating to NYSERDA that operation throughout these

peak hours is .in the financial best interests of the project proponent, plus that additional fraction

of the CHP system. confirmed to be enrolled in a demand response program, and will total 25

MW.

5; CUP, Program Operations

NYSERDA will administer the Expanded CHP Acceleration Program to deliver energy

savings and permanent.peak-demand savings via CHP (such reduction in peak demand will

occur when customer-self-gencrated electricity is 1substituted for a fraction of what the customer

would otherwise consume and demand from the grid), consisting of customer-sited generators
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operating on natural;gas to produe both eleotrniity and useful thermal energy in a clean and

efficient manner, as further described below.

The.Expanded C1HP Acceleration Program will utilize an expansion of'the existing

catalog of pre-qualified-equipment which is eligible for the program's incentives. Based on

vendor submittals received, it is expected: that the catalog will be fiuther, expanded to. include a

suite of steam backppessure turbines across a range of sizes Within the program's 50 kW to 1.3

MW limits.

In addition to these activities via the iPEC contingency funding for CHP, NYSERDA has

also requested federal Sandy Relief funds to install CHP throughout'the 17-county affected area

(muchof such territory overlaps with the IPEC t ritory), Therefore, if the federal funds do
indeed materialize, any CHP thus federally-fundedand locatedwithin the iPEe zone will be

counted towards timely achievement of the above-enumerated goal (and, at the discretion of the:

Commission, after thereby achieving the above-enumerated goal, the uncommitted: IPEC funds

could either be used to deliver additional CHP which would be installed at some eventual date,.

or as otherwise directed).

6. Integration with Existing CUP Programs

The :existing T&MD CLIP program consists of two. formats (the CHP Acceleration

Program, also known as. the "Catalog" program, supports.pre-qual.ified pre-enginejered CHP

modules.in the sizerangeo.50 kW to 1.3 MW, while the CHP Performance Programosupports

custom-engineered CHP systems larger than 1.3 MW). The approved'T&MD CHP funds,

totaling $75 million, consist of $25 million dedicated to the CHIP Acceleration Program, and $50

million dedicated. to the CHP Performance Program, as further described below.
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The existing. CUP Accoleration Program has issued a statewide solicitation, (PON 2568)

which makes available $20 million of the $25 million in the form of direct customer incentives

(the remaining $5 million wililbe used for other marketplace assistance activities, including but
not limited to collection and posting of system performance data,. re-.commissioning activities at

installation sit.estechnical assistance contractors for review of modules :seeking. admittanceto

the Catalog, technical assistarice contractors for assisting host sites with evaluating prospectuses.
from vaious, equipment vendors, conferences and other.outreach activitie, and the like). The

CHP"Performance Program.has issued a statewide solicitation .(PON 27.01) which makes

available. $40 million of the $50 million in the form of direct customer incentives (the remainiing

$10 million will similarly be used for other mharketplace assistance activities). Thus, $60 million

of the $75 million.T&MD funds are available as direct incentives to eligible customers.

The T&MD CHP program is expected to achieve 37.5 MW of peak load reduction via

CUP installations (12.5 MW Via the CHP Acceleration Program, plus 25 MW via the CUP

Performance Program) to become operational in accordance with target dates as specified in the

approved T&MD Operating Plan(not all of this is expected to occur in Con Edison territory, and

not all of this is.expected to be operational by Summer 2016). Thus,: the portfolio-average

incentive rate of direct incentives to customers is $1,600/kW :($60 million/37.5; MW). The

proposed 25. MW of C14P for IPEC is above and beyond what current funding.(SBC3, and

SBC4/T&MD):is expected to otherwise deliver by Summer 2016, i.e., NYSERDA-funded

projects, in the pipeline that are expected to occur by the critiical time and not already reflected in

the RNA.
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7. NYSERDA would initially target specific Customer types for participation in the

Expanded CCHP Acceleration Program,

In addition to promoting uptake of all' items in the Catalog, the.Expanded CHP

Acceleramion Progam will undertake a dedicated effort, of outreach to the Con Edison steam

customners, informing then of the opportunity to install a steam backpressure turbine!"in parallel"

with their steam inletpressure reducing valves, so that the building could use the backpressure

turbine to. achieve pressure reduction while generating electricity on-site (reduce the steam

pressire from circa 100.psi in the street, to approximately 15 psi for.distribuition throughout the

building). Incentives for installation of a backpressure steam turbine would be pro-rated to the

electric production during the -summe period, and thus; other:improvements at the site which

increase summer steaim consumption (such as the installation of steam absorption chillers) would

improve the economics of the backpressure turbine.. Thus, Con Edison and NYSERDA will

promote concurrent adoption of steam absorption iing (though atjointly-administered.

program) and steam backpressure turbines (thrugh the NYSERDA-administered Expanded

ClP Acceleration Program). Although not the primary objective of the IPEC contingency

planning effort, by virtue of these capital investments in modem. steam-relaied equipment, this

would provide a desirable co-benýefit of reinforcing customers' long-term commitmnent to the Con

Edison steam system.

8. Cost ofAcquiring CHIP Pak Reductions

NYSERDA is keying. the costs of.theExpanded: CID Acceleration Program primarly.to

the costs for CHP authorized recently by the Commission via the T&MD program. This

information was used as a basis for estimates. of project incentives necessary to attract

participation and influence project development in order to deiver the proposed. 25 MW of CLP.

NYSERDA currently plans that such additional ineentives will be administered in an identical
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manner, and thus deliver a signal to the marketplace that there is no advantage to waiting for the.

IPEC Program funds to become available, andthereby emphasize prompt participation in the

program as currently funded via T&MD. Notwithstanding. this intent, NYSERDA tecognizes -the

need for any andall neess~y flexibility and nimbleness to adjiist the program in response to

market conditions in. order to establish and maintain the urgent momentumnecessary to meet: the

'intensive goal ofthe program. Additional costs, for technical assistance contractors and outreach

contractors, have been developed to support these crucial activities which will supplement the

direct-incentives aspect of the program.

The additional CHP activities herewith describedto be funded via $66 million of IPEC

contingency plan funds to achieve an additional 25 MW of peak load reduction via CHP would

represent:$40: million of direct incentives to customers. The remaining $26 million will be used

for other marketpla=e assistance activities, which wouldby necessity be more-intensive than.

similar activities originally planned under the T&MD program (of this $26million, $16 would

be used for Outreach and TechnicalAssist•ace Cotitractor activities, while $10 million would be..

used for administrative functions such as NYSERDA staff salaries and State Cost Recovery Fee

and Program Evaluation tasks).21 For: the expanded portionof the program, $16 million will be

allocated for Technical Assistance Contractors and Outreach Contractors, which represents a $6

million."adder" compared to the $10 million for Technical Assistance Contractors and under

T&MD to support an equivalent amount (25 MW) of CHP -,note that the T&MD CHP

Acceleration Program does not utilize any Outreach Contractors, so this additional feature

21 These administrative functions are budgeted at 8%.for NYSERDA staff salaries and. benefits, 2%• fbr State Cost

Recovery Fee; and 5% .for Program Evaluation, totaling. 15%. The computation is based on program costs ($40
million direct incentives plus 1.6million Technical Assistance Conbtractors/Outteach .Contractors = $56 million) as.
follows:. $56 milliondivided by 85% = $66 million "all-in" •ratepayer costs. Note that $66 million times 15%= $10
million and $56 million plus$ 10 million = $66 million.
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accounts for the. need for these proportionately-additional funds. This need to specifically

establish Outreach Coordinators:: forthe Expanded CIP AccelerationProgram is due to the need

.to drive an additional batch of customers into the program above-and-beyond the customers

expected to be atticted through the efforts of the CHP system vendors to the base T&MD .

program. .Due to the Urgency and compressed.timeline, a dedicated Outreach effort is planned. to

consist of the following two components: (1) outreach and coaching of Con Edison Steam:

customers to consider steambackpressure turbine C-IP, and (2) a 'hear from :CHIP experts: and.

meet the. pre-qtuaified ClHP equipment vendors" expo to oc.cur at venues it numertous

neighborhoods thtrughout New York City. These two new Outreach activyties are- cial, WillR

require "adder" funds, and -are. the preferred strategy to drive participatio0 in the CIP program

by helping the CHP vendors with customer acquisition challenges (as opposed to a strategy of

further enhancing the direct fnwentive toý customers). In order to meet the fast-paced timeline, it

is expected~that these additional megawatts of CHP installations will occurft ugh an expansion

of the CHIP Aceeleration Pr'ogram.

The fully-loaded budget is composed of customer incentives, plus planned costs for

outreach, marketing, technical support, measurement and verification, administration, reporting
and evaluation important to effective management of the pro m. It is expected that these.

incentives, which have already been established under the T&M] program to represent a

reasonable, minimum project :cost share: (approximately half or more to be invested by the

customer), will be a prime driver, but will also rely on intensified outreach efforts to create an

amplified activity necessary to reach the:25 MW goal. The continued use of meaningful

participant investment, or project cost-share, will be a means to contain ratepayer costs

supporting the program. If neeessary, budget adjustments may occur to move funds between the
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incentive pool and the Technical Assistance Contractors/Outreach Contractors pool. For

example, if the Outreach effort proVes very effective early in the program and facilitates

sufficient.customer acquisition, but those customers materialize overwhelmingly on the smaller

end of the CHP size spectrum, the $40 million. budget for direct incentives to customers may not

be sufficient to achieve the 25 MW goal2 2 and thus a reallocation of funds out of the Technical

-Assistance Contractors/Outreach Contractors pool. and into0the direct incentives pool would be

appropriate.

.9. Source and nature of any required financial and. Expanded ClIP Acceleration
Program costs

The information and process described above provide the fOundation for incentives,

'outreach, marketing, measurement and verification and other anticipated program costs which

corresponds to a proposed full budget of $66 million to be funded with IPEC Contingency Plan

funds to expand the T&MD CIiP. Aceleration Program into the NYSERDA-administered

Expanded C,.HP Acceleration Program to. achieve an additional 25 MW of peak demand

reduction by Summer 201.6.

C. NYPA Build Smart NY Program

NYPA has been working with. several New York City and.State:agencies to identify

incremental demand reductions based on longterm capital planning and expects to achieve an

additional 15 MW of peak demand reductions not accounted for in the 2012 RNA (some

projected achievements from .Build Smart NY: are already includedin the.2012 RNA)..23 State

agencies and authorities are working to accelerate energy efficiency in State. facilities,

2 The.CHP Acceleration Program, and henc" the Expanded CHP Aeeleration Program, is budgete for a poitfolio-
average direct incentive to customers at $1,600/kW and, in rder th. capture theecnomies-of-scale, uS aslidtng
scale of baseline incentives ranging from 50 kW at $1,800/kW to 1.3 MW at $.l,!50/kW. Additionally, two bonuses
areavailable either singly or jointly, consisting of a 10% bous. for systems installed at critical faeility sites, and/or a
10% bonus for CHP systems installed within ConEdison's Targeted Zones.
23 Note. ihat this would be over and above the, 100 MWtargeted by the IPEC Program.
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particularly in light of Governor Cuomo's recently issued Executive Ordef 88 which mandates a

20 percent energy use reduction by April 2020. Additionally, the incremental demand reductionsl

include work associated with aeration and. de-watering system upgrades at wastewater treatment

plants in New York City.as well new efficiency opportunities identified. in master energy plans

that: are .nvisioned.for university campusesinNew York City. Equipment at many of the

wastewater treatment plantsohas outlived its useful life and there has been significant.

advancement in the technology that can be employed to further reduce high level energy

consumption at these facilities. Campus-wide ASHIRAELevel R audits: will.licp identify capital

energy efficiency retrofits. In addition to energy efficiency measures, the. audits will help to

identify opportunities for cost effective on-siterenewable generation and potential for CHIP

projects. All NYPA Energy Efficiency Program projects are funded through NYPA low cost

financi.'g which is reco.vered from the direct program participants.
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CONCLU.SION

For the reasons set forth above, Con Edisonh NYSERDA and.NYPA respectfully request

that the Commission approve the Revised Plan and allow them to move forward with its

impleMertation.

Dated: New York, NY
June 19,2013

Respectfully submitted,

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY
OF:NEW YORK, INC.

by its Attorney,

LVaiel W. Ros.enbhxm
Associate Counsel
Consolidated Edison Company
of.New York, Inc.

4 Irving:Place, 1875-S
New YorklNY 10003
(p) 212-460-4461
(f) 212-677-5850
rosenb umd(c,€oned.com

By: I/ Peter Keane
PetdrKeane
Associate Counsel
NYSERDA
17 Columbia Cicle
Albany, New York 12203-6399
(p) 518.862.1090, ext. 3366
(f 518.862.1091
prk(•,Mserda.ny.gov

By: Is! Glenn D. Haake
Glenn D; Haake
Principal Attorney
New York Power Authority
30 South Pearl Street - 10th Floor
Albany, New Yorfc 12207-3245
(518) 433-6720
glenn.haaken yaa.g ov
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